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of our group were very close to the cascade of rocks
bouncing down the mountain. Some of the rocks
were basketball size and actually hit the opposite
shore. No one was hit. As soon as we realized how
lucky we were another down burst struck from the
opposite direction but any rock fall did not come our
way although it did blow a kayaker over.What a
welcome!
Day 2: Made Sandy Hole Camp at mile 23.8’. I
missed seeing the fir trees on river left at Salmon
Falls. At the time i was more interested in observing
the small riffles where a major rapid called Salmon
Falls used to be. It has disappeared underwater
because of a blowout of side canyon that backed the
river up for three plus miles. It also created a new
significant rapid pictured below.

Salmon Rover, Idaho 2013
by tsharp » Mon Dec 30, 2013 7:57 am
NTS:
August 2013: It is the time again to head west for our
annual river trip out west with friends I was
somewhat reluctant to go since I acquired a new knee
in May. With some help and encouragement from
wife and friends I was able to make the trip.
This years trip was eighty-one miles on the Salmon
River from Corn Creek to Carey Creek. Participants
included Susan Sharp, Turner Sharp, Kathleen
Simpson, Mike Gilzow, Tom Connelly, Bridget
Tincher, Heath Henson, Nancy Ward, Jess Parks, and
Christina Peraino. Craft included 3 Catarafts, 2
Kayaks, 2 Rafts, and 1 IK. Low summer flows make
this trip Class II-III in difficulty, This was Nancy
and Christina's first self supported river trip.
This was the same trip we did in August of 2010 and
other information may be found at:
http://www.entsbbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=77&t=2067#p7758
Day 1: Found ten of us at the Corn Creek Forest
Service campground which is used to marshal gear
and let the Forest Service Ranger inspect the river
permits and give an orientation and safety talk. We
were informed of the location of two new rapids
caused by a blow out in Black Canyon. We were also
warned of thunderstorms with high winds predicted
for the afternoon. As a bonus the ranger commented
that this summer was the worst infestation of Yellow
Jacket ever seen. It was to be a seven day trip with
one layover day scheduled. Most of the first day was
spent loading boats, but I did get to measure some
trees I had previously measured 3 years ago at this
site
Blue Elderberry (Sambucus nigra ssp. cerulae) 2.0’ x
24.8’
The Ponderosa Pines measured on the previous trip
showed no growth at all.

Photo by Tom Connelley
The blowout was on river right and created this 10-12
foot stairstep drop. One of the kayakers decided to
run part of this rapid upside down and got a mild
concussion. She did roll up at the bottom.

Our destination was Upper Devils Teeth Camp at
mile 12.9. Somewhere near mile nine the predicted
thunderstorms arrived. There was not much rain but
the roar of the wind higher up on the canyon walls
was impressive. Then we started hear trees snapping
which was not unusual because of all the fire
damaged timber. It then got serious with large
perfectly health trees torn out of the ground and pitch
poled down the mountain side. Some of these trees
had substantial root balls with embedded rock. Some

We made a mandatory stop at Hot Tub Springs for
about an hour soak.
The only tree measured was a Ponderosa Pine (Pinus
ponderosa var. ponderosa) 11.6’ x 92.7’
Day 3: We pulled over at Magpie Creek (mile 29.5)
and take a lunch break while I did some tree ID and
8
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measuring. Trees measured included:
Grand Fir (Abies grandis) # x 115.9’, 3.9’ x 93.5’
Douglas-fir (Psuedotsuga menziesii var. glauca) # x
134.1’, 10.6’ x # (top out)
Ponderosa Pine (Pinus ponderosa var. ponderosa)
10.8’ x 163.0’
This is the tallest Ponderosa pine I have ever
measured anywhere in the Salmon River drainage.
Grand Fir is near the eastern edge of its range at this
location along the river. They are relict populations
surviving in some of the deep and wet side canyons
and indicative of a previous wetter and cooler
climate. One could encounter other Pacific Northwest
species such as Pacific Yew and Black Cottonwood. I
also saw a Red Alder trunk in a driftwood pile along
the creek.
The best and tallest Firs proved to difficult for me to
measure being stuck down among boulders along the
creek and surrounded by White Alders. Nancy Ward
measured the smaller Grand Fir did fine with her first
effort with a clinometer and range finder. A possible
lady ENT?
Day 4: Camped at Rhett Creek at mile 46.6
There were plenty of Alders along this creek with the
largest measured at:
White Alder (Alnus rhombifolia) # x 64.5’, 6.6’ x
47.4’
This species was tough to measure because most of
them grew in clumps of 2-8 stems with the tops many
times intertwined plus it is rough going in the creek
bed.
We stopped at Buckskin Bills at Five Mile Bar to get
necessities such as beer, ice cream, and water. The
compound is like an oasis in very arid surroundings
with green grass and a vegetable garden irrigated
from nearby creek I also noted the presence of
various nut and fruit trees including Black Walnut,
Peach, Cherry, and Apricots. I measured an English
Walnut girth Juglans regia at 6.2'.
Day 5 & 6: Swimming Hole Camp at mile 60.6
What a pleasant way to spend an extra day. There
were trees to measure, a mile long sandy beach and a
killer swimming hole with cliffs to dive from. The
dry hill side behind the camp caught my attention by
being filled with Blue Elderberries and Mountain
Mahogany.
Trees measured included:
Blue Elderberry ( Sambucus nigra ssp. cerulea) 2.5’ x
18.6’
Curl-leaf Mountain Mahogany (Cercocarpus
ledifolios) 3.2’@3 1/2’ x 20.1’
Ponderosa Pine (Pinus ponderosa var. ponderosa)
12.6’ x 149.9’ x 48’(maximum spread)
Netleaf Hackberry (Celtis laevigata var. reticulata)
5.6’ x 35.6’
This variety of Hackberry is found in the driest and

most inhospitable locations on a site. Usually pinched
up against rocks or in a rock crevice and receiving
plenty of sun with a southwestern exposure
Day 7: Johnson Beach camp mile 75.7
Measured a large Douglas-fir above the beach and
pictured below:

Rocky Mountain Douglas-fir (Psuedotsuga menziesii
var.glauca) 13.6’ x 132’.
Photo by Susan Sharp
Some typical scenery along a placid section of river.
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Largest Eastern Cottonwood in NZ
(and the world?)
by fooman » Wed Jan 01, 2014 4:00 am
Hi All,
A few years ago I made a quick note about the
Frimley Poplar, the largest deciduous tree in New
Zealand. I finally managed to spend some time in the
area and managed to take a few photos of this
impressive tree.
Measurements, as of 2011
(http://register.notabletrees.org.nz/tree/view/210):
Height: 138 ft
dbh: 128 inches - actually diameter at head height
(1.9 m/75 inches) to get above some basal flaring
circumference: 33.5 ft
spread: 111.5 ft
points: 568
The points total is 3 more than the US national
champion P. deltoides var deltoides
(http://www.americanforests.org/bigtree/populusdeltoides-ssp-deltoides/), 38 more than the US
national P. deltoides var. monilifera
(http://www.americanforests.org/bigtree/populusdeltoides-ssp-monilifera-3/) and 70 more points than
the US national champion P. deltoides var. wizlesni
(http://www.americanforests.org/bigtree/populusdeltoides-ssp-wislizeni/). Not as many points as the
US national chamption Fremont Cottonwood
(http://www.americanforests.org/bigtree/populusfremontii-ssp-fremontii-3/), but that tree, and all the
other US champions above are all multi-stem trees.

Photo by Susan Sharp
Take out at Carey Creek is at mile 80.9 and the boat
ramp is usually busy with people derigging and
wondering how they will get everything stuffed back
into vehicles. We were the first ones their and got a
good head start. The ever present yellow jackets got
their last lick in and the only ones not stung as of yet
got stung. We made it to Mountain Home, Idaho to
camp. The next day we dropped of several at the Salt
Lake City airport and then made camp at the Gros
Ventre campground in the Grand Teton National Park
and headed east.
A complete listing of trees measured measured may
be found on the Trees Datatbase site at:

It is summer here at the moment, so the tree was in
full leaf. It is past its prime, with a large hollow (and
fire damage), but still a very impressive specimen.
One of the highlights of a (rather too short) summer
vacation.
Cheers,
Matt

http://treesdb.azurewebsites.net/Browse/Sites/10862/
Details
Turner Sharp
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From a distance.

The not-so-good side of the tree.

Re: Laurel Fork Heritage Preserve,
SC
by bbeduhn » Thu Jan 02, 2014 11:23 am
I made it back to Laurel Fork to confirm the tall
Virginia pine I located last spring. I was part of an
ENTS outing to check out some 160' LiDAR hits.
We didn't get everywhere we wanted to hit but some
nice finds were made in an old growth remnant in
steep terrain. I don't have many numbers from that
section so I'll let others tackle that. In our group were
Jess Riddle, Will Blozan, Michael Davie and Josh
Kelly.
A camping site just above Laurel Fork Falls yielded
some excellent results for sweetgum and a solid
sycamore. Sweetgum came out 143.1' and 141.5'. I
think Will Blozan got 144' with his Trupulse. The

The good side of the tree.
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sweetgum had grown approximately 20' since 2002
when Jess Riddle measured them.
The 160's along the stream were checked out and
they were all white pine, no surprise. The highest
measurement I got was 161.9', matching the highest
previously measured white pine in the Laurel Fork
site.
While the others were checking out the trees up the
ridge, I went after the VA pine. I took a couple of
quick shots and confirmed the record. I hit 124.6' last
year and got a quick 125.4', then headed for higher
ground to get a more accurate measurement. That
measurement came out at an even 127.0'. The
highest point is on the left side. I don't think that
leader will grow much more but the central sprouts
are just below it in height at about 124'-125', so there
is a very good chance that the tree could hit 130'.
The surprising thing about this tree, and the reson I
didn't recognize it as a new record in the field last
time, is that it is very young. I'd guess that it's not
more than 45 years, and likely about 40. It still has
adolescent bark. (According to Jess, the bark is the
result of slow radial growth so it may be a good bit
older). It's very thin at just 4'11.5".

127.0' Virginia pine
Some trees surrounding the VA pine are the unusual
bitternut hickory and shortleaf pine, pics in post #1.
The white pines are young and black birch are
common, 80' to 95'. There's a 97.3' sourwood and a
115.6' Va pine, along with a couple other Va pines in
the 100' range.
In the stand:
Va pine 127.0' 115.6'
shortleaf pine 114.1'
pitch pine
110.4'
bitternut hick 95.0'
sourwood
97.3'
black birch a dozen 80-95'
New numbers from Laurel Fork, outside of the
heritage area
carya alba mockernut hickory 122.3'
Platinus occidentalis sycamore 131.7'
Betula lenta black birch
98.9' 93.9'
Liquidambar styraciflua sweetgum 141.5' 143.1'

4'11.5" girth Virginia pine
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Oxydendron arboreum sourwood 85.0' 88.1'
Magnolia acuminata cucumbertree 111.5'
Betula nigra river birch
70.9'
Fagus grandifolia American beech 110.8'
Pinus virginiana Virginia pine
115.6' 127.0'
national record
Pinus strobus white pine
144.1' 146.3'
144.1' 158.6'
143.0' 144.7' 153.0' 153.3'
161.9'
mystery tree
101.0'

Josh heard about a rare fern which grows on a very
small waterfall very close to Lake Jocassee and
Laurel Fork Falls, so we checked that out.

Some measurements from Will
Cornus florida flowering dogwood 48.0' 13.1cm
cbh new state record
Liriodendron tulipifera tuliptree 157.9'
Carya glabra pignut hickory
140'+
Robinia pseudoacacia blk locust
146'
Quercus rubra red oak
130+
Alnus serrulata hazel alder
new state record
Will eyed some nice paw paws along the road after
we left Laurel Fork. Many 40's and a couple of 50'+
with two thick girths. I got one at 2'8".

Beautiful sourwood crown 85'

This tree baffled me. It grows amongst beech and
cucumber trees. The ground was carpeted with beech
leaves with little else. I should have done some
digging.

Laurel Fork Falls
13
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mystery tree 1 (likely red maple)

mystery tree 3 (likely red maple)
(Jess thinks these are of a red maple.)
Brian

mystery tree 2 (likely red maple)
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Shakerag Hollow, TN
by Jess Riddle » Fri Jan 03, 2014 6:53 pm
NTS,
The Cumberland Plateau is an 800’ high layer cake of
siltstone, sandstone, and limestone capped by a think,
erosion resistant layer of sandstone made up of tiny
bits of the ancestral Appalachian Mountains. The cap
rock weathers into fast draining, nutrient poor, acidic
soils, so oak forests cover the gentle terrain of the
plateau. However, as streams cut from the plateau’s
edge into the cap rock, the same sandstone forms
high cliffs and gorges that create cool, moist
microclimates. Combined, the sediments from the
different layers produce rich calcareous soils in the
gorges and around edge of the plateau. Those
conditions support forests of exceptional stature at
Savage Gulf and height record trees at Fiery Gizzard.

Rich deciduous forests and cliffs at the edge
of Shakerag Hollow

Tulipree and shagbark hickory are the dominate
species, but the overstory is quite mixed. Sugar
maple and black walnut are locally important and
Biltmore ash, other hickories, yellow buckeye, and
cucumbertree are also common. Sugar maple also
dominates the lower canopy layers, but several
calciophiles mix in with them including spicebush,
paw paw, bladdernut, and yellowwood. Trees over
150 years old are common on the upper slopes, but
the lower slopes have been cut more recently. An old
road bed reaches at least up to the older forest, and an
old home site lies on the lower slopes. Yellow birch
and mountain maple, more northern species common
in Savage Gulf, are absent as are hemlock and
umbrella magnolia. Basswood, while present, is does
not approach the dominance it obtains at Savage
Gulf.
View looking north off of the Cumberland
Plateau at the edge of Shakerag Hollow

The University of the South campus sits on top of the
plateau about 30 miles southwest of Savage Gulf, but
spills over the side to include two large coves noted
for old-growth forest: Thumping Dick Cove and
Shakerag Hollow (yes, I know, makes you wonder if
the fraternities were in charge of naming). Sandstone
cliffs rim the V-shaped Shakerag Hollow, but the
slopes within it are stair-stepped. Boulderfields
cover much of the gentler slopes in addition to
occasional house sized blocks.

ShakeragMeasurements.JPG (44.15 KiB)
Viewed 102 times
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The largest chinkapin oak, 11’1” cbh x
117.3’ tall

6’7” cbh x 112.7’ tall chinkapin oak and
9’3” cbh x 125.1’ tall black walnut
Jess

Persimmon grows on a wide variety of upland sites,
but upland trees are consistently smaller than their
floodplain counterparts. These persimmons would
have been impressively large in a floodplain, but
were startling to see on a high, rocky slope.
Chinkapin oak at Shakerag Hollow consistently
approaches the species’ height record of 121.1’.
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Rothkugel Plantation 2013 - WV
by tsharp » Sat Jan 04, 2014 6:33 am
On 11/3/2013 I made my second visit to the
Rothkugel Plantation to get some more
measurements. For results of my first trip and some
background information on the plantation see the
following link:
http://www.entsbbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=131&t=3660#p15023
There was one particular tree I wanted to remeasure.
I had run out of daylight and could not get a
repeatable height and settled on my best height as
135.5' even though I got one reading at 137.7' I listed
both heights in my notes as Not Less Than (NTL).
This time I got 140.1' This was a West Virginia
height record until four trees later I got one at 143.1'
The next surprise was a European Larch snuggled in
between two Norway Spruces. I spent an hour trying
to get a repeatable height while my wife getting antsy
and was amazed I could spend so much time on such
a scrawny tree. Height was 119.0’ which is also a
WV record but I also listed this height as NLT. So
I’ll be back especially since I have only covered half
the stand.
10.9’ x 114.8’ x 55’ maximum spread

Largest girth Norway Spruce

Roots of largest girth tree
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All photos by Susan Sharp
Heading down the trail toward WV Highway 28
Trees measured from all visits to Rothkugel can be
found on the Trees Database site at:
http://treesdb.azurewebsites.net/Browse/Sites/1033/D
etails
Turner Sharp
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Whitesboro Red Oak, NY

Classic White Oak (Quercus alba)
near Vineland Station, ONT

by tomhoward » Sun Nov 03, 2013 3:43 pm
by wrecsvp » Sun Jan 05, 2014 12:27 pm
NTS: On Oct. 24, 2013 my brother Jack Howard and
I went to Whitesboro (in Oneida County west of
Utica) to a funeral. In a small park near the church in
the old historic part of Whitesboro, we saw an
enormous Red Oak, that is the largest Oak I have
ever seen. It is just jaw-droppingly huge. 2 days later
we measured this tree by the NTS method. It has a
single trunk 76.2" dbh (19.95 ft. cbh) and is at least
101 ft. tall with an estimated branch spread of about
95 ft. or more. We did not have time to make more
detailed measurements (and we may have attracted
too much attention if we did).

This tree is a block south of the QEW highway on
Victoria Avenue, just south of Lake Ontario in the
Niagara Peninsula where it must be relatively well
protected from winter winds. 193.5 " CBH (5'2"
DBH). Photos and measurement by Pat Morris, a
nearby resident who has admired the tree for many
years.

Here is a picture of the Oak:

Red Oak 76.2" dbh, Whitesboro
Tom Howard
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Mt Tom Champion Hemlock has
fallen
by ltgarcia » Sat Jan 04, 2014 9:53 pm
Hello ENTS,
With much sadness I have de-lurked on this board to
report that the Champion Hemlock on Mt Tom has
fallen and seems to have died a natural death from a
severely rotted trunk. I have visited this tree many
times over the years and always loved seeing this
gorgeous tree. I am attaching a couple photos I took
with my camera phone today.
RIP to a gentle giant, who will be greatly missed.
Kind regards to all,
Laura Garcia
Easthampton

Bavarian Inn, Shepherdstown, WV
by tsharp » Tue Jan 07, 2014 5:45 pm
NTS:
Our next stop in the Eastern Panhandle included an
totally unplanned stay in Shepherdstown, Jefferson,
County, West Virginia.
It is a pleasant college town with a good collection of
shops and restaurants. We stayed at the Bavarian Inn
which is perched on a bluff overlooking the Potomac
River.
We must have been "out of season" because the room
was a very reasonable $65. If one is a Civil War buff
this would make a convenient place to stay and
explore the many civil war sites in the area such as
Antietam (Sharpsburg for you southerners), Harpers
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Ferry and even Shepherdstown itself.

State Champion Reese Mesquite

For more information on the Inn see this link:

by Yeti » Tue Dec 24, 2013 12:07 am

http://www.bavarianinnwv.com/
My wife took me to a Chocolate factory just outside
vegas in Henderson, NV, she figured since it had a 3
acre Cactus garden I would be excited to go. I was
excited to see some cacti plus got to see the state
champ Reese Mesquite

The next morning i spied a grove of trees next to the
Inn that begged to be measured. Pictured below are
the three biggest.

Photo by Susan Sharp
From left to right White Oak (Quercus alba) 14.8' x
105.1', Yellow-poplar (Lirodendron tulipifera) 17.4'
x 109.1', Yellow Oak ([iQuercus muehlenbergii][/i]
12.7' x 95.6'. In the same area I also noted three
stumps of recently removed trees that would have
matched these three.
All trees measured were entered into the Trees
Database at:
http://treesdb.azurewebsites.net/Browse/Sites/10875/
Details
Turner Sharp
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New Years Thoughts and Ramblings

5. For webmaster Ed Frank to rejoin us in his
traditionally vigorous style. In building the website
and creating the BBS, Ed has secured a permanent
place in the NTS Hall of Fame. If his contributions
stopped there, they would represent a mountainous
achievement, but Ed still has lots to offer in our daily
discussions.

by dbhguru » Wed Jan 01, 2014 1:48 pm
Hi All,

HAPPY NEW YEAR
Monica and I retired last night at 10:15PM. No
celebration, just peaceful slumber. That tends to
happen when you're into your seventies. So, when the
New Year arrived an hour and 45 minutes later, we
were unaware. But here I am on Jan 1st all brighteyed and bushy-tailed and ready to put the TruPulse
200X through its daily paces. Sparky, as I call my
new instrument, has a formidable schedule for 2014.
Ooh, he's turning out to be a real slave driver.

6. Building a more formal connection between
American Forests and NTS. It is a natural. If
American Forests is to achieve its potential as a
legitimate repository of historical measurement data
on America's largest trees, then AF has to purge
grossly inaccurate measurements from the National
Register. AF also has to build a fire under those
regular contributors who are partly responsible for
the current low stakes effort that plagues the
program. There are people out there who feed off the
high from bagging new champions. That's fine, but
what if their trees don't even approach championship
form - to say nothing of being grossly mismeasured?
An AF-NTS partnership can go along way in turning
this situation around, although its full implementation
can't happen in a year.

What's on my plate for 2014 outside of measuring
lots of trees (to include some planned for Hawaii
during late January and most of February), working
on the AF measuring guidelines (and spinoffs
thereto), planning the old growth conference for
Durango, CO in August, testing a variety of
instruments for tree measuring, and communicating
with my fellow and lady Ents, identifying hemlocks
for treatment and fund raising to help pay for that,
and undertaking a filming project with Joe Zorzin?
Not much. Still, I can dream. If I had my wish, what
would I wish for with respect to NTS in 2014? Let's
see. I wish for:

7. Getting more Ents to experiment with new
measurement tools. Forget the expensive equipment.
There are dozens of $0.99 to $3.99 smartphone apps
begging to be tested. Who should be testing them?
Us!
8. Michael Taylor to continue pushing the envelop in
perfecting ever more effective methods of whole tree
modeling.

1. More great European Ents to join us. With Kouta,
Karl, Jeroen, and Michael on board and doing stellar
work, a few more communicating with us would
further enhance the European mission. Before the
European contingent joined us, I knew virtually
nothing of the forests of Europe in terms of tall trees.
In fact, I think my impression was that there were
none. Yes, I was aware of some of the great old
English oaks, but little else.

9. Will Blozan and/or Jess Riddle to confirm a 200foot tall tuliptree in the Smokies.
10. Me and/or Dale Luthringer to confirm a 200-foot
tall eastern white pine anywhere.
11. Larry Tucei to discover a hitherto unknown
swamp in Mississippi where brontosauruses and Trexes still roam and fern trees grow 250-feet high.
Ooh, what is in this coffee?

2. More great American Ents to join us like Matt
Markworth, John Harvey, T.C. from New Jersey,
T.C. Maser from PA, etc. to take on projects
(specialized lists, e.g.) that expand our understanding
of the maximum dimensions of tree species.

Bob
Robert T. Leverett
Co-founder and Executive Director
Native Native Tree Society
Co-founder and President
Friends of Mohawk Trail State Forest

3. The completion of the Excel interface to the NTS
database so that those of us with huge personal
databases can efficiently import/export data.
4. Dr. Don Bragg to be able to find the time to keep
the Bulletin of the Eastern Native Tree Society going.
The Bulletin is our scientific voice.
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conditions allowed me to see 63 tree species, 58 of
them native, in just a few hours without even visiting
the drier habitats associated with the larger ridges.

Brasstown Creek, SC
by Jess Riddle » Mon Jan 06, 2014 5:02 pm

Jess
NTS,
Brasstown Creek flows down the Brevard Fault to the
Tugaloo River, the GA-SC state line. Spurred by
finds of exceptional forests and many state height
records found thriving on the carbonate rocks
associated with the fault zone, 10 years ago I visited
the stream to look for state champion trees. While
the trip turned up a few impressive trees, including
the still reigning height record for eastern red bud,
the forests fell short of some other Brevard Fault
Zone sites
(http://www.nativetreesociety.org/fieldtrips/south_car
olina/brasstown_creek.htm).

Island Ford, Chattahoochee River
NRA, GA
by Jess Riddle » Mon Jan 06, 2014 6:22 pm
NTS,
Record trees sometimes grow in surprising places.
Metro Atlanta sprawls across the Georgia Piedmont
as a mélange of neighborhoods, retail shopping
centers, and corporate offices. The Chattahoochee
River waters all of them, but an archipelago of
mostly intact forest blocks dot the stream’s banks.
Those tracts, each a few hundred acres, make up the
Chattahoochee River National Recreation Area. Like
other urban forests, trails well worn by joggers and
dog walkers crisscross each park unit. Despite the
heavy use and surrounding traffic, the parks still offer
some sense of seclusion. The river has entrenched
itself one to two hundred feet into the rolling terrain
of the Piedmont, and left the parks with steep slopes
and narrow ravines more reminiscent of the stream’s
headwaters in the mountains.

While traveling for the holidays, I had a chance to
swing back by the site and check out some of the
recently released LiDAR data. I only had a few
hours, so didn’t have a chance to reach the most
promising areas. The isolated high hit I visited on
Mill Branch, a tributary not previously explored,
turned out to be a leaning white pine on a steep slope,
as expected, but was still a fairly impressive 167.4'.
The area seemed to be outside the influence of the
fault, and surrounding high hits were 150’ish white
pines rather than tall hardwoods. Several smaller
species still reached impressive heights along the
way, especially in the richer alluvial areas.

The hazel alders break the state height record
established the day before at Laurel Fork. The paw
paw comes within a foot of the state height record in
Congaree. The river birch does not approach a state
height record, but the tree appears under 40 years old
and seems to indicate good potential for the species
in the area.
Beyond tall trees, the diversity of the forests also
struck me upon revisiting the site. The low elevation
river allows many species typically absent from the
mountains into the area, and the contrasting bedrocks
associated with the fault provide both acidic and
circumneutral habitats. That confluence of

Over the holidays, I took an afternoon to explore the
Island Ford unit in the northern suburbs. Mature
second-growth hardwood forests blanket most of the
ravines and slopes, but patches of loblolly pine
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occupy some of the ridges and alluvial flats.
Southern pine beetle has eliminated some of the
ridge top stands leaving scrubby patches of younger
hardwoods. White oak probably makes up more of
the overstory than any other species, but the canopy
is mixed. In the ravines, northern red oak and beech
are locally important and tuliptree is rarely far away.
The narrow strip of floodplain, which now rarely
floods, supports a higher proportion of tuliptree and
loblolly pine along with water oak.

Typical white oak dominated slope along a
trail

The lower canopy layers are similarly diverse.
Hophornbeam and Florida maple fill the midstory on
moist sites and give way to sourwood higher on the
slopes. Patches of Georgia buckeye, umbrella
magnolia, beech, azaleas and other species fill in
below them.

6'11" cbh x 141.4' tall loblolly pine on the
right
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8'6" cbh x 139.7' tall and 6'8" x 138.7' loblolly pines
The sweetleafs were by far the most significant find
of the day breaking both the height record and the
forest grown diameter record. They looked like
typical sweetleaf, but were so large I had to double
check to convince myself of the identification. I
usually consider anything over 40’ tall for the
species, and I believe NTS had previously found only
one over 50’. The loblollies were difficult to get a
good shot on, and I believe the shorter two are
actually well over 140'. The hophornbeam is also
significant as the second tallest found so far in
Georgia.

Forest grown diameter record sweetleaf, 2'6" cbh x
50.1' tall
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Revisting the Tallest White Oak
by bbeduhn » Tue Dec 10, 2013 1:23 pm
Doug and Ellen Bidlack were passing through town
so Will and I joined them for a pleasant hike (crazy
bushwhack) up to the tallest accurately measured
white oak tree. At the elevation of the tree, fog was
setting in. We could sight the top but couldn't get a
reading on the tallest twig. I measured a slightly
lower branch to 144.6' and got to 145.2' on the tallest
branch. Will was able to get 146.4' with his
Trupulse. The actual top appears to be at or about
148' but the fog did not cooperate so that is
unconfirmed. It was measured by Mr. Blozan at
147.1' a decade ago.
On the way back, we spotted some nice black birches
at 110.2' and 114.0'.

Re: Revisting the Tallest White Oak
by DougBidlack » Fri Jan 10, 2014 4:40 pm
Brian,
I have more numbers and a couple pictures to share
of this trip. I wish we would have had more time as
it's always fun to measure trees with other NTS.
Will put a tape around the white oak and told me it
was 110.6cm. I'm sure this is dbh so this converts to
11.4' or 137" in girth. In addition, I took 4 crown
spread measurements with Ellen's help. I got 55.5',
69.0', 58.5' and 45.0'. The mean comes out to 57.0'
which is also what it comes to if you average the min
and the max.
Total points comes to 57/4 (14.25) + 136.8" + 146.4'
= 297 points. However, as you mentioned, you and
Will probably did not get the highest point.
Here's a picture with you and Ellen with the tall white
oak. Somehow Will managed to escape.

New height record sweetleaf, 1'9.5" cbh x 61.4' tall
Jess
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Re: The Tallest Trees in Africa
by DBTree » Fri Jan 10, 2014 6:27 pm
Hi there, in Jan 2013 we measured a euc regnans in
South Africa and it measured 81.6m- the findings are
on the explore post i believe. I also think this made it
the tallest planted tree in the world..

Big Hackberry - WV
Here's a picture showing why it was so tough for you
guys to hit the highest point.

by tsharp » Mon Jan 06, 2014 9:42 am
NTS:
On the way back from visiting relatives in Maryland I
made a detour and visited several location in the
Eastern Panhandle of West Virginia.
By prior arrangement i met two West Virginia DOF
foresters, Ben Kunze and Herb Peddicord, at high
noon on 11/18/2013. We were soon standing in the
front yard of a privates residence near Rippon,
Jefferson County, West Virginia. The tree of interest
is a Common Hackberry Celtis occidentalis. This
particular tree has been the West Virginia database
since 1999 and its height had never been determined
by sine method using a laser rangefinder. The last
height measurement was in 2010 at 118 feet by
applying the baseline tangent method with clinometer
and tape
Shooting straight up we got lots of hits of 99-102 feet
in its broad crown.There were many high tops to
chose from. I shot multiple tops from three quadrants
and I think Herb shot from two quadrants. I finally
got a repeatable one at 103.9' and called it quits.
Herb with a Nikon 550 had a hit at 104. + but we
could not find it again.
19.45' x 103.9' x 106' maximum spread, (average
spread. 97')

Doug
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It has been reported from 32 of 55 West Virginia
counties. It is absent or scarce in the central West
Virginia counties. Of interest is that Sugarberry
(Celtis laevigata) has been reported from several
locations along the New River. The New River is a
well known corridor for southern plant species
finding their way north.
One of the state foresters wanted to show me a weird
Hackberry he came across. We could not find it again
but I bet it was a Sugarberry. At the time neither one
of us knew Sugarberry had been found in the state.
Turner Sharp

Clifton Gorge (OH)
by Matt Markworth » Sat Nov 23, 2013 8:29 pm
Hi All,
In Southwest Ohio there is a small dot on the map for
Tsuga canadensis and Thuja Occidentalis. Today I
visited that dot. It was a real treat to see both species
in a native setting so close to home.
Tsuga canadensis Range Map:
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/4/4e
/Tsuga_Canadensis_range_map.png
Thuja occidentalis Range Map:
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/a/a2
/Thuja_occidentalis_range_map.png
Clifton Gorge State Nature Preserve, with the Little
Miami River flowing through it, is a good example of
interglacial and post-glacial canyon cutting. It's quite
a scene. House-sized slump blocks from the
surrounding cliffs are scattered about the valley floor
and in the river itself. Most of trees I measured were
on the north-facing slope. That particular side of the
river is off limits without written permission, so I was
limited on the girth measurements that I could take.
None of the girths were exceptionally large for their
species. The 91.4' Thuja occidentalis was an
exceptional height for this site, as the rest of them
that I saw were mostly attached to the side of the cliff
and much shorter. Thuja occidentalis was located on
both sides of the canyon. All of the Tsuga canadensis
were on the north-facing slope, so it seems that it is
much more particular on its habitat than the Thuja
occidentalis at this location.

photos by Susan Sharp
Two more reports from the Eastern Panhandle to
follow. The Hackberry is common on the bottoms
and terraces along the Ohio River and Potomac
Rivers. It is absent or scarce in central West Virginia
It was probably more common before almost all that
bottomland land was cleared. The lumber produced
used to be mixed in with American Elm which
indicated to me that it was not common enough to be
marketed under its own name like it is farther south.
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Robert Duncanson painted this setting in 1851. It's
called "Blue Hole, Little Miami River" and is housed
in the Cincinnati Art Museum. Here is the digital
image:
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/d/da
/Robert_Duncanson__Blue_Hole%2C_Little_Miami_River.JPG
I think that Clifton Gorge, when paired with the
contiguous John Bryan State Park, is the best hike in
this area. Glen Helen Nature Preserve is next to John
Bryan, and the village of Yellow Springs is next to
Glen Helen. Yellow Springs is a neat, eclectic little
town that is lost in the 60's. One could easily spend a
couple of days here and still want to come back for
more. I've been hiking here for at least the past 18
years and I will definitely be back.

Trees database:
http://treesdb.azurewebsites.net/Browse/Sites/7798/D
etails

Thuja occidentalis

Thuja occidentalis
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Tsuga canadensis

Thuja occidentalis

Juniperus virginiana

Thuja occidentalis
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Superior Municiple Forest
by Larry Tucei » Tue Dec 03, 2013 6:23 pm
NTS-- The Superior Municipal Forest is comprised
of 4,400 acres of forest and natural habitat, making it
the third largest forest within a city in the nation. It is
the best remaining example of a boreal forest
(conifers and hardwood, including white and red
pine, balsam, cedar, black spruce, white birch, and
aspen) in the state of Wisconsin.
The Pokegama River flows south out of Pokegama
Bay and splits the Forest. The Pokegama River is
really an arm of the Saint Louis River Estuary which
flows out of Lake Superior.
http://dnr.wi.gov/topic/wetlands/cw/WLS ...
1E8E552DDC
I spent about 3
hours walking around in one small portion of the
eastern side of the Pokegama not far from the
entrance to the Forest at a Hilltop that sloped
downward to the river. A mile up the road was
blocked by a crew replacing a culvert so I couldn’t
get to where I wanted to be so I settled on the Hill. I
talked to them and they said the larger White Pine
were at the end of the road. They also told me that the
western rode had some large Northern White Cedar. I
will come back next year for a more in-depth search.

White Cedar dominated the Hill tops
with mixed Red Pine, Black Spruce, Balsam Fir,
Black Ash, and Northern White Cedar. The Whites
were in the 80’ range Red Pine 70’s range, Ash 60’s,
and Cedar to 60’s. As I went down a draw toward
the River the Ash and Spruce became much taller. I
measured one Black Ash to 76.5’ and CBH of 5’ 5 “.
I spied a really tall Black Spruce near the edge of the
River and when I got to it I was like Whoa! This
baby is the tallest Black Spruce I have ever seen. It
reached 101’ with a CBH of 6’.

White Pines

Superior Municipal Forest is a real gem
and is what the northern area of Wisconsin would
have looked like in the past. I only touched the tip of
the Iceberg here and look forward for a return visit to
measure some of the larger White Pine and Cedar.
N 46 40.074 W 92 07.492
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Black Ash

Cedar

Black Spruce 4 along the Pokegama River

Black Ash 1
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Black Spruce 1

Yankauer Nature Preserve
by tsharp » Fri Jan 10, 2014 8:54 pm
NTS: After a very nice stay and leisurely breakfast at
the Bavarian Inn in Shepherdstown, WV, we took of
on the morning of 11/19/2014 and wandered around
some back roads generally going upriver. We noticed
a sign signifying a nature preserve. It turned out to be
the Yankauer Nature Preserve which I had heard
about via Nature Conservancy literature but never
checked out its location in Berkeley County.
It is a 104 acre tract owned by the Nature
conservancy and managed by the Potomac Valley
Audubon Society. It borders the Potomac River but
most of the area is about 200 feet above river level. It
is somewhat developed with hiking trails, a parking
lot, shelter and an informational kiosk. The tract has a
section next to the parking lot which appears to a
farm field that reverted to an Eastern Redcedar
(Jniperus virginiana) stand. The closed canopy
height was about 30-35'. I did measure a couple
above that height with the tallest being 40.2'. Also
noted were a few small Blackjack Oaks (Quercus
marilandica).
After crossing a small ravine one enters a mixed oakpine stand with occasional areas of exposed
limestone bedrock. Trees measured in this section
included:
Northern Red Oak (Quercus rubra) 10.3' x 110.1'
Black Oak (Quercus velutina) 8.1' x 100.1'
Scarlet Oak (Quercus coccinea) 7.2' x 86.5'
Black Walnut (Juglans nigra) 5.4' x 81.4'

Black Spruce 3

Black Spruce 2
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White Oak (Quercus alba) 8.2' x 75.5'
Eastern Redcedar (Juniperus virginiana) 5.5' x 79.9'
Virginia Pine (Pinus virginiana) 3.5' x 62.1'
The Eastern Redcedar set a new height record for
West Virginia beating the old record of 71.7'.
We entered the stand about 3:30 in the after noon so I
did not get to measure as many tree species as
wanted. Exiting through the cedar glade was in pitch
darkness.
Other species noted but not measured included Black
Oak, Yellow Oak, Chestnut Oak, Red Maple, Black
Gum and Black Cherry
http://www.potomacaudubon.org/YNP.html

The target is a section of the white oak across the
street. You can see a yellow disk on the trunk. From
the point I took the measurements, the 3-point
tangent routine of the TruPulse 200X gave a height
31.583 feet. On a horizontal target distance of
127.333 feet supplied by the TruPulse, the Theodolite
routine gave a height of 31.73 feet. The difference
between the TruPulse and Theodolite amounts to 1.8
inches. This is actually a test of the two clinometers
in terms of how close they are. The challenge is to
mark the top and base of the target through the
camera lens. This can easily be the source of
significant error. Lots of practice is essential for the
use of this app.

Turner Sharp

Robert T. Leverett

Theodolite

Azalea Park/WNC Nature Center,
Asheville,NC

by dbhguru » Fri Jan 10, 2014 3:30 pm

by bbeduhn » Thu Dec 26, 2013 10:57 am

NTS,

Azalea Park contains a state of the art soccer facility
and the old cabin of Thomas Wolfe, author of "Look
Homeward, Angel" and other works. Across the
river, on the same hill as the WNC Nature Center,
lies a small strip of floodplain and mountainside
forest. This is where I measured. The Nature Center
is due for a new measurement and that'll happen very
soon. I figured I'd lump them together in the same
thread since they border each other.

Don Bertolette and I are working on an article for
the Journal of Forestry's Field Notes on new
equipment items and iPhone applications. On this
article we are concentrating on Theodolite, an
iPhone/iPad app. Theodolite measures horizon and
elevation angles, and azimuth. The app allows the
user to measure the height of a vertical object by
marking the top and base of the object looking
through the camera lens. The horizontal distance is
then supplied to a calculation routine to obtain the
vertical height of the target. Here is a screen shot
using Theodolite.

The ash all appeared to be white but could be
Biltmore.
I'm fairly certain of the butternut ID. I'll have pics
coming from the butternut. The basswood had
smallish leaves but is most likely T. heterophylla.
(edit from W.Blozan's input)
edit: the hickory (139.4') I originally listed as a
bitternut appears to be a pignut. The bark is
definitely pignut and the fruit appears to be pignut as
well. I would expect that height from a red hickory.
I'll get a second opinion from Will but I'm fairly
certain it's pignut.
Betula nigra river birch

70.1' 72.8' 75.8' 77.7'

Platinus occidentalis sycamore 121.2' 121.5' 122.2'
127.3' 129.0' 131.5'
Fraxinus americana or Biltmoreana white ash or
Biltmore ash (edit) 113.3' 116.4' 118.5' 125.9'
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Carya glabra pignut hickory

(They had to scale a barbed wire fence and fend off
wolves and cougars on their way out).

139.4'

Carya alba mockernut hickory
126.3'

112.1' 115.7'

Carya cordiformis bitternut hickory 100.7'

I'm just going to list a few numbers. I really had to
rush through the best section (and my numbers were
lower then the numbers from 2005 on several oak
species) so I'll stick with the understory trees.

Liriodendron tulipfera tuliptree

carpinus caroliniana hornbeam 33.5' 47.5'

132.5' 135.9' 141.1'

Quercus alba white oak

108.1' 113.0'

Ostrya virginiana hophornbeam

Quercus rubra red oak

119.8' 124.6'

Oxydendron arboreum sourwood

Quercus velotina

109.6' 110.7'

Pinus virginiana

black oak

Quercus montana chestnut oak 106.4'
Juglans nigra black walnut

60.8'
113.6'

There was another Va pine that had broken off about
30' up. That was most likely the pine that measured
113.9' in 2005. I'll get back when I have more time
to spend on the oaks...they are magnificent!
Brian

87.7'

Juglans cinera butternut
109.6' 4'6" cbh @ 6'
5'7" cbh @ 4.5' tree is a double with a very small
second trunk
Prunus serotina black cherry

Virginia pine

43.5'

Re: Azalea Park/WNC Nature
Center, Asheville,NC

101.2'

Tilia heterophylla white basswood 86.2'
by bbeduhn » Tue Jan 14, 2014 4:44 pm

I explored a small strip of land between E. and W.
Hawthorn streets across the river from the other site.
There was a report of a 150'+ tulip but none came
out that high.
Pinus echinata shortleaf pine

103.6'

Pinus rigida pitch pine

109.9'

Prunus serotina black cherry

111.0' 114.2'

Liriodendron tulipfera tuliptree
144.2'

134.6' 136.3' 138.7'

I spent some more time measuring the mighty oaks
and other trees of the Trillium Trail. The Va pine has
a substanstial lean which may be the reason for me
getting a lower figure on it than Will. The larger
walnut is dead but still has some substantial height.
It looks like it would have broken 120'. The white
oak is the tallest in the county and the scarlet may
well be. The ashes are outstanding.
Quercus rubra red oak
130.0' 130.9'

122.6' 123.7' 125.0' 127.5'

Quercus alba white oak 116.0' 116.9' 133.2'

Brian

Quercus coccinea scarlet oak 118.6' 121.6' 122.7'
123.7' 128.3'

Re: Azalea Park/WNC Nature
Center, Asheville,NC

Quercus velotina black oak 118.2' 119.0'
Quercus montana chestnut oak 109.1'

by bbeduhn » Mon Jan 06, 2014 10:17 am
Carya glabra pignut hickory 113.8'
Trillium Glen at the WNC Nature Center has some
gems. Unfortunately, the trail is closed at 4:30 so I
was in a bit of a rush to get out of there so I didn't
suffer the same fate as Will and Dale did in 2005

Carya alba mockernut hickory 100.2'
Carya cordiformis bitternut hickory 108.0' 118.7'
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no growth after four growing seasons. However this
may be an artifact of the difficultly in picking a
midslope in uneven terrain. Another factor could be
that the road had been recently graded and several
inches of gravel applied.

Juglans nigra walnut 98.9' 101.9' 106.2'dead 115.5'
Fraxinus americana biltmoreana biltmore ash 117.9'
125.4' 129.6' 130.9'
Tilia heterophylla white basswood 97.4' 121.7'
Liriodendron tulipifera tuliptree 125.2' 128.9' 130.2'
130.6' 134.0'
Platanus occidentalis sycamore

103.8'

Robinia pseudoacacia black locust 94.1'
Prunus serotina black cherry 104.9' 107.8' 116.3'
Pinus strobus white pine

126.2'

Pinus virginiana Virginia pine 113.6'
Oxydendron arboreum sourwood 74.9' 77.3'
Betula nigra river birch

70.8'

Carpinus caroliniana hornbeam 33.5' 47.5'
Ostyra virginiana hophornbeam 43.5'
The Rucker for the cove is 125.92'
The rucker for the entire site, including Azalea Park
stands at 131.26'
There is still an upland, drier section to search, which
will hopefully yield some better white and shortleaf
pines.
25.9' x 121.0' x132.5' (max. spread)

McCarrihan's Sycamore - WV

Wheeling Creek is out of sight to the left and view is
downstream

by tsharp » Mon Jan 13, 2014 8:38 am
NTS:
On December 4, 2013 I had a chance to remeasure
the McCarrihan Sycamore located near Viola,
Marshall County, WV. Since the demise of the Great
Webster Springs Sycamore this is he largest known
girth single stem tree in the state.
Assisted by wife Susan here are the results:
310.8" (25.9') x 121.0' x 133.5' (maximum spread,
130.0' average)
We did take a Girth reading at 5 1/2' which was
306.0"
Last measured in December 0f 2009 the tree showed
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aft. Welcome to Marcellus Shale Country. Plus just
100 yards beyond the tree is a new pipeline right of
way cut across the road and up the hill.
Turner Sharp

Noxubee Wildlife National Refuge
Part II Beaver Dam Trail
by Larry Tucei » Wed Jan 15, 2014 10:45 pm
NTS- One of the several trails in the Refuge is
named Beaver Dam Trail when years ago a Beaver
had made a Dam at Oktoc Creek. The trail begins at
the Bluff Lake Levee north of the spillway from
Bluff Lake into Oktoc Creek. It is a one mile trail
that offers the hiker a pleasant walk along Oktoc
Creek in Bottomland Forest. The trail ends at another
levee Green Tree #2 which is a flooded timber area
created for Ducks.
The Forest here is similar to the rest of the
Refuge consisting of many species of Oaks, Loblolly
Pine and Cypress. Most of the Oaks are in the 120’
range with the Pines in the 120’-130’, some of the
Pines are approaching 140’. I spent 4-5 hours on and
around the Trail measuring mostly Loblolly Pines
looking for that elusive 140 footer.
The trail is fairly flat with a few slightly higher 2-3’
elevation changes that form small ridges where some
stands of Loblolly grow. Mature Loblolly also grows
all along the trail and I measured some in here a few
years ago in the high 130’s. I measured several Pines
in this region the tallest three were 138’, 133.5’ and
132.5’. The 3 Pines had CBH’s of 9’4”, 9’3” and the
whopper 11’ 7” which grew right on the trail at a
place overlooking Oktoc Creek, a real beauty! The
138 footer ties my Pine height record for the State of
Ms.
I measured what I think is a Hybrid
White Oak at 120’ with a CBH of 8’2”, a White Oak
to 121.5’ with a CBH of 6’ 9”, and a Nutall Oak to
123.5’ with a CBH of 7’ 2”. These were the typical
heights of the Oaks so I only measured a few just to
get a reference of their sizes in this area.
One
Cypress growing in the middle of Oktoc Creek at the
end of the trail had a CBH of near 24’ at the
waterline but had the top blown out some years back.
It is one of the largest Cypress trees that I have ever
seen in Noxubee Refuge. Another Cypress that
caught my eye was growing in a small pond on the
north side of the trail at a CBH of about 18’.

Height above midslope to the base of this profusion
of limbs is 42.8'
All Photos by Susan Sharp
When at this tree in 2009 bob Hannah and I spent an
cold and windy two hours at the tree. Nary a a
vehicle came down the road. This time there were a
constant stream of vehicles and lots of trucks
carrying well drilling equipment and supplies and
even two sets of office trailers with flag cars fore and

On the other side of Oktoc Creek a ridge
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of 10-12’ high called Douglas Bluff and it runs along
the length of the creek for around ½ mile or so. It is
the highest elevation in eastern region of the refuge
and also has some limestone visible in a few
locations.
Some photos of the Loblolly
Pines, one big Cypress, a small Slough, Oktoc Creek,
Douglas Bluff, a Hybrid White Oak, a White Oak, a
Nutall Oak and a Red Oak Stump. Larry

Growth Rates

Red Oak Stump 8 rings per inch

Nutall Oak
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White Oak
Oktoc Creek and Douglas Bluff

White Oak Hybrid
Oktoc Creek and Douglas Bluff

Douglas Bluff

Cypress Slough
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Large Cypress

Loblolly 3

Loblolly 3b

Loblolly 2a

Loblolly 3a

Loblolly 2 Right side of Photo
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shot of Old Woman Bay with red pines in the
foreground.

The red pines were attractive but they were also quite
small. We didn’t measure any of them. In this same
area we also saw quite a few small jack pines. Here
is a picture of Kouta hiding behind a few.

Loblolly 1

Wawa, Ontario (part 2)
by DougBidlack » Sun Jan 19, 2014 1:09 am
NTS,
on our second day we decided to hike Nokomis Trail
within Lake Superior Provincial Park. This trail also
passes through old-growth forests with spruces over
150 years old and red pines that are at least 215 years
old. Unlike the previous day there were elements of
more southern forests such as red pine as well as
more disturbed forests such as jack pine. The trail
would take us from Lake Superior up a steep hill and
back down again to follow a river back to Lake
Superior. The entire trail is only about three miles in
length. On our climb up we didn’t see much of note
although I do recall a fairly large quaking aspen but
we didn’t measure it. When we started to get near
the top we had several fantastic views of Lake
Superior and we had glorious sunny skies. Here is a

I measured the girth of the fattest jack pine in this
area to 4.53’ (1.38m) but we didn’t measure the
height of any of them as they were quite short. As
we walked along we came to several other good
views of the Lake. Here is another picture of Old
Woman Bay.
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We saw a number of serviceberries here but we
didn’t try to identify them to species. At least six
different Amelanchier are known from Lake Superior
Provincial Park. As we started to head down the hill
we came to a relatively flat area and Kouta spotted
our greatest find of the day: A very impressive
showy mountain-ash. We spent a great deal of time
trying to measure this beautiful tree with two large
stems. The smaller stem was 3.68’ (1.12m) in girth
and the larger stem was 3.97’ (1.21m) in girth. Kouta
decided on a height of 52.5’ (16.0m) for the fatter
and taller stem. I didn’t get a picture of the whole
tree but here are a couple close-ups of the trunks. I
think Kouta might have gotten a picture of the whole
tree.

Farther on down the trail Kouta spotted a decent
balsam fir that we measured to 3.69’ x 74.5’ (1.12m x
22.7m). I didn’t photograph this tree either. As the
trail started to flatten out we came to a beautiful stand
of northern white-cedars but none were especially
large. Kouta spent a good deal of time here trying to
get pictures while I moved on looking for large trees.
Not too far down the trail a small stream flowed
down to the left of the trail in a relatively deep
ravine. There was a good-sized white spruce down
there. Bigger than any we had yet seen. I went to get
Kouta and we eventually measured this tree to 4.68’
x 94.8’ (1.43m x 28.9m). We then made our way
upstream through some thick brush to measure
another white spruce to 5.03’ x 88.9’ (1.53m x
27.1m). Unfortunately I have no pictures of either of
these trees. I hope Kouta took some. As we were
nearing the end of our trail we decided to measure a
black spruce to 2.73’ x 70.2’ (0.83m x 21.4m). The
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soil was extremely rocky here with many softballsized stones that made it somewhat difficult to walk.
I didn’t get a picture of the Black spruce but I think
Kouta might have taken one. Even farther down the
trail Kouta spotted some balsam poplars at the edge
of the river but they were not very large or tall so we
didn’t measure any of them.
At the end of the day we had measured these trees:
White Spruce
4.68’ x 94.8’ (1.43m x 28.9m)
5.03’ x 88.9’ (1.53m x 27.1m)
Balsam Fir
3.69’ x 74.5’ (1.12m x 22.7m)
It turns out that the best ones can only be seen by
kayak or some other small boat. The trail near the
end was more treacherous than I expected. Here is a
picture of Kouta taking off his shoes so he doesn’t
slip on the rocks. Note the kayakers in the
background.

Black Spruce
2.73’ x 70.2’ (0.83m x 21.4m)
Showy Mountain-ash
3.97’ x 52.5’ (1.21m x 16.0m)
Jack Pine
4.53’ x ? (1.38m x ?)
On our third and final day together we decided to
take two very short hikes without measuring any
trees. I had to take Kouta to a hotel in Sault Ste.
Marie and continue south to see my parents in
southeastern Michigan. Our first trail was suggested
to us by an enthusiastic hiker that we met on the
Nokomis Trail. She told us that we absolutely had to
hike the Orphan Lake Trail. We only had time to
visit a very short portion of this five mile trail but
what we saw was quite beautiful with several large
trees, particularly yellow birch. This trail is in the
southern portion of Lake Superior Provincial Park
and it is within the Great Lakes - St. Lawrence
Forest. The forest near the parking area is
completely dominated by sugar maple with plenty of
yellow birch and some red maple and I think we saw
some white pines here as well. The portion closest to
the parking area was younger and had a number of
pin cherries as well. We were wishing we could
spend more time here and I vowed to come back to
this trail in early October. We moved on to the very
short (0.3 mi) Agawa Rock Pictographs Trail. I
wanted to see some of the pictographs before leaving
the park and Kouta seemed to think that was a good
idea too. The pictographs are not actually all that
old. I think they are only a little more than 200 years
old. Here is a picture of the best one I could see
without going for a swim!

Here is another picture of Kouta and the kayakers.
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Big American Elm (Ulmus
americana) in downtown Aylmer
by wrecsvp » Sun Jan 19, 2014 12:32 pm
One of the largest American Elms in the Ottawa
district grows in downtown Aylmer QC. TLC is not
something that this tree is familiar with; note that it is
nearly surrounded by asphalt, complete with a
dumpster at its base! Still an impressive old tree, 88'
tall by 184" circumference (CBH) or 58.6" = 1.48 m
diameter (DBH)

I was hoping to get a picture of the most iconic
pictograph of this area…Misshepezhieu.
Misshepezhieu is the Ojibwe name for the monster
in the lake. They believed this beast to be
responsible for the terrible storms on the Lake
whenever he was angry. It was therefore best to try
and placate the creature with some offerings before
any voyage on Lake Superior. Many kayakers and
canoeists still carry out this tradition today. The best
I could do was to get a picture of a placard showing
Misshepezhieu with a canoe and some serpents.

That’s it for now, but I did return with my wife in
early October. I’ll report on that soon.

Spring 2013

Doug
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The funny thing about this photo is that I was invited
to see the tree on the right by the landowner who
knew its identity as a thomasii but didn't recognize
the tree on the left as also being a Rock Elm until I
pointed it out. If anything I would say the left tree is
more typical of the growth form, but it looks not very
different at a glance than American Elm and is apt to
be confused with it.
Thankfully, I find the buds of Rock Elm (yellowishbrown, narrowly conical, ~symmetrical, pointy) to be
a foolproof ID feature when the caricature traits of
the species (e.g. cork, monopodial growth form, root
sprouting) are absent.

Growth form variation in Rock Elm
(Ulmus thomasii)
by wrecsvp » Sun Jan 19, 2014 7:44 pm
Books often claim that Rock Elm has a non-elm-like
growth habit e.g. more like green ash or pignut
hickory. I find this to be sometimes true and
sometimes not, with a significant percentage of Rock
Elm I encounter looking as if they could fall within
the (very large) growth form spectrum of American
Elm.
Here's a photo from last spring to illustrate this point
(taken ~10km NW of Aylmer QC):
The tall tree on the right is a "non-elm-form" Rock
Elm with upright habit, narrow crown of horizontal
branches, thick cork on twigs, and sprouts from roots.
The very different-looking tall tree on the left is also
Rock Elm, but this one has something of an elm-like
growth habit I would reckon. Note the much wider
somewhat vase-like crown, strongly pendulous
branches, light cork on twigs (absent in places) and
lack of root sprouts.

Rock Elm, Hop-Hornbeam, Slippery Elm,
Rock Elm
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New Tallest Umbellularia californica
Discovered
by yofoghorn » Thu Jan 16, 2014 2:25 am
About a year ago, I informed you of the new record
bay laurel in California, a 169.4' tree in Henry Cowell
Redwoods State Park. For the previous blog, please
see: viewtopic.php?f=69&t=4805
Well, I'm here to inform you that on New Year's Day
of 2014, I discovered a grove of taller bay laurels.
Three bay laurels measured over 170' with the tallest
being 177.5' tall! The trees are located in Hendy
Woods State Park, a small patch of old growth
redwood forest in Mendocino County. None of the U.
californica had trunks over 2.5 feet wide. The tallest
tree at 177.5' had the smallest DBH of only 1.77'. I
believe this might be the tallest native hardwood for
its DBH known in the state of California. It's
definitely the only hardwood I know of to have a
DBH under 2 feet and be over 150 feet tall! Either
way, it's quite the impressive tree, however it is not
the tallest native hardwood in the state: that tree is a
sycamore I discovered in December 2011 last
measured in May 2013 at 178.6' tall. All of the
mentioned trees have been measured with the
Impulse 200 LR for the best accuracy.

Tallest Bay Laurel

Just to inform, the tallest known hardwood in the
state is a Eucalyptus globulus at 246' on Santa Cruz
Island in the Channel Islands. The second tallest is a
tree I discovered near Watsonville, CA at 241' (last
measured December 2012).
Zane J. Moore
Botany Student
Colorado State University

Tallest Bay Laurel
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contains 48,000 acres of mostly Bottomland Forest
but also has several thousand acre stands of Loblolly
Pine.

Noxubee National Wildlife Refuge
Part I Noxubee River
by Larry Tucei » Thu Jan 09, 2014 10:34 pm

I measured trees on the northeastern side of the
Refuge at the Noxubee River and the southeastern
edge at Oktoc Creek. The refuge is full of Wood
ducks, Mallards, Geese and other species of Ducks.
There are sites of flooded timber set aside for Duck
hunting only called Green Timber Reservoirs which
are common in National Refuges.

NTS, I went on my annual Hunting trip to Noxubee
National Wildlife Refuge after Christmas and stayed
till the 4th of January. I measured several trees at the
Noxubee River and Oktoc Creek. I brought a Raft
with me so I could cross the River at the Trail of Big
Trees that I reported on back in 2009.The River level
was low so it was difficult to launch the Raft but even
harder to get it up the high embankment on the other
side. After going upstream a few hundred yards I
found an area that I could make it up the
embankment. There were many larger trees at this
location so away I went.

The Forest consists of Black Oak, White Oak, Cherry
bark Oak, Nutall Oak, Willow Oak, Turkey Oak,
Swamp Chestnut Oak, Mockernut Hickory, Shellbark
Hickory, Shagbark Hickory, Sycamore, Persimmon,
Hercules Club, Cypress, Hop hornbeam, Loblolly
Pine, Southern Magnolia and many other species.
The Refuge is typical Southern Bottomland Forest
with mixed stands of most Oak and some Pine. The
western part of the Refuge contains huge hills with
the Loblolly pine dominating with mixed Oak and
Hickory.

Part one are the trees I measured at and around the
Noxubee River with sets of photos from this area. I
measured a huge Black Oak with a CBH of 14’ 8”
and a height to 139.5’ which becomes the tallest tree
I’ve measured in Ms. I measured a couple more
Black Oaks in this area to heights of 133.5’ CBH11’, and 132.5’ CBH-13’ 3.5”.

The Oak trees and other species growing near and
around the River are in the 120-130’ range. The
tallest trees are approaching 140’ and I can’t wait till
they reach that height. The trees here and throughout
the Refuge are in the 85 year old class with the
exceptional 100-150 year olds. Only the large
Cypress and Tupelo Gum will exceed 150 years
maybe some to 500?

I then walked down River a few hundred yards to
measure a Turkey Oak that I have noticed earlier. It
had a height to 124.5 and a CBH of 12’ 2”. The next
tree I measured was a Mockernut Hickory to a height
of 121’ and a CBH of 10’. I then moved eastward a
few hundred yards and measured a nice Willow Oak
with a height of 116.5’ and a CBH of 11’ 6.5”. On
the way back to my Raft which I hope hasn’t fell of
the embankment I measured a Tulip with a broken off
crown to 114’ and CBH 8’ 4”. I then managed to get
my raft off the embankment and headed back down
stream where I measured a few more trees were I
launched at.

Larry

I measured a nice Sycamore right on the River a
Shellbark Hickory and a Swamp Chestnut Oak near
the River. The Sycamore measured to a height of
112.5 and a CBH of 13’ 2”. The Shellbark Hickory
was 115.5’ with a CBH of 7’ 3” and the Swamp
Chestnut had a height of 116.5’ and a CBH of 10’ 5”.

Chinchahoma, Cypress, Jones and Oktoc Creek flow
into the Noxubee River from the north and west
through most of the western and northern regions of
the Refuge. The Creeks and River periodically flood
the Forest with a couple of feet of water. The Refuge

Swamp Chestnut Oak
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Shagbark Hickory Leaves

Muscadine Vine

Shagbark Hickory Nut

Rafting Downriver

Shagbark Hickory

Sycamore
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Tulip Tree

Cherrybark Oak

Willow Oak

Cherrybark Oak Crown

Mockernut Hickory

Shumard Oak
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Rafting Upriver

Shumard Oak

Shumard Oak
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Six 160'+ poplars and counting.
Delaware.
by JohnnyDJersey » Tue Dec 31, 2013 8:54 am
I've set out to make a waypoint map of 160'+ trees in
the northeast, beginning with Tulip Poplar. This past
week I spend a couple days in Brandywine Creek SP
in Delaware, an area George Feio had measured
about three years ago. I believe I was able to find
additional tall trees. I also re-measured some of the
trees he had found (based on photos) and they have
grown an average of 2-4 feet each. This seems on par
with the area. I re-measured Scott Wades record
Tulip in Longwood Gardens a couple months ago and
found it is over 167' now, up a couple feet as well.
These trees are in the same general area. Regardless,
I've been able to locate six 160'+ trees so far with
about a quarter of the park explored.
160' trees as of 12/31/2013
163' x 10'8" cbh
162' x 12' cbh
162' x 13'8" cbh
161.5' x 10'8" cbh
161' x 12'6" cbh
160.5' x 13'6" cbh

Upshot of 163'

Other notables for total size
157.5' x 15'7" cbh
130.5' x 16'2" cbh
138' x 16'0" cbh
157.5' x 14'2" cbh
150.5' x 13'11" cbh
John D Harvey
East Coast Big Tree Hunter

163' x 10'8"
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162' x 13'8"

162' x 12' cbh

157.5' x 14'2" cbh Look at that canopy!

160.5' x 13'2"
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130.5' x 16'2" cbh

161' x 12'6"

157.5' x 15'7" cbh

162' x 13'8" 2
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A 24 Hour Tour of NE Ohio
by Matt Markworth » Sun Nov 17, 2013 12:47
pm
Hi All,
In a mere 24 hours, one can really only scratch the
surface of the big tree treasures that await the visitor
to NE Ohio. Not to mention the 14 hour span from
sunset to sunrise, well you can see the challenge.
Three main things come to mind: TALL trees,
amazing Hemlocks, and a big dose of hospitality. A
big thanks to Steve and Mitch Galehouse for sharing
with me a glimpse of what the region has to offer and
I will definitely be back for future adventures.
Arriving in Mohican State Park in late afternoon, I
had a couple hours of daylight to set up camp and to
hike around a bit. The Clear Fork of the Mohican
River is a special place and Campground B provides
a great car camping experience right on the river, far
away from the RVers in Campground A.

Impressive Hemlock above river: Ht: 142.9', CBH:
10' . . .

View from the campsite . . .
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160'+ Tuliptree . . .

Here's an impressive Cucumber Magnolia that Steve
spotted and measured to a height of 132'. I measured
the CBH at 7'.

After a crisp night under the stars, I walked down to
the end of the campground to take a look at the state's
tallest measured Eastern White Pine (Here is Steve's
report from a couple years ago when he and Rand
visited: http://www.entsbbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=111&t=2211). There it
stood above a couple of occupied campsites, the only
other campsites occupied in the entire campground.
There was a dude with a mohawk swinging an ax at
the campsite and I didn't have a lot of time on my
hands for chit chat, so I didn't take any
measurements.
I broke camp and headed up to Sand Run Metropark
for a day of adventure. There I met up with Steve,
Mitch, and also a local fellow named Mike. Why
don't we have tall trees like this in SW Ohio?!
Topography and soil types I suppose. I doubt the
people in the surrounding neighborhoods know, or
would even think twice, that the tallest measured tree
in Ohio is a short hike away. There are so many tall
trees around that one doesn't know where to start.
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141.8' Bitternut Hickory previously measured by
Steve, I got an updated CBH at 6' 1" . . .
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Next up is the Bob Leverett Tuliptree, the 170 footer
(I think Steve's updated measurement is 171'). As
Steve said in an old post, it's the epitome of a
southern gentleman that feels at home in the North. I
got an updated CBH at 15' 3" . . .
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Another columnar Tuliptree at Sand Run . . .

Hemlock/Beech scene at Sand Run . . .
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After leaving the tall trees of Sand Run, we headed
over to see the Carolina Hemlocks within Cuyahoga
Valley National Park. What a treasure. I have never
experienced this species before and what an
impression they make. The bark, needles, and cone
are distinctive from the Eastern Hemlock and they
are now etched in my memory. What a great tree and
what a photogenic site!
The magnificent Carolina Hemlocks . . .
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Carolina Hemlock on the left, Eastern Hemlock on
the right . . .

Regeneration . . .

Yellow Birch . . .

And just think, if this rain wouldn’t have moved in it
would have been 48 hours!
Matt
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#3) Re: A 24 Hour Tour of NE Ohio
by Steve Galehouse » Sun Nov 17, 2013 2:56 pm
MattMitch and I had a great time showing you around
Sand Run and Ritchie Ledges; I'm glad you took the
time to come up to the area and explore. There are a
lot of other choice sites near here, and I'll be glad to
be your tour guide when you make it up here again.
At Sand Run, by a big hemlock:

Here is a shot of Matt at the base of the 171' x 15'3''
tuliptree. The big dead section at the base hasn't
seemed to slow it down. This site is at 41+ latitude;
I'm not sure how far north other 170' tulips have been
found.

At Richie Ledges, with a nice tuliptree:
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Re: A 24 Hour Tour of NE Ohio
by Rand » Tue Jan 21, 2014 11:41 pm
I looked up the Lidar Survey and there are pretty high
hits in both valleys at everett:

For reference the Lidar is looking at the two valley's
in the center of this view in GE:

Re: A 24 Hour Tour of NE Ohio
by Matt Markworth » Mon Nov 18, 2013 10:27 pm
Hi All, Another look at the Carolina Hemlocks, enjoy . . .

I don't remember, steve, did we get into both valley's
or just one?

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mwsoLgVrXMo
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BEAR SWAMP NJ old growth Part
2/winter exploration photos
by JohnnyDJersey » Mon Jan 13, 2014 2:51 pm
I just wanted to post a few pictures of my 2nd trip to
bear swamp old growth forest today. The going was
tough yet again but slightly easier than it was this
past summer due to the overgrowth not being as bad.
The best find of the day was a 15' CBH Tulip Tree
and one of the gnarliest I've seen. It had a twist in the
upper trunk at 50' up where it was still about 14'
around. Another highlight was the majestic Atlantic
White Cedar. The first two photos are of big oaks I
saw on the drive back. Enjoy.

Still standing

Old Growth

Fungi

Tree Hug
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Skeleton

An embrace beyond death

Tops sheared by hurricanes

Very Sitka Spruce like
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Giant tree with a twist.

Giant Tulip Tree

Thorns everywhere
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Majestic Cedar canopy

Massive Atlantic White Cedar

Redwood like Atlantic White Cedar canopy

Big Oak On roadside WOW!
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only 150 yards from the road. This whopper
measured in at CBH-22' 2" and Height-115.5'.

Large Willow Oak roadside on way back
John D Harvey
East Coast Big Tree Hunter
It was one of two trees and one of the two had been
cut long ago evident from the large hollow stump
beside its twin.

Delta National Forest McCain Bayou
Cypress
by Larry Tucei » Thu Jan 23, 2014 2:28 pm
NTS- NTS- After I measured all those beautiful
trees at the Joe Blount Trail I ate lunch and then
drove north to a Bridge at McCain Bayou, a small
waterway that crosses the main roadway in this
region of Delta National Forest.

This becomes the largest Cypress on land that I have
measured in Ms to date. Only the 4 or 5 I measured in
the Pascagoula Mgt Area last year would be of this
stature.I then walked over to the western side of the
Bayou where another large Cypress grew and it is
clearly visible from the bridge at only 50 yards. I
was like OMG! i]It was not as tall but had a little
larger trunk.

I had noticed some really large Cypress here on an
earlier visit and had the time to look around some
before I had to leave. Wow I found a really large
Cypress on the northeastern side of the Bayou and
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This Cypress measured CBH 25'-27' with a 99'
Height. I had to get in the water to measure its trunk
and could only reach so far, but I feel like I was
really close with these numbers.

The Delta National Forest is filled with Cypress
along the small waterways that are throughout and
should have many more trees such as these.
Larry

Atlantic White Cedar
by Larry Tucei » Wed Jan 22, 2014 6:14 pm
NTS- This is some of the largest Atlantic White
Cedar that I've seen in north central Ms. The heights
were in the 70-80' range with CBH of 9-11'. Johnny's
posting on Bear Swamp the other day reminded me
of some Cedar I took photos earlier this month on
private property in Noxubee Co. Ms. Larry
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Re: Atlantic White Cedar
by edfrank » Wed Jan 22, 2014 8:45 pm
There is an interesting distribution map on the
gymnosperm database:
http://www.conifers.org/cu/Chamaecyparis_thyoi
des.php The site talks about a distinctove subspecies found along the coast: "One subspecies,
Chamaecyparis thyoides subsp. henryae (Li H.L.)
E. Murray, sometimes treated as a separate
species Ch. henryae Li H.L.; syn. Ch. thyoides
var. henryae (Li H.L.) Little. Li (1962) segregated
the disjunct Gulf Coast populations in Alabama,
Florida, and Mississippi as Ch. henryae based on
smoother bark, less flattened branchlets, lighter
yellowish green foliage, steeper angle of leaf
appression to the stem, more prominently keeled
but less glandular leaves, and slightly larger cones,
seeds, and seed wings. These features contrasted
with phenotypes found in the 'northern and midAtlantic' populations,.."
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Delta National Forest Sweetgum
Natural Research Area Part II
by Larry Tucei » Wed Jan 22, 2014 11:18 am
NTS-I went back to the Sweetgum Natural Research
Area searching for tall trees on the 17th January. I
had covered the northern side of the 40 acre tract so
this time I went to the southern side. This area is
loaded with trees in the 125-130’ class with the
Sweetgum dominating. I measured several trees
starting with a Cypress. I then measured an Overcup
Oak, a single Sweetgum, a twin set of Sweetgums, a
nice Red Maple, a single Sweetgum, a Pin Oak or
Scarlet Oak, and a big Willow Oak that was growing
right near the roadway.
Cypress

120.5’

13’5”

Overcup Oak

122.5’

Sweetgum
128.5’ 13’8”,
133.5’ 13’4”,
Red Maple

133.5’
13’8”,
123.5’ 10’10”,

Pin or Scarlet Oak
Willow Oak
Spread- 84’ x 96’

10’8”

123.5’

12’11”

121.5’

10’6”

129.5’

16’2”

Willow Oak

Crown

The Red Maple is the tallest I’ve ever measured and
the Willow Oak the largest. The Research Area has
remnant Virgin Sweetgum 200-250 years, and some
Oak to 100 years. The Forest south of the Research
Area where I measured most of the trees was in the
120’ class and would be around 75-100 years. All of
the trees I measured on this day are just south of the
Research Area except the Sweetgum. Photos of the
species I measured on this afternoon in 3 hours.
Larry

Pin Oak or Scarlet Oak leaves
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Pin or Scarlet Oak

Sweetgum Twins

Red Maple

Sweetgum
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My little buddy

Blow Down

Overcup Oak

Cypress
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Noxubee National Wildlife Refuge
Part lll
by Larry Tucei » Mon Jan 27, 2014 5:27 pm
NTS- I made a return trip to Noxubee National
Wildlife Refuge on Sunday Jan. 19 for my continuing
search of big trees. I went to four different locations
on the Noxubee River. The first was in the north
central area of the Refuge, on the north side of the
River. The second was an area west and north of
Trail of Big Trees on the south side of the River. The
third was west and south of the road to Trail of Big
Trees and the fourth area was south of Trail of Big
Trees on the south side of the River through a large
Tornado Blow down resulting from a F3 back in the
early 2000’s.

The first area on the north side
of the River was ½ mile walk to an area with a small
Bluff 15’ overlooking the River. It made for a really
picturesque view of the Hardwoods meeting the
Piney woods.

Tulip 1
The largest tree I measured on that morning was a
Willow Oak to 105.5’ with a CBH of 13’11”.

Noxubee River North Central
Most of the trees in this area Sweetgum, Hickory,
Oak, Sycamore, etc. were in the 100-110’ range with
the Pines in the mid 120’s. I measured a nice Tulip
right on the River to 106.5’ and CBH-8’.

Willow Oak
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This area needs a more detailed search along both
sides of the River and I plan on returning in the
future.

That evening I went to an
area just west of the Trail of Big Trees and on the
south side of the River. I had been in that region
before and noticed some really tall trees that needing
measuring. I measured a large Cherrybark Oak to
136.5’ with a CBH of 12’2”.

Nutall Oak
I found a really nice Tulip that had the top blown out
to 112.5’ with a CBH of 9’10”.

Cherrybark Oak 1
It would be the tallest of its species I’ve measured in
Ms to date. I then measured a tall Nutall to 136’ with
a CBH of 8’7”, one of the tallest I’ve ever measured.

Tulip 2
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This is one of the largest CBH on them that I have
done in the Refuge and they don’t seem to get much
bigger in this environment, I also found and
measured a Green Ash to 100’.

Loblolly Pine 1
Next I found two more to 138’ CBH-9’9 and 136.5’
CBH-8’8”!
Green Ash
I then went back to an area a mile west on the
southern side of the road that contained large areas of
Loblolly Pine looking for that elusive 140’ tree. I
measured many trees to in the 120-130’ class and
after a few hours of searching found 3 Pines that
were over 135’! The first one I documented was
really tall and I spent 20-30 minutes at it and settled
for 139’ and CBH of 9’6” making this Loblolly the
tallest tree I have measured in Ms to date!
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Noxubee River 2
This area had Oaks to the upper 120’s and Cane
everywhere.

Loblolly 1a
Next I went
back east on the roadway about a ½ mile and walked
north to the south side of the River where it makes a
large loop. The trees here were also in the mid 120’
range with some Red Oak to 130. I found a really
nice Persimmon that was 105’ tall with a CBH of
6’5”.

On my final
morning at the Refuge I walked a ½ mile on a trail
that goes through the Tornado blow down south of
Trail of Big Trees. I had never been in this exact area
and knew I would find some more large trees. I
walked through the area and went north to the south
side of the River where the largest trees were.

Cane
I measured a really nice Swamp Chestnut Oak to
127.5’ with a CBH of 9’7”.
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a White Oak to 111.5’ CBH-10’2”

Swamp Chestnut Oak
I also measured a large Cherrybark Oak to 127’
CBH- 11’7”,

White Oak
and a Shagbark Hickory to 112.5’ with a CBH of
6’3”.

Cherrybark Oak 2

Shagbark Hickory
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Ms Tree Listing Updates
by Larry Tucei » Tue Jan 28, 2014 7:39 pm
NTS- I just finish updating the Ms Tree Listing with
17 new additions 9 from Delta National Forest and 8
from Noxubee National Wildlife Area.
Mississippi_Tree_Listing.xlsx
Mississippi Tree Listing
(17.32 KiB) Downloaded 14 times
Bob- The trees in these two area's are approaching
140'. The Rucker 10 for State would be 135.2' and the
Rucker 15 132.56' respectable numbers. Most of
these trees are less than 100 years old. Larry

A twin oak in Arkansas
by Jess Riddle » Sat Jan 25, 2014 9:43 pm
Nts,
I recently ran across this oak, and I’m trying to figure
out if it’s a hybrid, or if I’m just over-thinking a
species I have limited experience with. The twin tree
is growing in the floodplain of a small stream in the
gulf coastal plain of southeastern Arkansas. It
resembles shumard oak, which are common in the
area, but the leaves are rather shallowly lobed, the
lobes more squared off than expanded at the ends, the
leaf base more wedge shaped than truncated, and the
streaks on the bark are less pronounced than shumard
oaks in the area. The leaf blades are often only
around 3” long, but some are a good bit larger. The
largest acorn in the photograph is one inch long
without the stalk. Other red oak species in the area
are, well, just about every red oak you can think of.
There are water oak, willow oak, southern red oak,
cherrybark oak, black oak, northern red oak, and a
little blackjack oak at the site.
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Rickett's Glen.
by fungi » Thu Dec 26, 2013 10:07 am
Greetings.
Over the past month I've been exploring Rickett's
Glen State Park, with a focus so far on the southern
portion of the park to include the bottom portion of
the Falls Trail, Maple Spring Run and Shingle Cabin
Brook.
Largest Hemlock CBH: 12'5" (2 feet off one of the
most popular trails in the park). Co-dominant
stemmed monster.
Largest Tulip Poplar CBH: 13'2" (These tulips are in
the 1500-1800' elevation range in both the Maple
Spring Run Gorge and Shingle Cabin Brook gorge)
*I just got my clinometer/rangefinder rig for an early
Christmas gift. I'll report in the future with accurate
height measurements. I only had my
clinometer/rangefinder for my most recent visit. It
was raining and foggy so I had a hard time getting
accurate heights. But...

Jess

I've located a White Ash tree in the Shingle Cabin
Brook gorge that is GIGANTIC. The top is blown
out well below (and I mean WELL BELOW) what
I've envisioned to be the original top of the tree and
the highest point (SINE) was 109'. I didn't have my
DBH tape but it's certainly over 14' CBH. I know that
if there's one, with over more than 13,000 acres, there
must be another that our gale-force winds haven't
pruned. I'll find that one soon enough.

Re: A twin oak in Arkansas
by Jess Riddle » Tue Jan 28, 2014 10:46 pm
Guys, Thanks for all the feedback. I didn't mean to
imply that I thought the twin stem was responsible
for any of the unusual traits. I just didn't want to title
the post “hybrid oak #674”. The guides I have put
the acorns size more in the range of northern red oak
than southern red oak or cherrybark, though towards
the lower end of the range. I discounted southern
red, cherrybark, and blackjack, because the leaves
were hairless or nearly so. I could see them
accounting for the lobe shape though, particularly
cherrybark. I wondered about water and willow oak
two since it seems like they could account for the
small leaf size and tight, little streaked bark. I a
hybrid with them could produce leaves with such
regular lobes though. I don’t see much to rule out
black oak, but a can’t point to any trait that
specifically suggests the species either.

There are also some very impressive white pines that
situate themselves on some of the flat shelves that
butt up to these gorges. Also in Shingle Cabin Brook
near the top end is a River Birch with a height
measurement (SINE) of 86.97'.
I've been having some trouble with these posts
publishing to the site, and I'm not sure why. This is
my fifth attempt at this. I'll attach some photos and
possibly a video on one of the ascents I made in one
of the Tulips.
This is merely the tip of the iceberg. Lot's of
information to follow regarding this awesome site in
Northeast PA.

I guess I’ll just have to wait until I get my portable
DNA kit.

T.C.

Jess
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Fallen Douglas Fir/Prairie Creek
Redwoods State Park
by Mark Collins » Tue Jan 28, 2014 12:45 am

Not sure what the actual age of this tree was. It says
670 years old, and then appears to have been
recounted by "an expert" who calculated 1,049 years.
Either way, that's one incredibly old tree!

Hiked a little ways up a road today in Prairie Creek
Redwoods State Park. There is an old, fallen,
Douglas Fir giant along the road that appears to have
met it's demise fairly recently. Someone took the time
to count the rings.
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Giant Sequoia in Salem County
by Barry Caselli » Tue Jan 28, 2014 5:19 pm
In late winter or early spring of 2013 I was driving
through Pittsgrove Township, Salem County, and
saw this tree in someone's front yard. At the moment
that I saw it out of the corner of my eye I dismissed it
as a red cedar, but then I got a good look at it, and I'm
thinking to myself "What in the world is that?". Then
I figured it out, that it's probably a sequoia. Then I
was in awe of it. Then on a nice day in April I took
these pictures of it.

Delta National Forest Overcup
Natural Research Area
by Larry Tucei » Wed Jan 22, 2014 4:09 pm
NTS- Joe Blount Trail in the Delta National Forest is
located approximately ½ mile south of the Sweetgum
Natural Research Area and is about 1 ¼ miles in
length. The marked trail ends here at a planted food
plot but the trail continues on toward the west another
mile or so to Dawling Bayou. I walked in and around
the trail to about 1.5 miles measuring several
different species of trees. The Overcup Natural
Research Area is located here somewhere around one
half mile but is not marked clearly. It is another 40
acre tract of large trees with larger Overcup,
Sweetgum, Oak, Ash, and so on. The Overcup Oak
here where no larger than any I saw in the Sweetgum
Natural Research Area. Sweetgum seemed to
dominate this area of the Forest with mixed Overcup,
Oak, Locust, Sycamore, Maple or Elm and Ash. Most
of the trees in and near the trail are in the 120’ class
with the exceptional ones reaching into the high 130’
class. I measured a huge Willow much taller than the
one I found near the Sweetgum Area, some large Red
Oaks which I think must be Pin Oak, one tall
Sweetgum, a Pecan I believe, Green Ash, and
Cottonwood. Willow Oak 138' 14’2" 84' x 90' Pin
Oak 136.5’ 15’1” 105’ x 112.5’, 126.5’ 12’2
Sweetgum 132' Pecan 120.5’ 7’3” Green Ash 129’
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8’5” 123.5’ 10’6” Overcup 115’ 9’2” 110’ 8’4”
Cottonwood 120.5’ 8’2”
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Delta_National_Forest,
http://www.stateparks.com/delta_nationa ...
sippi.html, http://www.mdwfp.com/wildlifehunting/w ... lower.aspx,
http://www.riverwoodsrpc.org/Windows/OaksPin.ht
ml “The Delta National Forest is located in Sharkey
County north of Vicksburg, Mississippi, within the
floodplain of the Mississippi River. It is one of the
few hardwood forests remaining in the Mississippi
Delta and the only bottomland hardwood national
forest in the nation.
Seen from the air, the Delta National Forest glimmers
like a great, green jewel surrounded by lazy rivers
and spreading agricultural fields. Delta is a large,
contiguous block of bottomland hardwood forest,
seasonally flooded timber, and small sloughs draining
into the Big and Little Sunflower Rivers in the Yazoo
Basin of the Mississippi River. It is the only
bottomland hardwood ecosystem in the National
Forest System.
The Delta National Forest contains over 60,000 acres
of bottomland hardwoods and forested wetlands.
Annually, the Forest pumps 3 of 5 greentree
reservoirs to improve wintering waterfowl
conditions; plants portions of over 100 acres of
wildlife food plots; maintains 87 primitive campsites
and over 50 miles of all-terrain vehicle (ATV) trails;
and harvests over 3 million board feet of timber.

Cottonwood

The Delta National Forest is an important partner in
the Lower Mississippi Valley Joint Venture, one of
the emphasis areas of the North American Waterfowl
Management Plan, providing important habitat to
wintering, migrating, and resident birds.”
Larry

Trail coming out
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Overcup Oak

Pin Oak 3a

Pin Oak Leaves
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Pin Oak 3

Pecan or Elm

Pecan or Elm Bark

Green Ash
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Pin Oak 2

Willow Oak 2

Joe Blount Trail In

Overcup Natural Research Area.docx

Willow Oak 2a
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Rockefeller Tree or Tall Tree? Same
tree?
by JohnnyDJersey » Tue Dec 24, 2013 12:04 am
This question is for Michael Taylor, Zane, Mario, or
anyone else who is familiar with the upper Bull
Creek flat in Humboldt RSP.
Across the creek from Giant Tree, there is a tree
known as the Rockefeller Tree. 366.6ft tall and 15.2ft
in diameter or 47.7ft CBH. (16th tallest tree
known)Earlier this year I explored this area and came
upon "Tall Tree" right off of the trail with its own
plaque. Its a large, breathtaking tree. I measured its
CBH at 48'2". I've seen photos of the Rockefeller
Tree and noticed that they look similar to the "Tall
Tree" I have photographed below. Is this the same
tree?
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Giant Sequoia-Delaware County, PA
by tclikesbigtrees » Thu Jan 30, 2014 3:29 pm
After seeing my brother Barry's post about the Giant
Sequoia in NJ, I thought that I would post some
pictures of the ones that I saw in PA. I had never seen
any Giant Sequoias, so I jumped at the chance to
possibly see a couple of the ones that are supposed to
be in PA. According to the PA champion tree
website, there are 4 in PA, all in Delaware County.
The first one that we saw is at Stoneybank
Community Church. The second one is in the Tyler
Arboretum. The one at the arboretum is behind a
fence. Since we did not actually go into the
arboretum, we didn't get close to it. I think the most
interesting thing about the Sequoias for me and my
family is that the bark is spongy. We had never felt
anything like that before.

John D Harvey

Re: Rockefeller Tree or Tall Tree?
Same tree?
by M.W.Taylor » Thu Jan 30, 2014 5:49 pm
They are the same tree. When called Tall Tree it was
measured at 359' in the late 1950's. But then reduced
to 353' after a storm. Now back to 366.6'. It's been
steadily growing. Really impressive speciment. Big
trunk and a clean barrell for nearly 200 feet. Classic
tall redwood tree.
Micahel Taylor
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Tyler Arboretum
Stoneybank Community Church

Ricketts Glen State Park Ruckers
Index revised
by rickkoval » Mon Feb 03, 2014 10:02 am
Please review the attachment of the revised Ricketts
Glen State Park Ruckers Index which includes
rounded off totals.
Rick
Ricketts Glen State Park Ruker Index 50
REVISED 2014.pdf
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Two 20' Live Oaks Biloxi Ms.
by Larry Tucei » Mon Feb 03, 2014 9:14 pm
NTS- I measured two Live Oaks for the Live Oak
Project today in East Biloxi at the end of Meaut
Street. The area where the two Live Oaks are located
is just east of the under construction Ohr-O'Keef
Museum of Art.
https://www.georgeohr.org/Content.aspx?id=128&P
=2&1=1 The first tree I'll call Oak 1, a multi-trunk
measured CBH- 21' 2" has a height of 66' with a
crown spread of 96' x 99'.

Oak 1a
The second tree was east and north around 300 yards
from the Museum.

Oak 1
This tree is around 150-200 years old and had some
damage by Hurricane Katrina. It grows approx 100
yards east of the Museum along with many more
trees that are smaller.

Oak 2
Oak II measured CBH-20' 5" Height 61.5' and Crown
Spread of 131.5' x 111'. This Live Oak is between
150-200 years old approx.
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11' 6.0" x 73.5'

Once upon a time there were two others of similar
size on the city streets but one was cut down in 1998,
presumably for heaving the sidewalk and heaven
forbid, intruding over the curb into a parking space.
Another has disappeared sometime in the last ten
years.
However, we have one aspiring replacement on north
Main street:

Oak 2a
The surrounding area of 100 acres or so has 80-100
or so Live Oaks with a few at 17-18' CBH with
mostly trees in the 14-16' CBH. This property before
Hurricane Camille was filled with Old Mansions
along Hwy 90 and reconstruction was sparse
afterwards but began to reshape until Hurricane
Katrina destroyed the area once again. No housing
development has taken place in this area since the
destruction by Katrina. These are the first two Live
Oaks that I have measured in 2014 and are on the
bottom end of the Live Oak Listing.
Larry

Findlay Elms
by Rand » Wed Feb 05, 2014 9:53 pm
Hope springs eternal.

A nice old elm on the Campus of Findlay University:
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specialists. It has its place in the measuring toolkit,
but is misused a lot. It is implemented in advanced
hypsometers as the primary tree height measuring
routine. However, the hypsometer version does not
fix the major problem with the method - an incorrect
baseline for the top of the tree. Unfortunately,
descriptions by manufacturers mislead users into
thinking that their 3-point, tangent-based hypsometer
method takes all relevant factors into consideration. It
is just marketing. For the sake of one's wallet, the
traditional tangent method can be used with several
iPhone apps.

Answer for tclikesbigtrees on
measuring tree height
by dbhguru » Sat Jan 04, 2014 1:44 pm
tc (from New Jersey),
Since you're becoming a good contributor to the
BBS, your question on how to measure tree height
without climbing the tree deserves an in-depth
response, and other newcomers may have the same
question, as well. So, this post will be for those who
have recently joined the BBS, but don't have the time
to wade through the thousands of communications to
get answers to specific questions.

3. Sine method: This is the bread and butter method
of NTS and the most accurate of these first three.
Virtually all the tree heights listed on the BBS are
based on this method. Any of a good dozen people on
this BBS can instruct you in its use. Ask and ye shall
receive.

Measuring tree height is described well in Ed
Frank's Wikipedia article. Ed did yeoman service on
all our behalves in taking our scattered posts and
documents along with other material and making a
coherent description of tree height measuring. One of
the Wikipedia source documents Ed uses is Will
Blozan's guide to measuring trees, which John
referenced. Alternatively, were you to just take pot
luck and google "measuring tree height", you'd get a
bewildering deluge of material and a mind boggling,
virtually useless, display of highly repetitive
diagrams. Avoid that!

4. Hybrid sine-tangent method: This uses the sine
method for the top of the tree and the tangent method
for the base. It is intended to solve the clutter
problem in some situations, such as a tree with a
visible top and a trunk buried in mountain laurel. The
eye may be able to distinguish where the base is, but
it can't be hit with a laser.
5. Cross-triangulation tangent method: This method
is described well in Will's guidelines and solves a
major problem that frequently occurs with the
traditional tangent method. It is more labor intensive
than the traditional tangent method.

If after you've read Ed's Wikipedia article and/or
Will's guidelines, you have questions, we can answer
them, but in the remainder of this post, 'll give a
quick overview from a top down perspective - a
glimpse into tree height measuring.

6. External baseline method: This method gets almost
no use, but has potential where the sine method
cannot be acceptably applied and getting to the trunk
of the tree with a baseline is not feasible. This is a
method that I developed. It is described in SAF's
April 2012 edition of The Forestry Source.

There are at least 11 different
methodologies/techniques for measuring tree height
in use today.
1. Method of similar triangles: This is widely used by
champion tree hunters and is described in many
Internet descriptions. The method can get you into
the ball park, but the sources of error are hard to
control - contrary to simplistic Internet descriptions.
Nonetheless, the method of similar triangles is a
useful technique to learn if you have minimal
equipment. Ed Frank's Wikipedia article covers this
method well. Were you to go to American Forest's
website, this would be the method for measuring tree
height described.

7. Parallax method: This is another method that gets
virtually no use, but has its place. Michael Taylor and
I developed it independently. I expect surveyors have
long had their version of it. The parallax method
requires very accurate input measurements. Like #4
above, it uses an external baseline.
8. Three triangles method: This is a potentially
extremely accurate, computer program driven method
developed by Michael Taylor. It requires very
accurate inputs and uses three connected external
baselines, but can be applied to trees at great
distances. This method is not for the feint-hearted.

2. Traditional tangent method: This is also commonly
described as the tape and clinometer method and it is
the most prevalent technique used by timber

9. LIDAR: This is a high tech method that requires
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software and expertise. See Ed Frank's Wikipedia
explanation.

the standard shagbark. The southern shag was more
prevalent at this site. The tallest southern shag could
be a state record but I don't know what the current
record is.

10. Surveying Transit: This is more about the
equipment used than the method since it employs
high precision instruments to apply one or more of
the above techniques.

Liriodenrdon tulupifera tuliptree 127.0' 127.2' 129.2'
129.4' 129.9'
130.9' 131.0' 133.7' 135.3'

11. Climbing with tape drop: As you would guess,
climb a tree and dropping a tape is still considered
the ultimate method of measuring tree height.
However, given the improved accuracy and clutter
penetrating ability of instruments like LTI's TruPulse
200X, climbing may not be any more accurate, but
climbing will likely remain the acid test.

Liquidambar styraciflua sweetgum 118.1' 118.7' 122.3'
124.2' 126.1'
Carya glabra

pignut hickory

107.7' 111.2' 115.3'
116.9' 117.5' 121.4'

Carya alba

mockernut hickory 107.7'

I should point out that measuring tree height is most
commonly done in forestry, primarily for economic
purposes. Big tree hunters who submit their
nominations to either a state coordinator or the
national coordinator are probably the second largest
group measuring tree heights. Canopy researchers are
becoming a significant group of tree height
measurers, and I expect that climate and
environmental scientists are beginning to join the
ranks for very different purposes. Without question,
NTS and associates are the most important sources
involved in developing better height-measuirng
methods to be applied to individual trees, as opposed
to stand averages.

Carya ovata

shagbark hickory

You will see posts on equipment testing from Karl
Heinz, Matt Markworth, myself, Will Blozan, Jess
Riddle, Michael Taylor, etc. We may be testing fairly
expensive equipment, which could be discouraging,
were you to think that you must purchase at the high
end in order to do a good job. But you can get very
good results for an out-of-pocket cost of as little as
$250.00. Keep the Nikon Prostaff 440 in mind. I
think you can still get used ones on Ebay.

Quercus velotina black oak

110.4'

Carya septrionalis southern shag hickory 101.8' 114.1'
126.7'
carya ovalis red hickory

102.7'

Platinus occidentalis sycamore
129.2'

115.9' 125.9' 126.4'

Fraxinus biltmoreana biltmore ash 102.9' 103.5'
Quercus falcata southern red oak

110.8'

Quercus alba
116.9'

113.2' 115.9' 116.7'

white oak

112.3'

Quercus rubra red oak
119.3' 128.6'

113.8' 114.1' 114.8'

Betula nigra

74.2'

river birch

Diospyros virginiana persimmon

Hope this helps.
Robert T. Leverett

Acer rubrum red maple

99.7'

Nyssa sylvatica black gum

97.6'

Carpinus caroliniana hornbeam

48.7'

Ulmus ?? elm
Pinus virginiana
104.5' 106.6'

Hamilton Lakes, Greensboro, NC
by bbeduhn » Thu Feb 06, 2014 5:30 pm

84.8'
Virginia pine

Pinus echinata shortleaf pine
114.5'

Hamilton Lakes is a neighborhood in Greensboro. It
has a park with a stream running between two lakes.
I'm fairly certain of the hickory id. The twigs were
much more stout and the bark was a bit different on

R10 122.49'
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Some of the arborglyphs dated all the way back to the
1930's.

Arborglyphs on Aspen in New
Mexico
by Mark Collins » Sat Feb 08, 2014 3:37 am

I did some hiking in the San Pedro Wilderness in
New Mexico back in October. The trail traveled
through an old stand of giant aspen trees.

The older arborglyphs usually seemed to be written
in a form of cursive handwriting.
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but I didn’t notice any ash or oak. Northern red oak
is the oak that should be found in this area and we
saw some along the roads. The ash is likely black
ash as this is the only species listed in the “Checklist
of Vascular Plants: Lake Superior Provincial Park”. I
didn’t notice any black ash while I was in Lake
Superior Provincial Park. The most common small
woody plants were young sugar maples and redberried elders (Sambucus racemosa). Not far into the
hike we noticed a large yellow birch on the west side
of the trail just a little ways after crossing a stream
and it ended up being the largest yellow birch that we
would measure while in Ontario. It was 12.74’ x
79.5’ (3.88m x 24.2m) shooting straight up. Here are
a couple pictures of this tree with Ellen.

Towab Trail, Lake Superior PP,
Ontario
by DougBidlack » Fri Jan 24, 2014 6:42 pm
NTS,
on the 7th and 8th of October Ellen and I backpacked
up to Agawa Falls and back via the 15 mile (24km)
Towab Trail in Lake Superior Provincial Park. The
majority of this trail runs along the Agawa River
through second-growth Great Lakes - St. Lawrence
Forest. The first part of this trail is not along the
river and the forest is dominated by sugar maples
with yellow birch second and heart-leaved birch third
most abundant. According to the sign at the trailhead
this forest is also supposed to contain some elm, ash
and oak. I saw some American Elm along the trail
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The early part of the Towab Trail was nearly conifer
free making it appear quite different from nearly all
the other trails that we hiked in this region. Only the
early portion of the Orphan Lake Trail was
reasonably close in species composition to this site
but even that area had more conifers. I soon
measured a pin cherry that was larger than the one on
Orphan Lake Trail. It was 2.70’ x 58.5’ (0.82m x
17.8m) shooting straight up. As we approached the
Agawa River the conifers once again became
important components of the forest. In addition, red
maples appeared to be much more common near the
river and heart-leaved birch a little more common.
We also saw an occasional balsam poplar. The fall
color was particularly beautiful along the river even
though we were probably there a little after the peak.

We eventually came across the largest white pine we
would see on our trip but I decided to hold off on
measuring until we hiked out. The weather was cool
(in the 40’s) and cloudy once we reached the river
but it made for better pictures along the trail than the
sunny weather we would have on the hike out. Here
is a picture of Ellen next to this nice white pine.
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The trail soon became more difficult due to much
steeper and wetter terrain with more rocks and roots.
Here is a picture of Ellen with a heart-leaved birch
behind her.

And another with Ellen next to a yellow birch. I
didn’t measure this tree because it was shorter and
smaller than the previous yellow birch.
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I spotted a red pine and decided to measure it because
it was the largest that we saw and it was far enough
off of the trail that I thought I might not see it on the
way back. It measured 5.50’ x 87.1’ (1.68m x
26.5m).

We finally got a few good views of Agawa Falls.
Agawa Falls is reported to be the tallest waterfall in
the park at 25m (82’). Here is a picture of this
beautiful waterfall.
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Our campsite was near the top of the waterfall. Here
is the view we had looking downstream from our
campsite.

We had the site all to ourselves. In fact we only saw
one person on the way in and he was fishing in the
river quite early in the hike. The temperature dipped
just below freezing during the night and breakfast
was a bit chilly but the day would eventually warm
up very nicely into the low 60’s under sunny skies.
Here is a shot of the top of the falls early in the
morning.

On the way out I measured my first white pine of the
trip to 7.89’ x 101.2’ (2.40m x 30.85m) using the sine
method. I also measured my first balsam poplar to
4.67’ x 73.5’ (1.42m x 22.4m) shooting straight up.
Here is a picture of the balsam poplar. It is in the
center of the shot with yellowish-green leaves.

And another shot of the top of the falls later in the
morning.
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When we arrived at the big white pine I measured it
to 13.10’ x 125.0’ (3.99m x 38.1m) using the sine
method. This was easily the largest tree that we
measured in Ontario and it made me wonder if there
were any 130’ white pines in this park. It seems
likely. Here is a picture looking up at this tree.

The combination of the sunny weather, fall color and
the Agawa River made for gorgeous scenery.

After we hiked away from the river I started looking
for a balsam fir that I wanted to measure. This tree
measured 3.61’ x 77.8’ (1.10m x 23.7m) using the
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sine method. Unfortunately I had missed another
balsam fir that I had wanted to measure and I was a
bit bummed because I was hoping to break 80’. Even
worse, I somehow managed not to find a white
spruce that I wanted to measure. Based on a quick
and dirty measurement on the hike in I estimated it to
be just over 100’. I also made quick measurements
of three other white spruces that were well over 90’.
Here is a picture of the balsam fir.

We made another stop somewhere between Marathon
and Terrace Bay and here I finally found a paper
birch among a few heart-leaved birches. Here is a
close-up of the leaves.

A little farther on down the trail I measured a pin
cherry to 3.17’ (0.97m) in girth. I didn’t measure the
height because the top had broken off and it was not
all that tall. By this time we were getting close to the
end of the trail so we picked up the pace and quickly
made it back to the car.

Just west of Terrace Bay we stopped to check out
Aguasaban Falls.

The next morning we headed west to Sleeping Giant
Provincial Park. About halfway there we stopped in
the town of Marathon and went to a small community
park along Lake Superior. Here is the view looking
west.
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Pin Cherry
2.70’ x 58.5’ (0.82m x 17.8m)
3.17’ x ? (0.97m x ?)
Doug

Requiem for an old field tree
by Rand » Mon Feb 03, 2014 8:22 pm
Just north of Marysville on US 31 was this fine old
field tree:

We made it to Sleeping Giant Provincial Park late in
the afternoon. Here is a picture of the sleeping giant
(head on the right) across Marie Louise Lake near our
campsite.

In general these old field trees are fossils of a bygone
era when farms were smaller and worked by animal
power. I've heard various explanations of why they
escaped the original land clearance, but they usually
revolve around providing islands of shade, either for
cattle when the fields were rotated into pasture, or for
the teams of draft animals used for plowing and
harvest, to rest under over lunch, etc. After the era of
draft animals passed they remained because they are
almost as much trouble to remove as they are to plow
around... except when the property changes hands
and then the new owner eliminates them in a fit of
industrious pissiness. Over the years a stead trickle
of these trees and their associated fence rows have
disappeared. I've been able to count the rings on the
stumps of a few and they generally range from 100130 years old.

Here are the trees I measured along Towab Trail in
Lake Superior Provincial Park.
White Pine
13.10’ x 125.0’ (3.99m x 38.1m)
7.89’ x 101.2’ (2.40m x 30.85m)
Red Pine
5.50’ x 87.1’ (1.68m x 26.5m)
Yellow Birch
12.74’ x 79.5’ (3.88m x 24.2m)
Balsam Fir
3.61’ x 77.8’ (1.10m x 23.7m)

So finally this sad sight greeted me this winter:

Balsam Poplar
4.67’ x 73.5’ (1.42m x 22.4m)
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to two trees that certainly did not disappoint. I will
start with the tree with the greatest volume and end
with the tallest one.

198 foot(60.4 meter) tall Ceiba pentandra
(Kapok) It was impossible to get an accurate
circumference measurement, as the
buttresses extended 45' up the tree. I can
only say that it is somewhere between 22'
(6.7 m) and 32' (9.8 m) I attempted to show
a meter with my tape against the tree in a
photo for estimating the diameter, but the
trunk was wider in the other direction, so it
would show an inaccurately small diameter
from that angle. This tree is 15' (4.6 m)
taller than the tallest of this species in Peru
that I have measured, and without a doubt, it
has a larger volume than any other C.
pentandra I have seen. That makes this my
personal record for height of any Ceiba tree.
Based on seeing a few old C. pentandra of
known age, I would guess that this tree is
between 400 and 500 years old. On the left
are 3 students from the research station and
on the right is the caballero who rented us
horses to get close to the site.

New Record Trees in Gulfo Dulce.
Costa Rica
by Bart Bouricius » Thu Jan 30, 2014 5:43 pm
Living in Costa Rica now, my wife Connie and I
visited both sides of Gulfo Dulce last week. The gulf
separates the mainland from the Osa Peninsula,
which according to various web sites contains the
largest area of old growth (primary) lowland tropical
forest in Central America, with the possible
exception of the Darien state in Panama. We visited
my old friend Steve Prchal who runs an arthropod
education and research facility at the edge of
Corcovado National Park, then we went to the La
Gamba Research Center on the opposite side of the
gulf adjacent to Piedres Blancas National Park.
Because we had more time there, I was able to visit
superlative trees for measurement purposes at La
Gamba. Daniel Jenking Aguilera, who works on
forest restoration and reforestation projects lead me
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Here I am attempting to throw cords through
the vines and branches of understory trees at
45 feet on a smaller adjacent tree.
Unfortunately, even with the help of
students on the ground we were not able to
pull the cord up through the vines and
branches to measure a circumference. I am
afraid that a climb of the Ceiba itself will be
necessary to get an accurate circumference
and a crown spread while we are at it. As a
demonstration of how ridiculous it would be
to use DBH on a buttressed tree, I had the
students measure the DBH of this tree and
they came up with 30.81 feet or 9.39 m for
the Diameter at Breast Height. We might
have been able to finish the measurments,
but we had to get back by dark and it started
raining requiring us to release the horses so
they would not fall on us as they skidded
around in the muddy trail. Fortunately, we
made it back just at dusk with no horse or
human injuries.

I hope this gives a sense of the majesty of this tree
that is sacred to the Mayans and other peoples of
Central and South America

a large weevil near the Ceiba tree
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Chestnut- Mandibled Toucan perched in a
tree by the Research Station

Same tree from further back look hard for
yours truly

Connie took this picture of me leaning
against this large strangler fig by the side of
the road as we drove to La Gamba, it is
probably Ficus aurea

bizarre Leaf Hopper in park, genus
Bocydium
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A pair of Great Curassows cooperating
nicely for their portrait near the Station

wonderfully camouflaged stick insect on
station grounds

Blue-headed Parrot, at this point I feel
obligated to say that we were at La Gamba
with the Costa Rican Bird Club, however I
did temporarily play hooky to look at trees

22' (6.7 m)circumference 123' (37.5 m) high
Guanacasta Tree Enterolobium
cyclocarpum. This tree was in a field beside
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the road and I was surprised at the height, as
another open grown tree in one of my
previous posts that exceeded 30' (9.1 m) in
circumference was under 80'(24.4 m) tall.
This tree, in its incredible spread and low
branches that sometimes touch the ground
reminds me of live oaks, though it can
exceed 140' in a dense forest and has only
high branches in that environment.

Daniel holds pod from this tree with good
viable seeds that he plans to include in his
forest restoration plantings. These seeds are
wind dispersed.

Daniel stands next to my new personal
height record for a Neotropical tree. It is
another Pterygota excelsa which achieved
208.5 (63.6 m) and a girth of 14' 9" (4.5 m).
I previously recorded 2 of this same species
at 199.5' (60.8 m) and one at 207' (63.1 m)
in height at Carara National Park further
north on the Pacific Coast. That, in my
opinion makes this the species to beat when
I leave on Saturday with the recreational tree
climbers for the Osa Peninsula.

This last image shows an interesting
characteristic of Pterygota excelsa leaves.
You can see domatia where the major veins
intersect. Thes domatia are basically
housing for ants or mites that have some sort
of symbiosis with the tree. Often predacious
mites which eat mites that feed on the leaves
dwell in such domatia. These domatia are
not uncommon in leaves and other parts of
tropical plants as well as in some plants on
the Southern border states of the US.
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Europe vs. the eastern US comparing tree heights
by KoutaR » Sat Feb 08, 2014 12:42 pm
NTS,
The two regions with deciduous broadleaf forest as
natural vegetation – Europe and eastern North
America – apparently have quite similar potentials
for native tree heights. If we compare laser/tape
measured absolute height records, Europe leads at the
moment. However, if we compare Rucker indexes the
east US wins due to higher species diversity.
I tried to find a new method for the comparison. We
cannot compare what species reach in the two regions
as there are very few shared native species, but we
can compare genera. In the table below, I have listed
the height records by genera in the both regions. Only
those genera are included for which there are known
laser/tape measurements in the both regions in the
native species ranges. For Europe, I did not include
the species in the Canary Islands as it is unclear if the
islands are in Europe. I did also not include Larix
decidua (European larch) as all the measurements we
have are outside its native range. Further, I did not
include Sorbus domestica and S. torminalis (which
both are much taller than S. aucuparia) because
according to the molecular studies they should be
placed in their own genera (as Cormus domestica and
Torminalis clusii). The averages of the genus records
for the two regions are very close to each others.

I suppose that the measurers pay less attention to the
low tree species than to tall ones, so the records of
the tall species may be closer to the actual height
potentials. In the second table below I have included
only the genera with known 20+ m trees in both
regions. Now we end up in the exactly same
averages!

Please correct me if there are errors in the US
records.
Kouta
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High Cliff Natural Area (WI)
by Matt Markworth » Sun Feb 09, 2014 9:34 pm
All,
No measurements here folks, just some video/photos
from when I visited this natural area on Lake
Winnebago in WI. This area is on the Niagara
escarpment. The cottonwoods, willows and
hackberries caught my eye the most.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lmBxPb-HtbA
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Northern white-cedar just loves growing in dolomitic
limestone as well as along the Great Lakes so
naturally it is the dominant species in this region. We
arrived in Tobermory quite late on a rainy and
unusually warm night. Frogs were so plentiful on the
road leading into town for so many miles that it was
impossible to avoid them. I’ve never seen so many
frogs on the road in my entire life. The next morning
we woke to a sleepy little town at the end of tourist
season. Here is a picture of Ellen by the harbor.

Matt

Tobermory to Wawa, Ontario
by DougBidlack » Sun Jan 19, 2014 9:39 pm
NTS,
We boarded a ferry for South Baymouth on
Manitoulin Island; the largest island in the Great
Lakes. Not long after leaving Tobermory we passed
Flowerpot Island off to our right (east). Here is a
picture of Flowerpot Island.

on the 3rd of October my wife, Ellen, and I went on
the vacation of a lifetime. We started by heading
north to Ontario. Our destination on that first day
was Tobermory, Ontario at the tip of the Bruce
Peninsula which separates the main body of Lake
Huron from Georgian Bay. This area is part of the
Niagara Escarpment where the caprock is made of
dolomitic limestone.
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It is on this island that a dead northern white-cedar
was found to have 1,890 growth rings. To our left
was a picturesque lighthouse.
I very much wanted to verify that these were indeed
heart-leaved birches and not paper birches so I was
constantly checking the leaves as often as I could.
Every one of the birches that I checked was a heartleaved birch and not one was a paper birch. We
eventually reached Orphan Lake at a scenic overlook.
Note Lake Superior in the background.

Once we arrived at South Baymouth we quickly
moved north over a series of bridges and small
islands to the mainland. The scenery at the northern
end of Manitoulin Island and the smaller islands was
some of the best of the day. Unfortunately I didn’t
get any pictures. By the time we made it to Sault Ste.
Marie it was time for a quick dinner and then off to a
small motel just south of Lake Superior Provincial
Park.
On the north side of Orphan Lake I saw a 3’ heartleaved birch with several perfect leaves on it so I just
had to get a picture of one of the leaves on some
moss.

On the morning of the 5th we were off to hike the 5
mile long Orphan Lake Trail that Kouta and I had
briefly visited in August. The day would be chilly
with highs only reaching the mid-40’s at best but at
least it didn’t rain on us. I decided to bypass
measuring any trees on the early part of the trail
because we would come back via the same route.
After a relatively short hike the trail divided and we
took the left to make a clockwise hike around Orphan
Lake that would also briefly take us along Lake
Superior. Ellen soon spotted a colorful example of
heart-leaved birch.
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Just before we reached Lake Superior we saw the
largest heart-leaved birch of the day. It was quite fat
but because it was so close to Lake Superior it was
rather short. We measured it to 6.25’ x 58.5’ (1.90m
x 17.8m) shooting straight up. Here is a picture of
the tree with Ellen.

We then hiked to a fairly open area that appeared to
have been burned some years ago. It was now full of
quaking aspen, heart-leaved birch, pin cherry and red
maples. Here is a beautiful example of one of the red
maples showing off among some Canadian dogwood
(Cornus canadensis).

Leaving Lake Superior, we followed the Baldhead
River upstream for a little while. The bedrock of the
Canadian Shield is readily visible here.

Later, we found some large northern white-cedars but
I was hoping to see larger ones so we didn’t measure
them.

Upon reaching the the site where the trail divided I
started to look for trees that I had noticed on the way
in and wanted to measure. The first was a yellow
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birch snag that was 8.15’ (2.48m) in girth. It was
broken not too far up so I didn’t measure the height.
Not long afterward we came to an even larger and
still living yellow birch. This one measured 11.09’ x
73.5’ (3.38m x 22.4m) shooting straight up. Ellen is
pictured with this tree below.

After measuring this tree we were nearly to the
parking lot and on our way to meet my parents at the
Best Northern Motel. I couldn’t wait to get a great
meal with some beer! We were able to share a little
cottage that had two bedrooms and a small common
room. It was just what we needed, especially since it
also had a little kitchen where we could fix breakfast
and prepare lunches.
The next day it was supposed to rain so we decided to
just drive around with my parents and introduce Ellen
to some of the places that we knew so well. We
probably went fishing for Pike and Walleye up this
way about every other year when I was a kid so we
were quite familiar with many of the lakes and rivers.
We stopped by Kamp Kinniwabi where we would
stay on those trips and my parents had fun talking
with the current owners. I checked out a birch that I
figured must be a paper birch since the bark was so
white. Wrong! It turned out to be heart-leaved birch.
I was quickly learning that most of the leaves are
only weakly heart-shaped or cordate on larger heartleaved birches and only juvenile trees or fast-growing
portions of larger trees had the very distinctive heartshaped leaves. Here is a picture showing both types
of leaves from this tree.

The last tree I wanted to measure was the largest pin
cherry that we saw. It measured 2.51’ x 55.5’ (0.77m
x 16.9m) shooting straight up. The branching on this
species is quite tight up high so I’m not sure if I was
able to hit the highest point or not. Here is a close-up
of the bark of this tree.

Here is a close-up of the bark of this tree.
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After a rainy drive and visit to one of our favorite
walleye sites we decided to take a short hike in
Potholes Provincial Nature Reserve when the rain
ended. The quick hike leading to the potholes passed
through a forest dominated by black spruce and jack
pine. A small bridge spanned the tiny stream that
produced such wonderful potholes. Here is a picture
showing my dad, Ellen and my mom at the bridge.

A downstream shot.
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This was likely due to the unusually, cool and rainy
weather in 2013. I know that Sault. Ste. Marie,
Michigan set an all time rainfall record that was 3.2
standard deviations greater than the mean and the
average rainfall across all of Michigan was the
wettest on record. I’m assuming that this part of
Ontario had similar weather judging by all the
complaints we heard from the locals. Not only did
this unusual weather keep the blueberries fresh, it
also meant that the blackflies and mosquitoes never
let up all season. The blackflies, in particular, were
still quite a nuisance. The blueberries would help to
make things better though!
The stream eventually slows to a boggy area with the
surrounding area dominated by black spruce as well
as plenty of tamarack.

The short hike was through an area dominated by
jack pines. I didn’t measure any but they appeared to
be over 70’. Not sure any would make it to 80’
though.

Our next stop was to be Prairie Bee Lake but the
access roads were all gated so we just stopped by one
of them and walked for a little while. We soon
discovered that the lowbush blueberries (Vaccinium
angustifolium) were amazingly still producing lots of
fruit!

I only measured four trees for this post and one of
them was dead. They are as follows:
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Yellow Birch
11.09’ x 73.5’ (3.38m x 22.4m)
8.15’ x ? (2.48m x ?) dead

I arrived in Wawa late in the afternoon on the 8th of
August, checked into the Best Northern Motel where
we would stay for the next three nights and drove to
the bus stop to wait for Kouta to arrive. The bus was
late but I had a great time talking to a kayaker who
had grown up near my hometown in southeastern
Michigan, went to Michigan Tech, became a forester
and disliked it, quit his job and he now lives in the
UP and does all sorts of odd jobs. He said he had
been kayaking around Isle Royale once but it was far
too crowded for his taste so now he prefers to kayak
along the northern shore of Lake Superior. For those
who may not know, Isle Royale is one of the least
visited National Parks in the United States. Time
seemed to pass quickly and the bus soon arrived.
Luckily, Kouta managed to appear after I thought
everybody had gotten off the bus! Normally I have
little good to say about any motels, hotels or other
places to stay, but the Best Northern Motel was
different. There was nothing special about the rooms
but the food was a different story. The owners
happened to be from Poland and they cooked some
wonderful Polish food as well as more typical
Canadian fare. I made the mistake of ordering a
simple chicken sandwich the first night but at least I
was smart enough to get some Ukrainian borscht and
a Polish lager as well. Oh what a joy! For the next
couple of nights I would dine on great food and wash
it down with a nice Polish lager. Perfect! Kouta
seemed amused at my delight.

Heart-leaved Birch
6.25’ x 58.5’ (1.90m x 17.8m)
Pin Cherry
2.51’ x 55.5’ (0.77m x 16.9m)
For the next post Ellen and I will be on a
backpacking trip on the Towab Trail which goes for
most of its length along the Agawa River.
Doug

Wawa, Ontario (part one)
by DougBidlack » Thu Jan 16, 2014 1:16 am
NTS,
early last year Kouta and I discovered that we were
each thinking about visiting Ontario, Canada
sometime later that year. After a little back and forth
we decided that we would meet for two full days of
exploring in and around Lake Superior Provincial
Park near Wawa in early August. Wawa’s climate is
greatly influenced by Lake Superior. It is cooler in
summer, warmer in winter and foggier, cloudier and
wetter than other areas of similar latitude in the
interior of Canada. The average annual temperature
is 33 F and they receive 39.5” of precipitation a year.
The average number of days with precipitation is
172. Michipicotin Bay lies four miles farther west
right on Lake Superior at one of the trailheads that
we were hoping to hike. Although only four miles
from Wawa, the lakeshore at Michipicotin Bay is
significantly rainier, foggier and milder than Wawa.
In ‘Ontario’s Old-Growth Forests’ by Henry and
Quinby, Steve Newmaster says that at least some of
the coastal forests along Lake Superior should be
considered as boreal rainforests. He states that the
climate diagrams at Michipicoten Bay are nearly
identical to two better known boreal rainforests: One
in Wells Gray, British Columbia and the other along
coastal Norway. In addition, the old-growth forests
along Lake Superior support very high bryophyte and
lichen diversity with many species known only from
the Pacific Northwest and around Lake Superior.
Lake Superior Provincial Park is one of the largest
provincial parks in Ontario at 384,610 acres (155,646
hectares).

The next morning we ate a hearty breakfast and drove
to the voyageur trailhead. Despite all my earlier info
on Lake Superior Provincial Park this particular
section of the voyageur trail is actually not within the
park. It is located just to the north of Lake Superior
Provincial Park and to the south of Michipicoten Post
Provincial Park on what I believe is private land.
This trail closely follows Lake Superior and we were
prepared for a cool day but it was maybe a little
cooler and wetter than we expected. The temperature
never even reached the 60’s even in Wawa and it
rained much of the day. It certainly felt like a
rainforest on this day! We started the hike by taking
a wrong turn and we ended up at a dead end where a
stream emptied into Lake Superior. We became
acquainted with both alder species at this point. I
was already quite familiar with speckled alder (Alnus
incana) but I didn’t know anything about green alder
(Alnus viridis). Here is a picture of a green alder
growing near the lakeshore.
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mountain-ash. I had already known that showy
mountain-ash is the only species found on Isle
Royale so it appears that this species is more
common along Lake Superior than American
mountain-ash. We measured two showy mountainashes near the stream. The first was 2.22’ x 41.7’
(0.68m x 12.7m) and the second was 2.00’ x 46.3’
(0.61m x 14.1m). Kouta made these height
measurements as well as all the others to follow with
his Nikon 550 A S. I made all the girth
measurements at 4.5’ (1.37m). Unfortunately I
forgot to take measurements at 1.5m which I believe
is the Canadian standard. At this particular site we
also noticed the unusual paper birches (Betula
papyrifera). We didn’t understand why they tended
not to be white but rather mostly shades of gray and
pink. It wasn’t until we each went home that Kouta
realized that we must have been looking at mountain
paper birch which is also known as heart-leaved
birch. In the past this particular tree has been treated
as a subspecies of paper birch (Betula papyrifera var.
cordifolia), but in more recent publications it is often
treated as a separate species (Betula cordifolia). I’m
going to treat it as a separate species just as Welby
Smith does in his excellent book, ‘Trees and Shrubs
of Minnesota’. The other thing that especially
bothered Kouta was that many of the birches
appeared to be quite old and they were an important
component of the old-growth forest along Lake
Superior. Welby Smith says that heart-leaved birch
are longer-lived and especially prefer to grow along
Lake Superior. Mystery solved! Heart-leaved birch
are also noted for their gray and pink bark in addition
to some white and of course they have heart-shaped
leaves. Here is a picture showing the bark of a
showy mountain-ash in the foreground and a heartleaved birch in the background.

We always found speckled alder closely associated
with water while green alder was an upland species.
Speckled alder is a significantly larger species than
green alder. After this short detour we backtracked
to where the trail had divided. The trail that we
wanted followed the creek upstream for awhile.
Here’s a picture showing the stream and plenty of
northern white-cedar (Thuja occidentalis) and
mountain maple (Acer spicatum). Both of these
species were especially common near streams or near
Lake Superior.

Along the stream we found several good-sized
mountain-ashes. Up to this point we had identified a
few mountain-ashes and all but one came out to
showy mountain-ash. The lone holdout had us
stumped and we couldn’t decide if it was showy
(Sorbus decora) or American (Sorbus americana)
mountain-ash. During our three days in this area we
didn’t positively identify a single American
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Just before we reached a Lake Superior overlook we
went through a patch of blueberries with lots of nice
berries.

Here is a picture of Kouta and Lake Superior from
the overlook. Naturally it was raining.

We followed the trail up to a beaver dam where we
crossed the stream. Here is a shot of Kouta on the
other side of the stream.

Unfortunately I didn’t bring any rain pants so my
pants became thoroughly soaked. Kouta was a whole
lot smarter because he remembered to bring rain
pants. Here’s a picture of Kouta in this wonderful
boreal rainforest.

Not long after crossing the stream we measured a
large mountain maple. It was 1.25’ x 32.2’ (0.38m x
9.8m). This tree divided into two major trunks just
below 4.5’ so it would have probably been over 2’ in
girth if the split had occurred farther up the trunk.
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At this point I should probably mention that that
northern third of Lake Superior Provincial Park is
within the Boreal Forest while the southern twothirds is within the Great Lakes-St. Lawrence Forest.
The Great Lakes-St. Lawrence Forest is referred to
as the Laurentian Mixed Forest in ‘Trees and Shrubs
of Minnesota’ and the Northern Hardwood-Conifer
Forest in ‘Michigan Trees’. Since we were hiking
north of Lake Superior Provincial Park we were very
much in the Boreal Forest. Still, we were a bit
surprised that we didn’t see a single pine or sugar
maple or yellow birch or any other tree from the
more southern biome. What we saw was a forest
dominated by white (Picea glauca) and black (Picea
mariana) spruce, balsam fir (Abies balsamea) ,
northern white-cedar and heart-leaved birch.
Mountain maple was the most important understory
tree and showy mountain-ash was present wherever
there were natural openings such as streams, lakes
and cliffs. We saw one relatively small area with
tamaracks (Larix laricina) but we didn’t notice any
quaking aspens (Populus tremuloides) or balsam
poplars (Populus balsamifera).

Eventually we came to a second beaver pond and the
sun came out for awhile.

Kouta measured a balsam fir to 71.5’ (21.8m) and a
white spruce to 83.7’ (25.5m) although he felt that he
didn’t quite get the top of the white spruce. I didn’t
measure the girths of either of these trees. Here is a
picture of Kouta measuring the balsam fir. We
decided to head back at this point.

After hiking for a while longer the rain began to let
up and we came to a very cool place where the trail
went between a cleft in some moss and fern covered
rocks.
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blueberry patch. Here is a picture of the first beaver
dam again.

The northern white-cedars were thick along the
stream flowing out from the beaver pond.

On the way back we went back to the overlook again
because it was a bit clearer. Here is the view again
with a nice black spruce off to the left.

Just as we were nearing the car we decided to try to
find and measure a decent-sized green alder. We
measured one that was 0.25’ x 13.8’ (0.08m x 4.2m).
A larger stem on this shrub was 0.29’ (0.09m) but it

While we were at this overlook we heard, and I
actually glimpsed, a large black bear crashing
through the brush right in the area around the big
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was a bit shorter than the thinner stem. When we got
into the car we drove slowly along the gravel road
back to Highway 17. Just before we got back onto
the Highway we stopped to measure some willows
and another showy mountain-ash. We collected
leaves from the willows and we identified them back
at the motel as pussy willow (Salix discolor) and
Bebb’s willow (Salix bebbiana). We measured two
pussy willows to 0.95’ x 29.2’ (0.29m x 8.9m) and
1.30’ x 33.1’ (0.40m x 10.1m). The Bebb’s willow
was 0.86’ x 25.9’ (0.26m x 7.9m). The showy
mountain-ash turned out to be the largest of the day
at 2.30’ x 47.6’ (0.70m x 14.5m).

Here is the rundown of what we measured on this
day:

This is the first of two parts so stay tuned for part two
soon. Hopefully Kouta will also be able to share
some pictures and fill in some details that I missed.

White Spruce
? x 83.7’ (? x 25.5m) probably not to top
Balsam Fir
? x 71.5’ (? x 21.8m)

Doug

Showy Mountain-ash
2.30’ x 47.6’ (0.70m x 14.5m)
2.00’ x 46.3’ (0.61m x 14.1m)
2.22’ x 41.7’ (0.68m x 12.7m)

Re: Wawa, Ontario (part one)

Pussy Willow
1.30’ x 33.1’ (0.40m x 10.1m)
0.95’ x 29.2’ (0.29m x 8.9m)

Excellent report, Doug! The only thing I have to add
is the new revolutionary heighting method we used to
measure the 4.2-meter green alder.

Mountain Maple
1.25’ x 32.2’ (0.38m x 9.8m)

PROBLEM: A low tree / tall shrub is surrounded by
taller trees, which prevent the laser-measurement to
the top. If you go so close to the tree that the top is
against the sky, you are too near for a Nikonmeasurement (<10m).

by KoutaR » Thu Jan 16, 2014 12:55 pm

Bebb’s Willow
0.86’ x 25.9’ (0.26m x 7.9m)

SOLUTION, a result from co-operation between
American and European tree measurers:

Green Alder
0.25’ x 13.8’ (0.08m x 4.2m) a thicker stem
measured 0.29’ (0.09m)

1. Doug stands at the tree holding Kouta's tripod in
his streched hands. The length of the tripod is set so
that its head is at the same height with the tree's top.
Kouta controls the height from the distance of 20-30
m.

After these measurements we headed back to our
motel and had a fine meal. A final picture of the
Lake Superior shoreline where we hiked.

2. Doug moves to a free ground and holds the tripod
exactly as described above. Kouta measures the
vertical distance between the tripod head and Doug's
feet with Nikon.
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Oh yes, I have also photos of some trees that we
considered height records or near-records at that
point.

10.1-meter (33.1’) pussy willow

14.1-meter (46.3’) showy mountain-ash
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Allerton Park/Lodge Park (IL)
by Matt Markworth » Sun Feb 09, 2014 10:10
pm
All,
No measurements here, just some photos of the old
growth forest at Allerton Park near Monticello, IL
and a video of nearby Lodge Park (with me giving a
review of my campsite.) All the photos in the post are
from Allerton. The photos at the end of the video are
from Lodge.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tUnZ85hLexE

7.9-meter (25.9’) Bebb willow
Brian, according to the book by Henry & Quinby,
this is old-growth forest. (But the two willows
pictured above are roadside trees.) Only at the very
beginning of the trail there were forest that had
clearly been logged in the past. Note that we did not
search for biggest girths. There were certainly thicker
spruces, firs and especially white-cedars. But I think
the potential max. height along the trail is not much
more than the tallest spruce we measured. There are
likely taller spruces further inland but (I guess) the
storms blowing from Superior keep the canopy rather
low and open along the coastal trail. Doug, what do
you think?
Kouta
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Matt
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New member - tree measurement

big Sycamore in south Jersey

by suriak » Tue Feb 11, 2014 10:02 am

by tclikesbigtrees » Thu Feb 06, 2014 3:57 pm

Hi everybody

On Tuesday when my brother and I were out, we also
came across this Sycamore tree. It is by an old house
on Colson road in Daretown. It is the perfect open
grown Sycamore. It is big and has a nice spread to it.
Also it seems to be healthy and doesn't seem to have
any major damage. I am always happy to come
across a big tree that I had not seen before. Even
though my brother has done a lot of looking around
in that area many times, he had not seen that tree
before either.

my name is Peter Surovy, I currently live and work in
Japan, I am interested in tree measurements and
biometry. I found your board and joined it, I would
like to find some new information and also receive
some feedback, hints about tree measurement and so
on. I see that this topic is intensively discussed here.
I work on 3D reconstruction of trees, I found on this
board that you already have a nice examples of
photogrammetry here from Michael Taylor
http://www.entsbbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=235&t=5544. I attached
here a 500 years old japanese cryptomeria. (The
diameter in the height of the white rope is cca 4
meters)

And I also try to develop in my free time some
measuring apps for iOS, you can find one on
AppStore (search for SmartForester). It is only a
prototype and it only works on iPad, there may be
many bugs and errors. At the moment I work with the
students on the accuracy assessment and ergonomy of
it. As I said if someone is interested any feedback or
comment is appreciated. Thank you.
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Southern Costa Rica New record
Wild Cashew and more
by Bart Bouricius » Wed Feb 12, 2014 7:17 pm
I was on the Osa Peninsula again this last week from
the 1st to the 8th. I did not get anything to top the
198' (60.4 m) Ceiba pentandra in Piedras Blancas
National Park, however I did measure a record Wild
Cashew or Espavéé tree which was in Corcovado
National Park, with which I will begin the images.
With the help of Jonathan Miller Weisberger I was
able to see superlative trees on my list of possible
emergents for the first time. Many of them were
significantly taller than the "maximum" height listed
in any of the books. Jonathan is as enthusiastic about
these trees as I am and quite adept at taxonomic
identification. Between us we were able to identify
and or measure several true emergents such as the
Guapinol tree Hymenaea courbaril which
unfortunately we got to as dusk was approaching and
I was unable to measure, but will on a future trip. We
were successful in measuring other trees up to 187' (
57 m) tall and an impressive Ceiba, which the group
of recreational tree climbers I was with climbed. I
am going to do this post piece-meal, as I get time
here and there. I will also throw in impressive trees
in the local area as I come upon them in the next few
days. Keep in mind all trees were measured above
buttresses, where they would make a difference, and
heights were minimum heights obtained with a
straight up view using the Nikon 440 rangefinder.
This immense Espave tree was 177' (54 m) tall and
34' 3" (10.43 m) in circumference. These trees rival
Ceiba pentandra for girth, at least above buttresses.
They commonly grow near streams or rivers, but can
be found up to at least 3,000 feet (815 m) altitude.
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Sarah stands next to this Vaca or Cow tree of the
genus Brosimum, which is quite interesting, in that
the sap is consumed like milk, and is said to be quite
nutritious. The tree reached 184.5' (56.25 m) in
height and was 15' (4.6 m) in circumference. Many
books list it as only getting to 35 meters.

Looking up at another smaller Espave tree that Guy
Fairon "Gee" could not resist climbing part way on a
vine. It was 162'(49.4 m) tall and 23', 10" (7.26 m) in
circumference.

Here is sap or the "milk" that this tree is
famous for

Re: Southern Costa Rica New record
Wild Cashew and more
by Bart Bouricius » Thu Feb 13, 2014 9:36 am
Here is a remarkable tree that took a while to get the
taxonomy clear on. This tree was climbed by several
of the group after setting a rope 130' in the tree.
There is an odd story that old hunters in
Southwestern Costa Rica tell about the Camibar tree
Copaifera aromatica that is described in patrick
Harmon's Trees of Manuel Antonio National Park
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"Hunters of old from the Golfito area relate that
hordes of wild peccary would form pools of
rainwater at the bases of these trees. Gashing the bark
and allowing the aromatic sap to run freely into the
pools, these animals would then cover themselves in
the scented water and perhaps gain some degree of
protection from insects". One source says a
maximum of 40 meters for this tree, but another
source says 60 meters for it's close relative Copaifera
camibar. It is odd that this tree gets as tall as it does,
as it tends to grow on ridge tops, as did this
individual.

Re: Southern Costa Rica New record
Wild Cashew and more
by Bart Bouricius » Fri Feb 14, 2014 10:06 am
During a walk in the ravine, who's upper part runs
behind my house, my friends Paul and Nick spent
about 5 hours following the beautiful winding
sculpted rock that had little water falls and White
Faced Capuchin Monkeys to view along the way, we
finally came to an area of older forest where the first
tree I attempted to measure was 166.5' (50.76 m). I
had forgotten my circumference tape, but relying on
the known length of my walking stick using a photo,
I was able to estimate a rough circumference of 22'
(6.7 m) based on mid slope. This tree tapers rapidly
at first, but still has a superlative height and girth for
this ravine. I will be exploring it more. Following
are images from the walk. Sorry the monkeys were
to fast, but will have some taken by Jonathan from
Corcovado Park later in this post.

Here Sarah who works a Guaria de Osa stands in
front of this Camibar tree which is a name for some
species of the genus Copaifera of the sub-family
Caesalpinioideae of the family Fabaceae The tree
was 20', 6" (6.25 m) in circumference above the
butresses, and 165' (50.3 m) tall

Espave (Anacardium excelsum) at 166.5' (50.76 m)
high and roughly 22' (6.7 m) circumference
Pods and seeds from the tree
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Part way through our hike down the ravine. In the
wet season especially September and November this
would be impossible, as the stream would be a raging
torrent.

A side creek tributary with falls

Looking down at one of the many little waterfalls we
encountered along the way.

Ants (Pseudomyrmex ferruginia), drink from the
extrafloral nectaries provided by this Bull Thorn
Acacia (Vachellia cornigera). The ants protect the
tree from insects and other animals that might eat
foliage or damage the tree, and the tree provides
space in it's hollow thorns for the ants to live in. This
tree was up a ravine of a tributary taken on a previous
trip.
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Re: Southern Costa Rica New record
Wild Cashew and more
by Bart Bouricius » Fri Feb 14, 2014 8:03 pm
On the Osa Peninsula, the climbing group went up a
large Kapok Ceiba pentandra tree and several other
trees. Most of this is an area outside the park, but
some of the largest trees were on the Northern border
of the park.

Here is a large Kapok that several members of the
group climbed. Hugo and Malina are on either side of
it. I first measured it with my 440 rangefinder and
wrote down 174' (53 m) Vern then climbed high
enough to do a tape drop. I got 175' but then realized
that I had wraped exactly 1 foot of the measuring
tape around the pole to secure it, and that the tape
drop showed to the inch what I got with the
rangefinder. This was a combination of luck and the
fact that the tree had dropped it's leaves to flower and
produce pods, allowing me to see clearly the top most
branches. This tree was an impressive 27' 4" (8.32
m) above the buttresses.

Vern heads up the tree, though it is hard to tell who
this is from this angle. Though the tree did not have
leaves at this time, there was plenty of shade in the
lower canopy because of the mat of epiphytes such as
philodendrons and cactus that grow in crevices and in
the thick top soil that covers the branches of older
trees. In the future I will make sure to attempt the
difficult project of recording the crown spread of
such trees, because it is often more than the height.

Re: Southern Costa Rica New record
Wild Cashew and more
by Bart Bouricius » Sat Feb 15, 2014 8:13 am
For trees measured personally in Costa Rica only 7
over 170’, but based on what I have seen so far, I feel
confident the number will grow. They are:
Anacardium excelsum, Ceiba pentandra, Couratari
scottmorii, Carapa guianensis, Caryocar
costaricense, Brosinum utile and Brosinum
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costaricanum.

quite different from the smoother light bark that is on
Balsa trees that are not in old growth forests, or very
old.

Sometimes I am amazed when a tree that I have seen
often and never thought too much about regarding it's
potential, turns out to be surprisingly large. The
Balsa tree Ochroma pyramidale for example, reached
136.5' (41.62 m) with a girth of 9', 9" (2.99 m) in
Corcovado National Park. I never expected this tree
which grows on all the farms in my neighborhood
would reach more than 100' (30.5 m). I guess this
just goes to show what a tree can do when it is
protected from commercial exploitation and allowed
to grow in an forest that is not managed. I will
include images of this tree, which has quite different
older tree bark etc. than the relatively young trees
that most people around here are familiar with, when
I get a chance to post the rest of the images from my
trip and be done with this particular posting title.

Re: Southern Costa Rica New record
Wild Cashew and more
by Bart Bouricius » Sat Feb 15, 2014 2:42 pm

300' (92 m) waterfall plunges into the ocean
from Corcovado National Park

Sarah with 136.5' (41.6 m) Balsa tree Ochroma
pyramidales. The tree was 9',9" (2.99 m) in
circumference. Note the rough dark bark which is
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Soldier army ant Eciton burchellii attacks my finger
during a raid on one of the bungalows we stayed in.
Both the sting and bite are unpleasant, though in
most cases are not a problem unless you are covered
with them. It was somewhat painful to take this
photo, and it is not easy to dislodge the "ice tong"
mandibles from your skin.

A Baird's Tapir near the beach where our boat landed
to enter Corcovado Park.

Jonathan got this great shot of baby spider monkey
clinging to it's mother as we walked on a park trail.

An attractive long horned beetle with serious
mandibles.
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Other members of the climbing group can not resist
the lure of this real "Jungle" jim. From left to right,
Eric, Gee, and Vern.

A rather sinister visage can be seen in the pattern on
the back of this cosmetid "daddy longlegs"

Strangler fig towers into the canopy as the legs that
support it merge into a single trunk

Malina stands in front of unmeasured strangler fig
species.
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but will in the future. I am sure this species exceeds
180' (54.9 m) in height.

looking up into the top of the Hymenaea tree or
"Guapinol" as the locals call it.
Basilisk or "Jesus Christ Lizard" in palm tree is
capable of running across the surface of water for a
short distance

Jonathan snaps me next to 172.5' (52.6 m) tall
Brosimum costaricanum that was 14' ( 4.27 m) in
circumference above the buttresses

Jonathan next to Hymenaea courbaril that he lead me
to. It is a huge tall tree that I was unable to measure,
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them. I went back to a woods that I had been before,
but I did not have a rangefinder then. The area is
almost impassible in the summer as it is a lowland
with a large creek cutting back and forth. The winter
provided the perfect opportunity. This woods was full
of Green Ash, Eastern Cottonwood, Bigtooth Aspen,
Bitternut Hickory, Shagbark Hickory,
Butternut/Hackberry (still disputing which, the bark
was in between), Hawthorn, Dogwood, and pretty
much every species of willow in Minnesota. I am
happy with what I measured, though I know I missed
a lot. Nothing over 110 feet, but pretty good
considering the species and the latitude.

Re: Structure From Motion to
create high resolution point cl
by yofoghorn » Tue Oct 01, 2013 4:48 pm
Here is a video of a mesh that I did on the Auto Tree
in Big Basin that used a point cloud approach.
Calibrating this point cloud will allow the most
accurate volumetric measurement of this tree and
others. Measuring volume on large trees, especially
redwoods, will show that their trunks are no where
near round at their base. Usually volume over
estimation occurs. This method, as developed by
Michael Taylor, seeks to eliminate additional volume
that is measured but does not exist via the tape
diameter "conventional" method (i.e. discrepancies
from nooks and crannies that aren't actually part of
the trunk).

Species/Circumference/Height/Canopy/Notes
Fraxinus pennsylvanica/182 inches/82 ft/82 ft/The
purists on this site may not count this one as that big
since it is a multi trunked tree
Fraxinus pennsylvanica/98 inches/87 ft/69 ft
Populus deltoides/140 inches/102 ft/58 ft/I stopped
measuring cottonwood after this one since there were
so many black ash
Fraxinus pennsylvanica/114 inches/82 ft/71 ft
Fraxinus pennsylvanica/110 inches/98 ft/41 ft
Fraxinus pennsylvanica/101 inches/102 ft/51 ft
Fraxinus pennsylvanica/98 inches/74 ft/48 ft
Fraxinus pennsylvanica/106 inches/95 ft/49 ft
Fraxinus pennsylvanica/119 inches/81 ft/62 ft
Quercus rubra/ 168 inches/75 ft/73 ft

Bob VanPelt has implemented this technology on the
Redwood Climate Change Initiative that was recently
completed.
This method is also being used by Tom Stapleton and
me for chimeric redwood cuttings he is growing in
his greenhouse. We can measure the surface area and
ratio of green to white tissue on the chimeras to better
understand photosynthesis and the stresses that the
plants endure. This is also an important area of
research when it comes to redwood climate change,
as albinos redwoods can arise due to a stress-related
mutation. Studying how these intimate relationships
interact with each other might tell us more about
redwood climate change and stress than we ever
thought possible. This technology I'm sure has other
applications, so perhaps brainstorming about "what
we can do next" might be the next best thing to think
about!

Pictures to come
Fraxinus pennsylvanica/100 inches/77 ft/73 ft
I was using a straight up shot for the heights. With it
being winter, the crown is rather accessible. I shoot,
get a number, and add the height from my eye to the
ground. In the area I was measuring today Black Ash
was the only ash present. I have not found Green Ash
in the area, but I would not be surprised to find it, I
know it is native and present to the region. I was
measuring the creek/flood plain area today. Uphill
from there is Maple/Oak/Hickory/Basswood. As for
having White Ash, I find it only on scattered
occasions. I am from the Twin Cities and was
measuring in Hennepin County today. The "official
records" do not have White Ash here, but it is from
time to time.

But alas, here is the link to the video:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eh1hjdl7BHs
Zane J. Moore

An Ash Forest
by Climbatree813 » Sun Feb 09, 2014 7:29 pm
Earlier this week my Nikon 440 Prostaff rangefinder
and 100 ft tape measure came in the mail so, after a
week of being stuck inside, I got out today to test
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Re: An Ash Forest

Thor - I named this tree that since it showed a little
lightning damage in a couple spots. 95 ft tall, 106
inch circumference, and an average canopy of 49 ft.

by Climbatree813 » Mon Feb 10, 2014 12:08 am
Here are some pictures going back to October from
this area. My original post includes all the
measurements, but I posted measurements under each
picture that corresponds with the picture. For the fun
of it, I named all of the big trees I measured today
after Norse Mythology, so the names are below the
photos as well.

Elli - The Norse goddess of old age. This old ash isn't
in that great of shape. It is missing a significant
amount of bark on the opposite side from this picture.
I can not tell during the winter if it is still alive or not.
81 ft tall, 119 inches in circumference, and an
average canopy of 62 ft.
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Víðarr - Norse god of the forest. This tree grows out
over the creek. 82 ft tall, 114 inch circumference, and
an average canopy of 71 ft. The broken arching
branch is a separate tree.

Magni - Norse god of strength. This is the double
trunked tree that has a 182 inch circumference.
Double trunked, but still a beautiful tree.
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Höðr - Norse god of winter. This Red Oak measures
75 ft tall, 169 inches in circumference, and a 62 ft
canopy.

This is an older picture. I did not name these in the
Norse theme, but named these the brothers Grimm
since they are three large ash growing together. This
is the northern most of the three while the other two
are hidden (the middle of the tree is barely visible on
the right hand side.) The one shown measures 98 ft
tall, 110 inches in circumference, and a 41 ft canopy.
Sorry, that was a lot of photos, but I enjoyed the hike.
=)
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Delta National Forest McCain Bayou
Cypress Part II
by Larry Tucei » Wed Feb 19, 2014 11:38 am
NTS- I went back up to the Delta NF this past
Saturday but only could stay for the day. Since my
time was short I decided to go back to the McCain
Bayou area where I had previously reported on a
couple of large Cypress. I brought a 4 wheeler after
obtaining a permit and rode in on the McCain Bayou
Trail to about 1/2 mile. The trail comes in from the
north and then runs southeast towards the Bayou then
along it. I stopped and walked westward a few
hundred yards where a small Lake had formed
looking for large Cypress.

Cypress IV
I was able to get in the water around the tree to 12"
deep so my estimation is close. Thirteen feet above
the Basal Flare the tree was still 14' in
Circumference. Cypress V had an estimated CBH of
22-24' and was a little taller to 105.5'.

McCain Bayou Lake
As I came closer to the Lake I started seeing some
large Cypress in along the Lake. There must be a
dozen or so of large Cypress in this area and I only
measured two that were on the edge. The first I'll call
Cypress IV had a height of 95' and an estimated CBH
of 24-26'.

Cypress V
This was such a beautiful little Lake area loaded with
large Cypress and lots of Ducks. I have to come back
with a raft or small skiff for more documentation of
these great trees. I hope to get back up with my Boat
for a trip to the Cypress Botanical Research Area in
the southeastern area of the Forest with Jess Riddle
before spring gets here. Larry
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spruces and firs, may vary much more in crown
length than in crown width. Crown spread has the
additional down side of being a much less repeatable
measure than diameter in many situations. On the
other hand, if the lower trunk is influenced by burls,
buttresses, or other unusual growths, including crown
spread in the overall score would diminish the
influence of those eccentricities.
One way to think of tree volume is as the average
cross section area times the average path length from
base to leaf. Or to simplify things a bit, cross section
area at some point times the maximum path length
with some characteristic rate of taper thrown in. The
rate of taper would probably be fairly strongly
dependent on the species, and be constrained by
things like wood strength and xylem characteristics.
I visualize this as a tree folding up all its branches
and fusing together, kind of like a squid folding up its
arms.

Cypress Grove

Crown spread weighting, tree
biology, and path length

From that perspective, diameter and path length
should be a good base for estimating volume/tree
size, at least for comparisons within a species.
Height should provide a good estimate for maximum
path length in most species. The exception would be
short trees with large spreads, live oaks being the
obvious example. In that case, maximum path length
could be approximated as half of the maximum
spread. The tree would be short changed a little,
because the length from the base to base of the limb
wouldn't be included, but half the spread is probably
the best option without taking additional
measurements.

by Jess Riddle » Sun Nov 17, 2013 7:02 pm
NTS,
Bob Leverett’s recent explorations of different crown
weightings in the American Forests big tree formula
have made me reconsider how I view crown spread
and its role in big tree formulas. The biology of
growth and tree volume provide interesting
perspectives for examining how to treat crown
spread.

I tried to make a simulation incorporating these ideas
to test each version of the AF and TDI systems by
seeing how consistent they would be for trees of the
same size but different shapes. Ultimately, I was
never satisfied that the simulation realistically
captured how trees’ shapes could vary, the trade-offs
between height, spread, and dbh, but the exercise did
suggest a few relationships. For trees with narrow
crowns, awarding a point for each foot of crown
spread seemed to work better than quarter weighting.
The opposite was true for species with broad crowns;
full weighting biased the results towards the short,
thick trees with broad crowns. I was generally
surprised by how consistently the AF system treated
trees with different shapes. Doubling the diameter
weighting in TDI did not work well. Squaring the
diameter in the TDI system created a slight bias
towards short, think trees, but using raw dbh created
a slight bias toward tall, skinny trees. The simulation
was an evaluation of how different shapes were
handled, and I suspect the primary value of squaring

A tree’s growth rate is directly proportional to the
total area of its leaves. All things (water, nutrients,
light, temperature) being equal, trees with larger
crowns grow faster. Hence, most large trees have
large crowns. A large tree can have a small crown,
either by being old and growing at a moderate rate
for a long time, or by have a crown reduced by
storms and disease after most of the growth is done.
But those scenarios probably account for a minority
of champion trees.
Consequently, when crown spread is explicitly added
to a tree’s big tree points, spread is being partially
double counted. The size of the crown is already
reflected in the diameter of the trunk, and possibly to
a lesser extent the height. If more precise
information on the size of the crown is desired,
crown spread is probably not the best measure for
many species. Narrow crowned conifers, like many
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diameter is in the treatment of different sized trees.
These physical relationships don’t address the
perception of size. If American Forests wants to
factor in how big a tree seems, I wonder why they
don’t address that issue directly by doing what
everyone else does online, have a vote. Lighting and
background would certainly influence perceived size,
which might or might not be a problem, but
Photoshop could probably take care of those issues.
Finally, trying to make a simulation to better
understand the different versions of the current tree
ranking systems brought me back to an old idea.
About a decade ago, someone (Bob Leverett?), came
up with ENTS Points, which were simply
circumference times height. If we instead take
diameter squared times height (or better yet, path
length), we should have a very simple system that
would be well correlated with the amount of wood in
a tree. I tried that system with the Tsuga Search
hemlocks. The result was an R^2 of 0.66, which
compares favorably with any version of the TDI
system I tried.

I realize these scaled images don't really prove any
thing, but the visual impact of a large crowned tree is
not to be denied. I have long held the belief that from
a biological standpoint, crown spread is reflected to a
large degree in girth. So, it seemed like including full
crown spread would be tantamount to double
counting, and to a degree I still believe that is true,
but the range of shapes of trees within and across
species leaves so much room for dissatisfaction with
any simple formula. I recently compared 27 white
pines with which I have considerable familiarity
through 6 different formulas. See the attachment.

Jess

Re: Crown spread weighting, tree
biology, and path length

There is a lot of judgement going on here. For the
NTS-Vol formula, 0.42 is an average form factor half way between a cone and a paraboloid. For the
NTS-VolAdj formula, the form factor column
reflects different form factors for the included trees.
A few of the factors are just plain guesses on my part.

by dbhguru » Sun Nov 17, 2013 8:50 pm

Jess,
Thanks for weighing in with some original thinking
about alternative champion tree ranking systems. I
vacillate between systems that are weighted toward
volume and ones that try to capture visual impact.
Take a look at the following.

The NTS-VolAdj list comes closest to how I would
intuitively rank them, but not by much. This type of
analysis is a very much a work in progress.
Bob
Attachments
AFPointComparison.xlsx
(208.69 KiB) Downloaded 5 times
Robert T. Leverett
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tissue takes up rather than the mass of dead tissue
present. The bark is alive and can be characterized
by a surface area times a nominal thickness. The
crown could be calculated as a crown volume, and I
have presented formulas to do so. You might argue
that crowns have different densities of leaves and
branches. This could also be calculated using a
densiometer. One that can be printed out on paper or
even on clear plastic is available for download from
the USFS. I gave links before.

Re: Re: Crown spread weighting,
tree biology, and path lengt
by Don » Sun Nov 17, 2013 9:53 pm
Jess/Will/BobThis dialogue once again opens up the 'open grown'
versus 'forest grown' competition fairness issue...no
clear cut answers here yet. This question has come up
in AF Measuring Guidelines discussions, and will
continue to...

But what are we really talking about in a champion
tree? Are we talking about some discrete
mathematical measurement? Are we talking about
how impressive a tree might be? Is it something that
is really quantifiable or is it something that is
emotional and not readily amenable to
quantification? I think the latter is the case. A tree
can be impressive because of a massive trunk. A tree
can be impressive because of its height. A tree can
be impressive because of its large crown. I think the
crown aspect is denigrated too much in this forum by
people primarily considering volume as the key
criterion on their thinking. In my opinion this is
wrong. You cannot deny that Larry Tucei's live oaks
with fat trunks an 150 foot crown spreads gain much
of their impressiveness through the size of their
crown. This aspect is easily as, and arguably more,
impressive as the thick trunks of the trees. The
heights involved are nothing to shout about, but yet
the trees are impressive.

In the future, and not too far off at that, lies an
increasingly reasonable solution...fellas like Mike
Taylor and others are investigating the use of
Structure for Motion (SfM) and LiDar composites to
measure tree features such as tree height, crown
height (from crown base to crown tip), crown width,
crown volume, species, and stress on increasingly
smaller scales (single-trees-in-small-stands size
versus large-scale broad landscapes - witness
Michael Taylor's SfM study of the large northern
California oak). Pie in the sky? For now. But I'm
hearing that it's closer than we might think both in
terms of cost and practicality.
-Don

Re: Re: Crown spread weighting,
tree biology, and path lengt

The American Forests formula of 1 point per inch of
girth, 1 point per foot of height, and 1/4 point per foot
of crown spread is a compromise that attempts to
balance these aspects of impressiveness with values
that can easily be measured. Sure some trees that are
deserving may not be the point champion while other
visually less impressive trees win on points. No
matter how the factors are weighted, there will be
these discrepancies between numerical champions
and those trees that miss out. I think the existing
formula is pretty fair overall and do not think it
should be changed.

by edfrank » Sun Nov 17, 2013 10:43 pm
I must say I am firmly not in the "volume is the way
to go camp." Yes wood volume is a nice
measurement, but it is not inherently better than any
of the other measurements. So comparing how
various changes to the weighting of parameters of
height, girth, and crown spread vary with respect to
volume are only valid if you accept that volume is a
superior measure. If you don't accept that basic
premise, then the discussion is spurious. With
volume you are considering the wood volume of the
trunk and branches. Most of that volume is is just
dead tissue. It is not a representation of the living
mass of the tree. Hollows in the trunk - the absence
of wood - are treated in the same way as if the wood
had not rotted away.

The real solution lies not in tweaking the
formulations ad nauseum, but to recognize that
impressiveness is more subjective and there is in
most cases not just one tree that is clearly the
champion of impressiveness, but several that all
deserve recognition, no matter what the points say.
In 2003, Colby Rucker and others put out a big tree
list. In the list there is not just one tree per species
listed, but multiple trees of large size listed. The
same is true of the listings on the PA Big Trees

If you want to think of alternative measures, then
perhaps an approach would be to measure the amount
of living tissue or the volume of space the living
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website. There is one tree that has the most points at
the top, but other trees worth noting are listed as well.
Determining a single champion will always be
arbitrary and to a degree flawed. What needs to be
done is to recognize multiple large trees as equally
valid champions, and multitrunk trees as a form with
separate champions of their own, rather than
designating a single champion.

Re: Re: Crown spread weighting,
tree biology, and path lengt
by Don » Mon Nov 18, 2013 12:41 am

Edward Forrest Frank

MattNot to go to extremes (but here I go...; > ) but at the
molecular and atomic levels, all objects that you
considered above and more, are porous.
It then becomes logically an issue of density, and
then, weight for any given volume.
The problem I think is that we haven't done the first
most basic thing. We haven't defined "big" yet to
everybody's satisfaction...
-Don

Re: Crown spread weighting, tree
biology, and path length

Re: Crown spread weighting, tree
biology, and path length

Picking a single champion based upon arbitrary
weighting of parameters will always be a flawed
process and ultimately futile, unless you recognize
that it is just a game whose purpose is to motivate the
players.

by dbhguru » Wed Nov 20, 2013 10:50 am

by Matt Markworth » Sun Nov 17, 2013 11:55
pm

Don, Matt, Jess, Will, Ed, et. al.,
Hi All,
In the animal kingdom, weight is usually used to
define big. The African elephant is universally
considered to be the largest land mammal. Giraffes
are a good bit taller, but their great height doesn't
override the weight advantage of the elephant.
Internet lists of the biggest animals invariably turn to
weight as the deciding factor. For instance, the
American bison is usually considered to be larger
than the moose. Although an Alaskan moose is a
formidable animal and taller, it is not quite as heavy
as the bison. So, the latter gets the nod.

Perception of big is very important for anything that
is called the biggest. As an exercise, I listed several
objects and then thought about what determines my
perception of big.
Painting, Lake, Leaf – Surface Area
Elephant, Planet, Rock, Mountain, Tree Trunk, Tree
Branch, Tree Roots, Fruit – Volume
Tree Crown, Pine Cone – The space it occupies

For 'bigness' in trees, at least in the eye of the
public, an argument can be made for the surface area
presented in the direction of the viewer. Great height
is important, but usually only in combination with
other features such as a wide base, a huge trunk, or an
expansive crown. In fact, height alone, at least total
height, is probably the least important feature in
defining size in the public eye. Although arguments
can be made for factoring in weight and density, I
doubt that they are important to most people. If we
painted four identically sized cubes of osmium, gold,
iron, and aluminum and presented them to the public,
they would look the same. Osmium, being the
densest, would be considered the biggest - only if the
definition of big were based on mass and the judges
were allowed to pick up the cubes. Were volume
used to define big, the cubes would be considered

If an object appears 2-dimensional, then my
perception of big is based on surface area. If an
object is 3-dimensional without the appearance of
being porous, then my perception of big is based on
volume. If an object is 3-dimensional and porous,
then my perception of big is based on the space that
the object appears to occupy. I don't know if there are
standard measuring protocols for measuring porous
objects in other fields of study.
Matt
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equal. It we changed the shapes of the formerly four
equal dimensioned cubes, all hell would break loose.
We'd be in the fix that we are in now.

AF MGWG a large download from the National
Register database to sort through. As an exercise,
we'll lift the 1/4th crown weighting factor and see
how many champion trees get shuffled around. This
is more an effort to see what the overall effects will
be than to rationalize particular switches as favorable
or unfavorable. In my first crack at looking at the
data, my concern is with the accuracy and credibility
of the measurements. Shuffling mis-measured trees
around in a list is of dubious value. I could give
examples of obviously mis-measured trees in the
database, but that would come as no surprise to any
of you. The frequency I'm encountering apparently
mis-measured trees is now my issue. We in NTS
have a role to play.

In the case of trees, people don't pick them up and
test their weights, so I think volume would trump
mass as the more important attribute in the public's
eye. However, if the mass of an object is distributed
in such a way as to present the appearance of great
size by being spread out in several directions, as
opposed to be condensed, I believe this would form
the basis of a judgement on size - again in the public's
eye. This is where crown spread assumes a larger
role, and it then doesn't matter if crown spread is
reflected in trunk volume. From a distance, it is the
silhouette effect. Up close, the trunk takes over. If it
is is a form like a live oak, it is the interplay of crown
spread and trunk. Height shrinks to insignificance.

We need to continue our work at assembling the
best set of maximums that we can. So far, Matt
Markworth's growing maximum height list fits the
need. Next, we need to establish a direct connection
with AF to help them catch obviously mis-measured
trees before they get into the database. That will be
Don's and my job. No organization other than NTS
can do the job, and fortunately, Don and I are in an
increasingly better position to bring about the
connection.

As a person's tree knowledge increases, or different
tree/forest associated professions come into the
picture, the competing weighting systems for judging
champions rear their heads. The players become
more conscious of the tradeoffs, and we find
ourselves questioning what we mean by big in a tree.
It is a natural evolutionary process of thought.
As major players in the game, we need to retain an
awareness of the separate stakeholders and where
each is coming from when discussing size. The
current system began in Maryland with a forestry
consultant who was trying to raise public awareness
on the plight of Maryland's woodlands, which had
been severely over-harvested. We will never know
exactly what was in the mind of Fred Besley who
thought up the present system. But it has been in
place all these years and to change it in a direction
that would merely shuffle the list of champions with
no clear pattern isn't a good idea. We need to weigh
the benefits of changes to the various stakeholders.
Exactly what outcome are we looking for? Who are
we trying to please? Well, these are a couple of
questions we are trying to answer.

Bob

Re: Re: Crown spread weighting,
tree biology, and path lengt
by Don » Sun Feb 23, 2014 12:58 am
Some great discussions of 'bigness'!
In reading Bob's post where he commented on height
being one of the lesser measurers of bigness
perceptually, I was initially surprised. But after
thinking about it, I believe it's not surprising, what is
surprising though, is how poorly the general public
estimates size.
My two primary 'careers' (forestry and surveying)
both involved extensive measuring, the former in
height, dbh, crown size; and the latter in distances
(horizontal, slope, vertical). During those years
where I had 9-12 months of field time, my estimation
of those kinds of measurements were, by those who
were my peers and bosses, very good. I suspect that
some of you are the same way in your own careers.
The point is, 'we' are in the minority, and need to
remember that John Q. Public sitting at a desk, is just
not "going to measure up"...and that's okay...getting
good measurements is what "WE" are here for!

We will probably never achieve agreement on a
definition of big that will satisfy all. However,
American Forests has decided to revisit the issue and
explore the thinking behind the current formula, and
so, that is what we are doing in the MGWG. Don and
I want to give NTS members a chance to weigh in.
There is a benefit to continuing the discussions, even
though much of it is plowed ground. Talking about it
keeps the arguments and points of view fresh in our
minds.
On a related matter, AF has given members of the
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many impressive trees and I can’t wait to see them all
listed out in Rand’s post.

Fort Hill (OH)
by Matt Markworth » Sun Feb 23, 2014 10:09 am
All, Yesterday I had the pleasure of meeting up with
Super ENT Rand at Fort Hill in Southern Ohio. We
spent the day walking the trails and, of course,
looking up into the canopy! Not only did Rand
measure many more trees than me, he also recorded
all of the data for us, which he will post separately.
The site is perhaps most well known for the
Hopewell Culture earthworks, although the
earthworks don’t seem as well defined in the
landscape as other earthwork sites such as Serpent
Mound or Fort Ancient. Nonetheless, it’s always
interesting to walk in the footsteps of ancient
cultures. Also, the well known Buckeye Trail makes
its way through Fort Hill as a small link in the trail’s
circular path through the State of Ohio. Rand and I
followed the Buckeye Trail into Pike State Forest for
a bit and found more impressive forest.

View from atop Fort Hill . . .

Comprising 1300 acres and 11 miles of trails, not to
mention the adjacent Pike State Forest, there are
ample opportunities for more exploration. Driving in
from the west, the hills were very prominent. This
area is on the edge of the unglaciated portion of the
Allegheny Plateau and it was a welcome opportunity
to see terrain much different than my usual haunts.
The late Cincinnati botanist Lucy Braun studied this
site and here is a short excerpt of her findings: “Fort
Hill lies at the northern end of the Knobs Border
Area (a Mixed Mesophytic Forest region primarily
found in Kentucky) and displays many of the
botanical features of the Knobs. Control of
underlying rock on the character of growing
vegetation is pronounced, and results in a great
diversity of plant communities throughout the park.
The diversity is due in part to the presence of both
calcareous and noncalcareous bedrock (dolomite,
sandstone and shale), with the resultant differences
in resistance to erosion, soil reaction, and direction
of slope. The pH of soils in the park range from a
high alkaline reading of 7.6 to a severely acid
reading of 4.6. Topographical character has also
contributed to the diversity of vegetation. Hilltops are
approximately 1300 feet in elevation descending to a
low of 820 feet on Baker Fork.” While the Tuliptrees,
as usual, were the tallest trees present, I was most
impressed with the white, chestnut, and northern red
oaks. They really shoot straight up! I don’t get to see
chestnut oak close to home, so that was also a
welcome change to my normal scenery. There were

View of Baker Fork . . .
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these locations programmed into the Trimble
navigation app of his fish-in-a-barrel-shooter/iphone
Mark lead the way. The first area we hit was an eastwest orientated cove in Pike State Forest. Marked in
# 1 in the Overview Map:

Above Baker Fork . . .

The higher slopes of this area were dominated by
chestnut oaks, mixed with a few white oaks, pignut &
shagbark hickory. The lower slopes and stream
bottoms were dominated by towering 140'-150' tulip
trees, with a smattering of red oaks, beeches, white
ashes, and sugar maples sandwiched in between on
the midslopes. A lucky few of these less common
species managed to fight their way through the tulip
trees on the cove's lower slopes and reached their best
development there:

Re: Fort Hill (OH)
by Rand » Mon Feb 24, 2014 3:24 pm
Fort Hill State Memorial is an unremarkable rumple
of hills on the north eastern edge of the unglaciated
area of southwest Ohio. LIDAR surveys turned up
an abundance of 140' hits in corridors shading the
stream courses that crease the bottoms of the coves,
with a few hits in 145'-150' class. Accustomed to the
masses of young skinny tulip trees found in other
sites in southern Ohio, I wasn't expecting anything
different here. I was to be proven very wrong.
- The areas in blue are roughly the areas we surveyed
(Red areas also have overall high LIDAR
presentations but were not surveyed) The general
plan of the day was to hit the locations with the very
highest LIDAR hits. With the GPS coordinates of
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11' 8.0" x 129.0' White Oak

10' 2.5" x 137.0' Red Oak
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9' 4.0" x 142.0' Tuliptree

9' 8.0" x 150.9' Tuliptree
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After a steep climb out of the Pike Forest Cove we
traversed the sloped saddle between it and the flat
ridge top that contained the old earthworks (#2 on the
map). We found a few nice shagbark hickories in the
generally dry looking forest here. On the inside of
the earthwork there was a shallow moat, perhaps 5'
deep and 20' across. A few inches of water ponded
here and there in the moat, and a few fat red maples
found the area to their liking. A number of fat, old
looking black gum were found on the exterior of the
earthworks as well. A fallen and cut red oak gave a
ring count of ~175.

11' 10" x 115' Red Oak (AKA Why LIDAR
can lie)
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7' 10" x 117.9' Beech
Next we joined up with the Gorge Trail that headed
downhill toward the mouth of the gorge. A few black
oaks finally made their appearance here, but were not
notably large. The trail next lead us straight through
the middle of what can only be described as a super
cove (#3 on the map). The cove was orientated due
north-south, and relatively wide and flat bottomed,
and it was this aspect that I'm assuming allowed it to
be dominated by oaks instead of tulip trees. Three
oak species reached 140' within a hundred yard
stretch of the valley bottom. A variety of other
species also reached their best development here:

7' 7" x 140.5' White Oak, 8' 3" x 140.0
Shumard Oak
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general the gorge bottom was too narrow to support
any large trees, but we did find one nice sycamore:

Unfortunately at this point it began to get dark and
we could only look up at the large tree filled coves
above the gorge and promise to return another day:

10' 5" x 140.0' Red Oak

As we headed downstream, the valley steepened and
narrowed. A few large but not particularly tall tulip
trees overshadowed the stream here, suppressing any
stream side trees. Gradually the deepening ravine
pinched down into a small gorge with short, shaley
cliffs on either side. Mark noticed a carpet of canada
yew clinging to these cliffs, and few Eastern red
cedar were seen colonized the cliff tops.

Easily the oldest and largest looking
Tuliptree we saw, but no time to measure
Finally on the way back we saw a massive sycamore
on a flat on the opposite side of the creek. Not
terribly tall, but it had a massive towering bole, heavy
limbed, spreading crown, with huge buttressed roots
sprawling out from its base. It was easily the largest
either of us has ever seen. It was at least 20' cbh,
more likely in 25' range. Chased by the gathering

Lastly we entered the Gorge proper. This is the area
pictured in most of Mark's pictures. We did spot one
deep alcove in cliffs with an overshadowing oak that
was the source of a spurious 157' LIDAR hit. In
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darkness, we scurried on, and barely made it back
before full dark.

139.8'
Carya cordiformis
Bitternut Hickory 5.50'
x
133.9'
RUCKER 10 Index (average of top 10 species):
143.1'

Finally the Rucker Index (Beats hocking hills by two
feet)

*it should be noted that for my R20 and R50 lists, I
included non-native trees as well.... but tried to stray
away from invasives (Tree of Heaven, Mimosa, etc.)
~Eli
Attachments
Atlanta Rucker Index_2.7.14.xlsx
Atlanta Rucker Index 2.7.14

Sequioa National Park Photos
by jasonbaker » Mon Mar 03, 2014 9:07 pm

Atlanta, GA Rucker Index reaches
143.1'

I have some photos I took at Sequoia National Park
last year that I would like to share. I took them with
my iPhone and did the best I could with my limited
photographic equipment. We had a great day in early
February. The park was practically deserted and we
got to enjoy these trees in relative solitude. I can't
wait to get back to California to visit Sequoia again
and the Humboldt region.

by eliahd24 » Fri Feb 07, 2014 3:30 pm
Atlanta's Rucker Index is now 143.1'. Pretty
impressive. I've also attached a file that goes far
deeper down the list to include and R20 and R50
average. It's worth noting that I've found 47 different
species of trees in Atlanta that top 100' and 8 of those
are over 140' with the recent addition of a super tall
and gangly Sycamore. I suspect there are taller
Loblollies and some taller Hickory and Oak species
as well... just gotta find them.
Species
CBH'
Height'
Liriodendron tulipifera
164.3'
Pinus taeda
x
144.4'
Carya glabra
6.70'
x
143.7'
Quercus alba
x
143.2'
Quercus shumardii
7.13'
x
141.0'
Liquidambar styraciflua
140.3'
Platanus occidentalis
x
140.3'
Quercus rubra
10.33'
x
140.0'
Fagus grandifolia

Common name
Tulip Poplar
Loblolly Pine

9.63'

Pignut Hickory
White Oak

8.33'

Shumard Oak
Sweetgum
Am. Sycamore 5.85'
N. Red Oak
American Beech
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Sugar pine, sequoia, and I think a ponderoas pine
cone. Correct me if I'm wrong.

I liked the way the light was shining throught these.

A less gnarly, but still pretty big sequoia.

My wife in front of nice sized tree for scale.
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stand in some of the lowest areas, sweetgum and
willow oak mix on higher ground, and nuttall oak
reaches its maximum abundance inbetween. The last
round of logging appeared to shift the overall
composition more towards sweetgum. Sugarberry,
elms, and possumhaw fill in much of the understory.
A remnant sycamore’s large white branches and
broad trunk made it the most eye-catching tree of the
day. The tapered trunk stretches the tape to 17’3”,
and the tree reaches 118.0’, tall for the area, even
without the benefit of its original crown. A water oak
was as impressive for its species at 13’10.5” cbh x
108.1’ tall, and another had a nearly identical girth.
Finally, cedar elm, a species I believe NTS has
measured at only one other site, grows amongst the
overcup oaks and often under them. One of the
larger individuals is 9’1.5” x 95.0’.

This one was a littel touristy, but the light was great.

Jacks Bay Landing, White River
National Wildlife Refuge, AR
by Jess Riddle » Sat Mar 08, 2014 6:42 pm
Nts,
Yesterday I visited the White River National Wildlife
Refuge in eastern Arkansas. The refuge follows the
lower portion of its namesake through the Mississippi
embayment or delta, and contains the largest tract of
bottomland forest remaining in the region. I’ll give a
more detailed overview when I visit some more
interesting parts of this extensive area.
The portion I visited yesterday around Jacks Bay
Landing is a mix of recently thinned second-growth,
third-growth, and second-growth that was thinned
perhaps 30 years ago. Sweetgum, willow oak, nuttall
oak, and overcup dominate with their proportions
determined by elevation and its effects on the
hydrologic regime. Overcup oak forms nearly pure

Remnant sycamore, 17'3" cbh x 118.0' tall
Jess
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Trees embracing
by JohnnyDJersey » Sat Mar 08, 2014 8:56 am
I've posted a few of these photos on the NTS
Facebook page before but I'm dumping my collection
here for your enjoyment. I always make a note of
these trees when I see them in their ritualistic dances.
Ill add photos as I find them.

Saddlers Woods NJ

Daretown NJ forest
odd daretown woods.jpg (34.69 KiB)
Viewed 133 times

Bear Swamp
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Cherry Hill NJ

Cherry Hill woods NJ

Brandywine SP DE

Bear Swamp NJ
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Re: Trees embracing
by PAwildernessadvocate » Sat Mar 08, 2014
10:04 am
A yellow birch and a hemlock tree next to North
Hodge Run, proposed Scandia National Recreation
Area, Allegheny National Forest, February 2012.

Re: Trees embracing
by Matt Markworth » Sat Mar 08, 2014 10:49 am
John,
Here's a pine/beech embrace at the very fitting
Heart's Content in PA . . .

Matt
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Re: Trees embracing

Re: Germantown Metropark, OH

by PAwildernessadvocate » Sun Mar 09, 2014
6:49 pm

by Matt Markworth » Sat Feb 01, 2014 10:11 pm
All,

I know those two trees Matt. Don't think I've ever
taken a picture of them myself though. Have always
wondered which tree is ultimately going to push the
other one over. My money's on the hemlock winning
(provided HWA doesn't kill it first).

I remeasured the tall Tuliptree at Germantown
Metropark. Last winter I got 150.3' and today I got
151.9'.
I do wonder where the westernmost 150'+Tuliptree is
north of Tennessee. Indiana and Western Kentucky
are so lightly sampled it's hard to say. I can't quite
figure out the Indiana LIDAR. I can pull the "Image"
and "Raw data" files for Fusion, but can't figure out
how to get the "Bare earth" file. Has anyone ever
used Indiana LIDAR?

Below: Proposed Tracy Ridge Wilderness Area,
Allegheny National Forest, March 8th, 2014.

A few more measurements from today:
Tuliptree: 9'6" x 134.5'
Eastern Cottonwood: 9'6" x 125.6'
White Oak: 9'6" x 118.5'
(coincidentally, these first 3 had the same girth)
Eastern Cottonwood: CBH: 18'4"
Measurements from last winter:
Tuliptree: 10.5' x 150.3'
Tuliptree: 10.8' x 149.3'
Tuliptree: 7.1' x 140'
American Sycamore: 9.5' x 143'
American Sycamore: 12.3' x 139.5'
American Sycamore: 9.1' x 138.5'
Black Walnut: 6.5 x 133.7'
Sugar Maple: 6.9' x 122.8'
American Beech: 11.2' x 109'
Photos from today:

For more photos of the area, see:
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set ...
842&type=1
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Twin Creek

151.9' Tuliptree in ravine (look for the tape
at 4.5')
View of ravine
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sVyqzN-JfZk

125.6' Cottonwood

154.9' tuliptree

Re: Germantown Metropark, OH
by Matt Markworth » Sun Feb 16, 2014 6:53 pm
All,
I went to Germantown Metropark today to remeasure
the 149.3' tuliptree that I measured last winter. The
tree was right where I left it:) My hope was to break
150', which would have made it the second confirmed
150 footer. Well, I didn't break 150' after several
attempts at testing the tops, but I did find an even
taller tuliptree in the adjacent ravine.
This is the tallest tree that I've measured in SW Ohio,
10' x 154.9'. I also measured a white ash as 9'6" x
135'.
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widowmaker in 12'2" CBH white oak
Getting closer to a Rucker Index . . .
Tuliptree: 154.9'
American sycamore: 143'
White ash: 135'
Black walnut: 133.7'
Eastern cottonwood: 125.6'
Sugar maple: 122.8'
White oak: 118.5'
American beech: 109'

154.9' tuliptree

Matt

Re: Germantown Metropark, OH
by Matt Markworth » Sun Mar 09, 2014 6:23 pm
All,
Here are some more trees from Germantown
Metropark:
tuliptree: 9' x 147.7'
bitternut hickory: 6'3" x 138.8'
bitternut hickory: 6'7" x 135.5'
eastern cottonwood: 9'9.5" x 136.8'
slippery elm: 7'10" x 128.3'
American beech: 9'1" x 125.1'
American beech: 9' x 119.5'
boxelder: 5'1" x 82.1' - Ohio Height Record
boxelder: 4'9" x 81.2'
135' white ash

An updated heights list:
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tuliptree: 154.9'
American sycamore: 143'
bitternut hickory: 138.8'
eastern cottonwood: 136.8'
white ash: 135'
black walnut: 133.7'
slippery elm: 128.3'
American beech: 125.1'
sugar maple: 122.8'
white oak: 118.5'
boxelder: 82.1'

slippery elm - 128.3'

eastern cottonwood - 136.8'

American beech - 125.1'
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Cane Creek State Park, AR
by Jess Riddle » Mon Mar 10, 2014 10:48 pm
Nts,
In southern Arkansas, the West Gulf Coastal Plain
stretches from the Mississippi River embayment to
the Oklahoma state line. Rain falls on this region of
noticeable but subdued topography in quantities
comparably to most of the southeastern United
States, but tapers to only about two inches and a half
in August when highs average over 90 degrees.
Winters still regularly bring hard frosts. Those
climatic differences and less sandy soils than the
Atlantic Coastal Plain may account for the absence of
some iconic species like southern magnolia, live oak,
and longleaf pine. Forestry is the largest industry in
the region. Not surprisingly, forests cover most of
the region, but mature forests are scarce, especially
large tracts open to the public. Hence, the 2000 acres
of mature forest at Cane Creek State Park represent a
significant tract for the region.
The park lies adjacent to the Mississippi embayment
on the eastern edge of the West Gulf Coastal Plain in
southeastern Arkansas. The whole park tilts gently to
the northeast, a plain dissected by several meandering
streams that have cut valleys 20 to 30 feet deep.
Rounded quartz pebbles in the soil attest to the larger
streams that originally laid down the sediments the
smaller streams have carved through. The sediments
surrounding the quartz pebbles are clay rich, so the
plateaus between the streams drain poorly and you
still have to watch where you step on the trails a
week after the last good rain. About a dozen miles of
well-maintained trails wind through the parks forests.

boxelders - 82.1', 81.2'

forest oddity
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of hornbeam and hophornbeam, which also occurs in
some adjacent upland area. The short slopes that
separate the uplands from bottomlands feature also
feature a distinct mix of species. Bitternut hickory,
black walnut, and shumard oak reach their greatest
abundance in that habitat, and chinkapin oak is
restricted to the northwest facing slopes along one of
the larger streams.

Rustling in the leaves usually means one of
these

One of the more post oak dominated stands
While walking through this forest what struck me
was the diversity of oaks. Overall tree diversity was
fairly high for the region at 49 species, but 12 of
them were oaks. I’ve visited sites in Georgia and
South Carolina where I’ve seen nine oak species in a
day, but never more than that. Cane Creek State Park
includes upland oaks like post and southern red and
bottomland oaks like willow and swamp chestnut.
The oaks also range from nutrient demanding
species like shumard to poor soil toleraters like
blackjack. The warm and moist but drought prone
climate may contribute to oaks thriving on such a
variety of sites.

Hogs do well with the combination of
abundant mast and no hunting too

Oaks and pines dominate the plateaus between the
streams. The pines usually occur in discrete stands,
though they sometimes grow scattered amongst the
oaks, and loblolly is far more abundant than shortleaf
in most areas. The most common oaks are southern
red and post with white oak in better drained areas.
White oak also dominates in the smaller ravines
while the larger ravines are more mixed with
significant sweetgum and cherrybark oak. The
alluvial areas also feature a well-developed mistory
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CaneCreekSPMeasurements1.JPG (58.8
KiB) Viewed 98 times

10’7” cbh x 109.9’ loblolly pine

CaneCreekSPMeasurements2.JPG (59 KiB)
Viewed 98 times
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The 9’0” cbh x 119.4’ shagbark hickory is not a
vampire

The tallest tree in the park, 131.4’, likely a shumard
oak hybrid

Jess
I measured many of these trees just to have a
reference number for Arkansas, and to come up with
a Rucker index for the site. Almost all of these trees
grow either on the bluffs or bottomland areas. The
difference between the Rucker index, 123.24’, and
the maximum height for the site, 131.4’, is
remarkably small. The id of the basswood as
Carolina still needs to be confirmed. I had LiDAR
data, so I’m fairly certain I saw the tallest tree and
visited the highest canopy areas. However, a broader
and wetter bottomland area dominated by sweetgum
and cherrybark oak just west of the park reaches
slightly greater heights.

Rainbow Falls Provincial Park
by KoutaR » Fri Nov 15, 2013 4:15 am
After my canoe trip to Quetico (see
viewtopic.php?f=113&t=5832), I stayed one night in
Thunder Bay and then rented a car for one day. From
Ontario’s Old-Growth Forests by Henry & Quinby, I
had read about Rainbow Falls PP and wanted to
check it out. The park is small, only 1,421 acres. It
protects a piece of hilly forest along the northern
shore of Lake Superior. The trail described in the
book is Back 40 Trail. At the park gate the officer
said the trail was closed because four trees had fallen
over the trail. She called her boss and asked if I might
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get special permission. The boss approved and said I
should be very careful and they wouldn’t take any
responsibility. Later on the trail I noticed even my 3year-old son would have managed to get over the
trees…
The book says all of the forest behind a bay of
Whitesand Lake is old-growth. But the park brochure
told about an old camping ground. What the h***?
There were a loop trail and a spur trail to a hill top. I
began with the spur trail. The most important trees
are white and black spruce and birch. The book says
the birches are white birches, which apparently is a
synonym for paper birch. However, the birches
looked rather odd for paper birch, a bit like an
imaginary hybrid between paper and yellow birch
with large heart-shaped leaves, dense crowns, thick
trunks and shade-tolerant-like appearance. Only at
home, after the trip, I realized that they were likely
mountain paper birches (Betula cordifolia), which is
said to be common around Lake Superior.

Lake Superior, background; Whitesand Lake, bottom.
Black spruce, mountain paper birch and (American or
showy) mountain-ash.

Next I continued with the loop trail. Soon I realized
that the loop is essentially an abandoned campground
with parking places at each tent/RV place still clear
visible. If you only walk along the trail you will see
walls of pioneer shrubs / young broadleaf trees a few
meters tall on both sides. If you want to see forest
you must go off-trail. Here the forest was more
closed than on the spur trail but still rather bushy.
There were also some taller white spruces; the tallest
I measured was 27 m (88 ft) which may still not be
“very tall”. According to the book, the oldest trees
germinated about 1770.
Hillside from below. Black and white spruce,
mountain paper birch (also the foreground foliage)
and American mountain-ash.

The book says the forest canopy is very uneven and
the white spruces “very tall”. Even without a laser I
saw the spruces were not “very tall”, not even tall.
After measuring a few, I concluded they are mostly
below 20 m (65 ft). Besides being low, the canopy is
very open, probably due to the winds from Lake
Superior. From below the spruces just look tall
because the bush (birch, mountain-ash, green alder,
mountain maple etc.) around them is so low. Of
course, conifers here and there surrounded by shrubs
a few meters tall can also be called “very uneven
canopy”… Anyway, the view from the hilltop was
nice.
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jack pine seedlings and quaking aspen sprouts. The
fire had spared some small spruce-fir stands at more
protected sites.
It was a 6-hours bus trip, which I considered long,
but many passengers were going to Toronto - 21
hours! Doug Bidlack was waiting me at the Wawa
bus stop.
The story continues here:
viewtopic.php?f=113&t=6029
This area is significant for age, not size of trees. I
used data supplied by a dendrochronologist to locate
it, down to gps-level location of 240 year-old paper
birch. And yes, they were in and adjacent to an old
campground. As we say in the book, "If you didn't
know what you were looking for, you'd probably
never guess this was an old-growth forest." Oldgrowth boreal forest often just doesn't look like much
(white cedar would be an exception), but you have to
admit that 240-year-old paper birch is notable - it's
the oldest record I could find for Ontario. Because it
doesn't look like much, the existence of old-growth
boreal forest was denied for decades, and still would
be by some foresters. Granted, Rainbow Falls is not
the finest example (except by one measure). This was
by far the hardest chapter of the book to write
because information was almost non-existent. Go to
Little Abitibi Park if you really want to see oldgrowth boreal wilderness - the trees will still be very
short though, while reaching 300 years in age. In
Western Ontario, go to Greenwood Lake for largish
trees (even by your standards) - but this is Great
Lakes - St. Lawrence forest, not boreal.

Lower slope forest. Mountain paper birch
(foreground), white-cedar (left), mountain paper
birch foliage (upper half of the photo), mountain
maple foliage (lower half of the photo) and a lot of
young balsam firs. The trees looks much taller in the
photo than they really are.

Size isn't everything.
Kouta

Conclusion: Rainbow Falls PP is barely worth
visiting. If you drive along the north shore of
Superior, you could take the spur trail for vistas,
though there are also other lookouts along the shore.
I stayed again one night in Thunder Bay and
continued in the morning by bus toward Wawa on the
eastern shore of Lake Superior. From the bus I
noticed that forest looking similar to that in Rainbow
Falls PP is relatively common along the northern
shore of Lake Superior. A few miles north of the
Pukaskwa National Park boundary, the highway left
the lakeshore and soon the forest became more closed
“normal” coniferous boreal forest. I also saw a
HUGE burned area, at least 10 miles, maybe even 20
miles in length. It was now covered by “dog-hair”
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20+ CBH Oaks in Southern New
Jersey
by JohnnyDJersey » Tue Mar 05, 2013 8:06 am
Here a few of the 20+ CBH Oaks Ive visited and
some Ive discoverd in South Jersey.

Willow Oak 20ft6in CBH

Willow Oak 20ft4in

Clement Oak 20ft1in CBH
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White Oak/second oldest NJ 20Ft6in CBH

The Keeler Oak 22ft6in CBH

Salem Oak 22ft5in CBH

White Oak 21ft CBH
John D Harvey
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#4) Re: 20+ CBH Oaks in Southern
New Jersey
by JohnnyDJersey » Tue Mar 05, 2013 12:24 pm
Bob: There certainly are many large trees in New
Jersey. In total for all types Ive paid visit to, over 25
trees (mostly Sycamore, Oaks, Tulip Poplar) with a
CBH over 20ft. I know of a few more that I havent
visited yet that are over 20' as well. There are about
15 more that Ive seen that are in the 19'+CBH. I have
a list that needs some updating and verifying of
heights. Im sure that quite a few Tulip Poplars in
South Jersey are over 150' high. Id bet on it. Just have
to get that range finder....
Larry: Yes Im sure there were hundreds or thousands
at one time. Im convinced there are quite a few
undocumented 20+CBH oaks out there right now. A
couple of the trees above I just stumbled upon, not to
mention many other oaks over 17'. Recently there
were several 15'-17' CBH white oaks along a road in
Sommerville NJ that were all cut down because they
were afraid they would fall into the street. Its ashame
but other than a couple historical examples, I would
say almost every big tree in NJ is still in danger of
being lost to the chainsaw.
John D Harvey
Black Oak
John D Harvey

#6) Re: 20+ CBH Oaks in Southern
New Jersey
by JohnnyDJersey » Tue Mar 05, 2013 3:37 pm

#7) Re: 20+ CBH Oaks in Southern
New Jersey

One more of my favorites. Giant Black Oak in
historic Haddonfield NJ. No tripod or cameraman
available, just self timer on my cellphone, proped up
against a rock.

by Barry Caselli » Fri Jun 28, 2013 5:01 pm

John,
Those are some great pictures of some great trees. I
have photographed the Salem Oak 3 or 4 times, and
the Keeler Oak at least once.
In Estell Manor there was a White Oak named
Parker's Oak. I don't know if I ever knew how big it
was, but it died a few years ago, unfortunately.
Barry
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#8) Re: 20+ CBH Oaks in Southern
New Jersey
by JohnnyDJersey » Sat Jun 29, 2013 8:43 am
Barry,
Thank you. I wasn't aware of the oak in Estell Manor.
There is a 20+ CBH oak in Collingswood on rt 30
that I have pictured above that I didn't know about
until about year ago and there was virtually no
information online. It sits right in front of the Scottish
Theater there. In my opinion, the 5 greatest oaks now
in New Jersey are, The Salem Oak, The Keller Oak,
The Basking Ridge Oak, The Clement Oak, and the
one in Collingswood. All white oaks. To add a sixth I
would say the state champ white oak as well, not
much history to it but the largest by points.

Collingswood Oak 1
John D Harvey

#9) Re: 20+ CBH Oaks in Southern
New Jersey
by JohnnyDJersey » Wed Mar 12, 2014 5:15 pm
Just an addition to an old post. Not a 20ft CBH oak
but 18ft2in CBH. Worth the visit. 90ft high, 80ft
spread. Vineland.
Attachments

Collingswood Oak 2
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Re: Getting started with the Fusion
program and LiDAR data
by Rand » Fri Feb 21, 2014 11:17 am
Matt Markworth wrote:
Do you know how the X,Y coordinates can be
converted to lat/long? I'm currently looking at some
158' LiDAR hits and other than trying to match up
the image/elevation with google maps/bing
maps/USGS, I don't know how to find lat/long.
Matt

After much yelling, FUSION manual mucking, and
google bashing I figured it out. The LIDAR
coordinates in Ohio are in a 'State Plane' coordinate
system. This is a somewhat arbitrary set of
coordinates set up for each state, most are in multiple
zones:

This site will convert them for you:
http://www.earthpoint.us/stateplane.aspx

John D Harvey
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Which zone you are in is indicated by the 'N' or 'S' in
the first character of LIDAR file names you
download. Also, make sure you change the 'XY Unit
of Measure' radio button to feet or you'll get la-laland GPS coordinates.
2) Open the area of interest in the LDV viewer. Next
right click in the viewer and turn on 'Measurement
Marker' from the popup menu.

Finally the 'Fly to on Google Earth' button will
download a kml file that you can open in google
earth as a quick sanity check.

Re: Getting started with the Fusion
program and LiDAR data
by Rand » Fri Feb 21, 2014 12:18 pm
Here's another method of zooming into high points:
1) Click on the 'Sample Options' button. In the
resulting dialog click 'Subtract Ground Elevation
from each return'. (If you don't, the measured heights
will be in feet above sea level. The downside is that
the LDV display ignores all terrain, and displays the
canopy as laying across a flat plane, making it
difficult to tell when tall returns are just short trees
leaning out over steep drop-offs)
3) Right Click again and select 'Snap Measurement
Marker...' > 'Move Measurement Marker to highest
data point'.
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Re: Getting started with the Fusion
program and LiDAR data
by Steve Galehouse » Fri Feb 21, 2014 1:14 pm
Rand, Matt, NTSA method I find useful in finding the highest points
with Fusion is to switch to ''color classifications" in
the "sample option" box. Pictured is a regular full
color LiDAR image, the way the sample options look
when "color classification" are set, and the same
LiDAR image using color classifications-----in this
example any tree under 155' is shown in light green,
and hits above 155' are in magenta(the colors are
arbitrary, I just chose these for contrast). It's then
easy to narrow down to the tallest or to identify a
number of trees at a given height threshold, and the
topo and image surface are retained.

At this point the Measurement marker shows up on
the screen as a shaded cylinder. The X Y data
readout at the bottom of the screen shows the location
of the bold centerline of the cylinder. The actual high
point within the shaded cylinder is highlighted with a
white XYZ axis mark. Move the center point of the
cylinder over this point by holding down the shift key
and the using the arrow keys on your keyboard.
You'll also notice your scroll wheel doesn't zoom
while the measurement marker is on. Hold down the
control key and right click+drag up and down in the
LDV window with the mouse instead.

Two other options I find useful in the LDV popup
menu are
- 'Draw only points within measurement cylinder' Will clean up the display a little when trying to zoom
in on a given point.
- Personalities... > Fast Computer - Will show an
aerial photo mapped onto the terrain surface (but not
when the measurement marker is on).
- 'Marker...' - Allows you to change the size of the
LIDAR dots on screen. Useful when selecting
different sized areas to view in the LDV viewer.
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From here you pick tiles off a map just like the Ohio
site.
2) After you pick a tile you get a huge list of folders.
Pick '2012 IndianaMap Data'. A Fusion project
requires three files. A background aerial image
(GeoTiff), a Terrain model data file containing the
ground elevations (IMAGINE), and the LIDAR data
(LAS). -Careful- all three files have the same name
so save them into three different folders on your
computer:

Re: Getting started with the Fusion
program and LiDAR data
by Rand » Sun Mar 02, 2014 4:44 pm
Indiana LIDAR re-combobulated:
1) I started on this page:
http://gis.iu.edu/datasetInfo/statewide/in_2011.php
and picked 'Single File Interface':
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3) The ground elevation data file must be converted
from the Erdas IMAGINE format (*.img) to the ESRI
ASCII format (*.asc) that Fusion understands. This
web site will convert them online for you (as well as
a bunch of others):
http://converter.mygeodata.eu/#convertRaster

Click the 'Check available operations' button to
access the export options. The tricky part is
matching the coordinate system of the exported file.
The converter will detect the coordinate system for
you, listed next to 'projection'. Look for the '(SRID:
#)' and type it into the box underlined in the
'Available Operations' section, then hit the 'Search by
keywords' button. This will fetch the correct
coordinate system and place it into the 'Transform to'
box (This should match what the converter
automatically detected and listed next to 'projection').
4) Click 'Run Raster Converter' and upload the still
zipped LAS file you downloaded. The converter
should properly detect the file and display the top
beige highlighted portion of this image:

5) Hit the 'Proceed selected operations' button and
then click on the generated link to download the zip
file.
6) Decompress the zip file and convert the *.asc file
into a *.dtm file in Fusion as usual (Tools>Terrain
Model>Import ESRI ASCII raster file (*.asc).
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Albinism in a Sitka Spruce Sapling
by Mark Collins » Thu Feb 27, 2014 1:47 am

Deep in the redwood forest in Prairie Creek there are,
what appears to be, several albino Sitka Spruce
saplings growing near one another!

Re: The currrent Ohio maximum
height list.
by Steve Galehouse » Tue Feb 25, 2014 10:40 am
Rand, NTSHere is the list with additions/corrections:
Ohio Native Tree maximum height 2014.xlsx

Steve
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Big White Oak - WV

Tatum White Oak - NJ

by tsharp » Wed Mar 19, 2014 4:54 pm

by JohnnyDJersey » Wed Mar 19, 2014 6:36 pm

NTS:
I have carried this picture around with me for about
three years vowing to check it out.

Off topic but on subject. The Tatum White Oak blew
down in 1949. It stood in mantua South Jersey. It was
considered by many to be the largest in its time. It
was over 25ft CBH. The picture attached is either of
this tree or its sister oak (23ft CBH) that stood on the
same property and also fell some time after.

John D Harvey

IDing The patterns and colors of Old
Growth on Google Earth

Photographer unknown
This tree was located on Grassy Fork of Sycamore
Creek in the Elk River drainage near Lizemore, Clay
County, WV.
While traveling along WV 16 near Lizemore I
stopped and asked two young ATV operators who
were sure that no tree of that size existed in the area.
They went and fetched their grandfather who
although he had never seen the tree verified that it
was well known and existed on the Right Fork of
Grassy Fork near the headwaters on a large tract of
land that was timbered and later strip mined.
The picture was taken ca.1980. A 1982 measurement
showed a circumference of 25.3' (304") taken at 4
1/2' on the uphill side.
They could not identify the people in the photo.

by JohnnyDJersey » Mon Mar 17, 2014 8:35 am
I use Google Earth a lot to find forests with
interesting trees and to pre map my forages and
identify potential hazards before I enter an unknown
forest. One thing I look for is "lumpy" forest as I call
them and dark green colors. Forest with voluptuous,
cloud like tree tops and dark green foliage seem to
have the older, taller, and larger trees. I've attached
different photos of various old growth to demonstrate
my theories. Notice in the image below of Rickets
Glen how the OG areas have these characteristics and
the second growth areas do not.
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Rickets Glen
Below is an up close image of Saddlers Woods old
growth. A small 5 acre patch. Even here you can see
color difference and the rugged, lumpy canopy and
occasional empty spot give away its contents.

Children's Forest
Below is Bear Swamp in southern New Jersey. Here
again it is even more apparent where some trees are
possibly in the 700 year range. The area of old
growth here stops abruptly.

Saddlers Woods
Here is Children's Forest in Humboldt Redwoods SP
in California. You can clearly see the patterns here. It
is so much more pronounced in older forests (esp the
1000+ year old)

Bear Swamp
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Here is one more of Jed Smith in northern California.
You can even see small remnant old growth forest to
the south and east here.

distorted, you get a much better sense of the lay of
the land and a better sense of the size of the trees.
I know that Lidar is the latest thing in aerial
photography but I haven't studied that method- a
number of discussions on that subject can be found in
this BBS.
Joe

Panama's "Dynamite trees" explode
onto the scene
by Bart Bouricius » Thu Mar 13, 2014 10:20 pm
While I was visiting a family of indigenous Naso
people in Panama's Bocas Del Toro district several
new species of trees were found that reached over
180 feet or even over 190 feet. Hura crepitans, the
"Dynamite" or "no monkey climb" tree reached
consistently great heights and impressive diameters.
These trees, as I mentioned in a previous posting,
have toxic sap that can cause blindness if it gets in
the eyes, toxic thorns and exploding seed pods that
can injure livestock or shatter glass if they explode
under the right, or should I say wrong, circumstances.
I have devoted this entire post to this species,
however a later post will deal with the other worthy
species documented on this trip:

Jed Smith
There are obviously differences from forest to forest
based on tree type and age but the pattern is clear.
Any thoughts?
John D Harvey

Re: IDing The patterns and colors of
Old Growth on Google Ea
by Joe » Mon Mar 17, 2014 12:46 pm

These trees range from Mexico down through Central
and much of the South American Amazon basin
where I have recorded much smaller trees in flood
plain forests. I am told that "much larger ones" occur
deeper into the mountains and have a Naso guide,
Max, willing to lead a group, hopefully some from
NTS, into the mountains on a 3 or 4 day expedition.
Considering that this area has an immense old
growth forest, and what I have already recorded here,
the potential is real for incredible discoveries of new
and greater heights for several species. Interestingly,
I have not been disappointed yet by species showing
less size potential than was advertised. I do want to
leave people with one link which tells of the
hydroelectric project threat to Naso land in this area.
Virginia who I met at the Naso family farm made me
aware of this and narrates the video that this link is
to.
http://www.theinkednaturalist.co.uk/mes ... ofpanama/

JohnnyDJersey wrote:There are obviously
differences from forest to forest based on tree type
and age but the pattern is clear. Any thoughts?

Forestry students have to take a coursephotogrammetry- which is all about getting as much
info about forests from photos- it's a well developed
science.
The state of Mass. GIS agency does its own flights
every several years and the images are digitally
processed to remove distortions due to elevation- so
that you can measure distances fairly accurately on
the photos, which you can't do with "normal"
photography. The quality of these photos is much
better than what you'll usually find on Google Earth.
I presume some other states also offer their own
aerial photos.
Though the digitally corrected photos (orthophotos)
have their advantages, I prefer aerial photography
with stereo overlap. Though distances will be
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Seed pod which if it were not starting to rot
would explode sending it's seeds up to 230
feet (70 m) distance at speeds of 160 mph.

It was difficult to get a shot of Cebo
amarillo tree without other trees blocking
the view.

1" (2.5 cm) long seed from exploded pod of
Cebo amarillo tree, as Hura crepitans is
referred to in this part of Panama.

172',6" (53.5 m) high by 24', 4" (7.4 m)
circumference Dynamite tree with a straight
columnar trunk which continued for for
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probably 120' without visible narrowing
before finally branching out.

Cebo amarillo at 184.5' (56.25 m) tall by 27',
7" (8.4 m) circumference.

Another Cebo amarillo was 165' (50.3 m)
tall by 21', 8" (6.65 m) circumference.

Cebo amarillo at 157' (47.9 m) tall by 29', 6"
(9 m) circumference.

Ridge view on hill which is adjacent to the
Palo Seco Forest Preserve. This entire long
hillside was full of at least 5 species of large
emergent trees with the immense Cebo
Amarillo trees being the most common.
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Accurately Measuring the Height of
(Real) Forest Trees
by edfrank » Tue Mar 18, 2014 10:00 am
Accurately Measuring the Height of (Real) Forest
Trees
by Don Bragg
Journal of Forestry 112(1):51-54
http://dx.doi.org/10.5849/jof.13-065

First Hura crepitans of the day, known in
this part of Panama as Cebo amarillo, with
father Celestino (right) and son Michael
(left) as guides and circumference
measurers. This tree was 162" (49.4 m) tall
by 19' (5.8 m) in circumference.

Bragg2014D.pdf
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that I'll be talking as these slides are presented. The
viewer won't be hit by them cold turkey. The last
series of slides will be pitched more as an example of
what can be done as opposed to what AF expects to
be done. I seriously doubt many measurers will use
the method, but it is perfectly legitimate and has a
place, however limited, in the repertoire.

Re: Accurately Measuring the Height
of (Real) Forest Trees
by dbhguru » Tue Mar 25, 2014 1:01 pm

Hi All,
AFWebinarCrown-Spread-2.pptx

Ed's recent post of Dr. Don Bragg's excellent SAF
article on the history of tree height measuring focuses
attention on the degree to which tangent-based height
measuring has understandably dominated the craft
over the decades. In the past, they didn't have devices
to directly measure distances to the target. One
formula that Don cites that was devised to allow the
measurer to use slope distance to the trunk instead of
horizontal distance. The formula set me to thinking.
Here is a derivation.

Robert T. Leverett

Revisiting the tree dimension index
by Jess Riddle » Sun Nov 03, 2013 7:38 pm
NTS,
The recent discussions about what “average” crown
spread represents and how crown spread should be
weighted in the American Forests formula made me
wonder about how we treat the variables in the TDI
system.
All other things being equal, if tree 1 is twice the
diameter of tree 2, tree 1 gets twice as many points
for the stem component in the TDI system. However,
tree 1 will have four times as much wood. Why not
use diameter squared for the TDI system? That
would make difference in the diameter score directly
proportional to differences in tree size, which seems
like a desirable characteristic.

Note the use of angle A4, which is not directly
measured, but computed as the complement to A1.
Thus, we see the usual assumption of verticality of
the top over the base. It isn't that the early
mensurationists didn't understand the assumptions
behind their models, I think they just didn't see any
simple way around making those assumptions for
measurers in the field. Productivity has always been
uppermost in their minds. But in time methods
become codified and ingrained and woe be unto the
outsider who dares challenge orthodoxy - especially
within academia. It matters little if we are dealing
with astronomy, physics, or forestry. Human nature is
human nature.

You could take this one step further and weight the
scores of the different TDI components. Since
diameter represents two dimensions of space while
height represents one, you could argue that the
diameter component should be counted twice.
So there is some mathematical basis for altering the
TDI system, but would these changes work in the real
world? Thanks to the Tsuga Search, we can test that
idea. I took the 37 trees from Tsuga Search and
looked at how well TDI predicted volume using: the
traditional equal weighting linear dimensions
formula; equal weighting, but with diameter squared;
and with both diameter squared and the diameter
component counting twice as much as height.

Don and I are currently working on Webinar
presentations on tree height, girth, and crown-spread
to be provided by American Forests on May 20
(height), May 27 (crown-spread), and June 3rd
(girth). I'll be presenting the first two. Attached is a
draft of the PowerPoint crown-spread presentation.
Any observations that my fellow and lady Ents would
care to offer would be most appreciated. Remember
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I believe that at least three concepts of size are
involved here. One is overall mass and a second is
volume. Neither of these measures can be determined
simply. The third is the appearance or perception of
size, i.e. 'bigness" in the eye of the beholder. I expect
that bigness is more closely associated with volume
than mass in the public's mind. In the AF program, as
well as the state counterparts, we are partially
dealing, though not intentionally, with the third
concept. I don't know what the original thinking was
for capturing size, probably mostly aimed at volume,
but through an arbitrary, problem-plagued formula
that leads to results that few of us like. But this is
why the AF MGWG was created and Don and I are
members. And while we're making excellent progress
in tightening the measuring process, we're a long way
from resolving the basic issue of how to put the
separate measurements together in a way that
satisfies our collective sense of bigness.

Differences in TDI score do a much better job of
reflecting differences in tree size when the diameter
is squared. Giving the diameter component twice as
much weight produces modest additional
improvement. Together, these changes improve the
fit by 22%.
There are, of course, drawbacks to these changes.
The loss of simplicity is significant and should not
be disregarded. Adding spread will make the
situation messier, but I have some ideas on how to
deal with that issue. However, these changes would
make the TDI system better reflect differences in tree
size without compromising the ability to put all
species on the same scale or requiring additional
measurements.
Jess

Re: Revisiting the tree dimension
index

So, I keep cycling back to the basic concept. If we
were to ask John Q. Public, which is the bigger of
two identically sized cubes, one of gold and one of
aluminum, I'd bet we'd get differing answers (cubes
are not places beside one another). The dimensions,
and thus volumes, are the same, but the gold cube is
far more massive, and some people who understand
specific gravity or density might instinctively go with

by dbhguru » Mon Nov 04, 2013 1:33 pm
Joe, et al.
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the gold. If we painted both cubes the same color,
then I would guess most people would see them as
the same size, i.e. equally big. But change the color
of one, and the perception of size would change for
some people, again, unless the cubes were placed
side by side.

climbed it, feels similarly. BVP said that it reminded
him of sugar pines in California. However, the Ice
Glen Pine makes only 8th and 10th places on the AF
and TDI lists.
I could go on, but I trust my point is clear. An
awkward shape for a tree can cause us to devalue its
"bigness". Trunk color matters. Root flare can have
an over-sized effect. The list of subjectives goes on
that presumably AF needs to keep in mind.

If we kept the same volumes, but changed shapes,
as in different rectangular dimensions, we would
probably get differing answers as to which was
bigger. We have then "perceived bigness" to
accompany actual volume, mass, maximum,
minimum, and average dimensions. So, we need to
come to grips with what it is that we mean by big, or
intend to mean, when dealing with the variant shapes
of trees, and what it is that we think others mean by
the common terms. This is especially relevant for the
National Register because AF always emphasizes the
public's role in the champion tree program.

So, in the end, what is it that we are measuring
when we use a compromise point system such as the
current AF formula? Should our
perceptions/preferences even enter into the design of
the method? Unless, we go strictly on volume or
mass, I don't see how perceptions can be eliminated.
The 1/4th weighting factor for crown spread and the
use of inches for girth in the AF system are
perception-based. We've searched for justifications
on purely objective grounds and found none.

Will's TDI produces a point winner through
comparisons to species maximums. The system
makes a lot of sense so long as we are careful not to
assert that it captures the idea of bigness in all cases.
For example, I'm unsure of how well TDI performs
relative to our individual perceptions of bigness (if in
the end that matters). Attached is an Excel evaluation
of 17 white pines in the Northeast on the AF and TDI
systems along with my perception of their "bigness".
I've updated the dimensions to what I think they
currently are. Crown spreads are the weak link, but
within the ball park.

I'll close by saying that the devaluation of crown
spread makes less and less sense in judging size.
Why would we ever reduce the crown spreads of
Larry Tucei's magnificent live oaks by 3/4ths? I
believe that TDI minimizes personal preference.
However, the AF system is so entrenched that
completely replacing it in the near future is not likely
to happen. We can make improvements, though.
I added girth^2 to the TDI and rearranged the tables a
bit. The comparison is attached. I'll have comments
later.

My preferred order in this spreadsheet of
psychological size proves nothing, but does
demonstrate the subjective nature of bigness in the
eye of this beholder. I find that interesting in and of
itself. Notice where Yo Mama sits in the three lists
according to my eye. Actual dimensions put Yo
Mama high on the AF and TDI lists, but until you get
close to this graveyard pine that splits into multiple
trunks at about 7 or 8 feet, it doesn't have a visual
impact commensurate with its statistics. By contrast,
the Thoreau Pine in MSF makes a heck of a visual
impact, and consequently, is 4th on my list versus 5th
and 7th on the other two. The Ice Glen Pine also has
a big visual impact. I recall BVP being very
impressed with the Ice Glen Pine. I think Will, who

AF-TDIComparison.xlsx

Robert T. Leverett
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descending order of volume based on their AF Pts,
AF Adjusted Pts (no weighting of crown), TDI, and
adjusted TDI (CBH^2). For example, the Elder Pine
is in #2 place in Volume order, but #3 based on its
TDI-Adj points, #1 in regular AF order, etc. As
another example, the Ice Glen tree is #8 in volume
order, but #11 in AF points, Adj AF points, and
regular TDI points order, and #12 on the Adj TDI
order. I first found it strange that the Ice Glen tree
ranks 8th in volume, but makes only #12 on the Adj
TDI list. The reason is that while the tree is tall, biggirthed, and broad-crowned, it isn't sufficiently close
to any maximum to push it high on the list. As a
result, its Adj-TDI score is modest. Note also that
Thoreau is 10th in volume and 10th in Adj-TDI
points.

Re: Revisiting the tree dimension
index
by dbhguru » Tue Nov 05, 2013 8:58 pm
Hi folks
Below is a comparison of 20 northeastern white
pines. In the dark beige table, the pines are arrayed in
descending order by trunk volume. The factor
column is the multiplier. Cross-sectional area at 4.5
feet is multiplied by height and the factor. A factor of
1/3rd produces a cone. A factor of 1/2 produces a
paraboloid, etc. The values in the factor column are
based on past climbs and volume modelings done by
Will and/or are my best judgement. The factors are
not perfect, but okay for these purposes. The last 4
columns show where individual trees fall in

All in add, the adjusted TDI does well at predicting
volume. Notice below how close the position of a
tree in the Adjusted TDI list comes to the position of
the tree in the volume list. The location of a tree in
the Adjusted TDI list averages only one position
removed from its location in the volume order. This
is a pretty good match of the Adjusted TDI points
system to volume.
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give you a set of coefficients that you would multiply
your measurements by to give you the best estimate
of volume. In the current example, instead of
multiplying diameter^2 by 2/max diameter^2 and
multiplying height by 1/max height, we would
multiple diameter^2 and height by a pair of numbers
that would give us the best estimate of volume, and
when we sum those numbers together the resulting
estimate would be in volume untis (e.g. cubic feet).

Note that the comparable average for regular TDI is
also only one position removed from the volume
order. It would seem that we don't gain from the
adjustment, however, with the adjusted TDI, 10
positions are exact matches between the two lists. For
example, the tree that is in 10th place according to
volume is also in 10th place in the Adjusted TDI list.
The tree (Thoreau) that is in 15th place in the volume
list is in 15th place in the Adjusted TDI list. This
kind of match occurs 10 times for Adj TDI, 7 time
for regular TDI, 5 times in Adj AF formula, and only
once with the regular AF formula. I find this
approach very telling with respect to how far the
current AF formula deviates from reflecting volume at least for 20 northeastern white pines. Well, it's a
start. Jess may have really launched us on a new
direction.

While that approach works great on paper, there are a
couple related practical problems. First, you need to
know the volume of a bunch of trees to be able to
work out what the coefficients should be. In the East,
we’ve only got that for hemlock. Second, the
formula would only be valid for trees like the ones
you used to make it. That later issue is why we can’t
use the allometric equations Joe is referring and the
issue that Josh is getting at. A formula made with
normal sized trees may not be valid for record sized
trees, and a formula made with forest grown trees
probably wouldn’t work well for open grown trees.
And of course a formula that works well for one
species may do a terrible job with another species.
Hence, we need something like TDI that can give us
reasonable rankings without requiring a mountain of
data.

Robert T. Leverett

Re: Revisiting the tree dimension
index
by Jess Riddle » Wed Nov 06, 2013 9:23 pm

Yes, diameters higher up the stem would improve
volume estimates. If you have a copy of Bob Van
Pelt’s Forest Giants of the Pacific Coast, check out
appendix three. He develops equations to estimate
volume from diameter^2 for a handful of species, and
lists which height gives the best volume estimate.
Dbh tells you almost nothing about the volume of a
big sequoia, but it does a decent job for grand fir.
However, diameter at 100’ gives you an excellent
volume estimate with grand fir.

Matt,
I think that single-stem volume is the ultimate tree
measurement for many purposes including a
champion tree list, therefore a proxy for volume
using commonly measured dimensions is very
desirable. Do you have thoughts on what formula is
the most reliable proxy for volume without going to
extreme measuring efforts? Would additional
diameter measurements at say 15% of height and
50% of height be needed to weed out "bell bottom"
trees and to reach an acceptable level of deviation
from the true volume?

Sorry if I've gone overboard on the explanation.
Josh,
One question I have is how less-exceptional trees
than those found in Tsuga search would fare with the
diameter squared approach? Would a diameter
squared situation tend to over-score shorter
individuals or species? Just a thought. Overall, I love
the concept linking a squared relationship to
diameter.

My thinking is along much the same lines as yours,
and I hope volume numbers become much more
widely available as ground based LiDAR and
photometric technology continue to improve. For
now though, I think practical difficulties with volume
measure and even volume estimates create a need for
other systems, like TDI.

These modifications would definitely make shorter
trees more competitive and rank higher. I’m not sure
that they would be over-scored though. I think it’s

The standard approach for estimating volume from a
few easily obtainable measurements would be to do
some kind of regression analysis. The analysis would
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more likely that they have been under-scored until
now. I realized that the Tsuga Search trees were not
a very typical population, but they seemed like an
appropriate group to test since TDI is intended for
use with near record sized trees.

the crown would probably be more useful if you were
modeling tree competition or bird habitat. For a
champion tree program, I would go with wood
volume since I’m more interested in the size of a tree
rather than its shape, but it would really depend on
what values the program is trying to capture.

Don,
And do you think there's a synergy possible in a
AF/TDI database pairing (or I guess in my old-school
way I'm asking if a information needs analysis were
done of the two, are there 'common denominators'
that would go a long ways towards some
amalgamation), while as Jess cautions, retaining
'simplicity?

I’m having a little trouble following some of your
questions, but I’ll take a stab at each of them.
Without sounding Clintonian, may I ask how TDI
defines "big"? It seems to be a somewhat elusive
answer in our arena over at AF.

I don’t think TDI defines “big” per se, but I don’t
think that’s a problem either. TDI is a ranking
system, so each individual is big or small relative to
its peers. Also, since TDI is a relative system, the
score is unitless. Another way to look at your
question is that “big” is whatever you relativize by.
In that case, we have always defined “big” as the
maximum known dimensions of each species.

The AF points system and TDI certainly have
different strengths and weaknesses, but I’m having a
hard time seeing how one could compensate for the
other. I see simplicity as the primary strength of the
AF system, so I don’t see how bringing in another
system would help. My imaginations pretty limited
though.
Did I get at what you were asking about?

I gather in part that with TDI it has to do with volume
(but is it of the bole, of bole up to branching, how do
conifers and deliquescent forms achieve parity in the
overarching all-forms competition)?

Bob,
Great to see more data in the discussion. I'm still
digesting your posts.
One quick questions. In comparing the systems, why
look at rankings and throw out the differences
between the trees? The Elder pine went to so much
work and effort to corral all those jumpy CO2
molecules to make 172 more cubic feet of wood than
the Grandfather pine. Shouldn't it get full credit for
all that additional wood. On the other hand, our
measurements aren't even accurate enough to be sure
the Thoreau pine is bigger than the Sobon.
Correlations would take all that info into account.

TDI does not explicitly deal with volume, unless
volume is included as a factor (which I would never
do). However, there is a correlation between TDI
and volume, as there is between any two data sets. I
think a high correlation between TDI and volume
would be a desirable trait for the TDI system,
because that would mean that differences in TDI
score reflect differences in the size of the trees. As
far as what parts of the tree are included in the
volume, that would likely depend on what data you
have available.

Okay, enough of that. I'll address the meat of your
post next time. I really am glad to have another
species and more ranking systems to test.

And is crown volume the biomass measure, or the
'space' it takes up?

Jess
I always thought mass was the biomass measure, in a
crown or anywhere else, but maybe you’re referring
to some use of “biomass” that I’m not familiar with?
As far as evaluating crown volume, I think that
would depend on your purpose. Wood volume (rescaled as biomass) would work best if you want to
look at carbon storage while the space occupied by
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impractical now, but guys like you are working
through them and it won't be far in the future before
they're second nature to Dendromorphometrists.

Re: Revisiting the tree dimension
index
by Don » Fri Nov 08, 2013 2:32 am

Just saying....
Don Bertolette - President/Moderator, WNTS BBS

JessThanks for your reply. My questions I think were
getting at something simpler. I've started to develop
an idea that Fred Besley (the guy who initially
championed what is now AF's Point Formula) might
have been using average crown spread and height as
a proxy for crown volume (as defined as the 'space'
that the crown takes up, as opposed to biomass); and
diameter/girth and height as a proxy for bole volume.
I believe Besley, as early as 1925, was using these
proxies in order to enable the public to participate,
much as AF became (not odd, Besley was on the
earliest Board of Directors of AF), as an advocate for
conservation and protection of our forests.

Kitzuma Trail, NC
by bbeduhn » Fri Mar 28, 2014 12:58 pm
I used to run on this trail fequently and it was the site
of my first ever mountain bike ride. It climbs on
switchbacks and then runs a very dry ridge with
screaming downhills and then into a gorge. The
ridge tops are dominated by pitch pine, chestnut oak,
table mountain pine, mountain laurel and Carolina
hemlock. Will Blozan recently treated the Carolina
hemlocks and I'm happy to report that I found just a
handful of dead ones. Most of the younger trees have
about a quarter of the needles they should but the
larger ones have at least half. They're not flourishing
but they are hanging on nicely.

This would be consistent with the national concern
about the decimation of our nation's forests by an
unregulated timber industry, prior to the 1900's...I'm
sure you're familiar with the dialogues of Muir and
Pinchot. By engaging the public with values of big
trees, for NON-commercial purposes, conservation
principles could become ingrained in the American
public.

On the steep sides of Young's Ridge, laurel thickets
tend to dominate near the top but then they open up
nicely and provide for serious tall tree habitat. The
first cove I visited was east facing. Tulips dominated
with absolutely no undergrowth. Heights ran from
the mid 120's to the mid 130's. They weren't spry,
young tulips. They were starting to get some
cragginess in their crowns. These appeared to be in
the 80-90 year range and likely won't get all that
much taller.

Even more basic, I'd ask you what measure of
bigness occupies your mind as you walk up on large
tree? For me, I think, it's the crown, whether
emergent (as often is the case with conifers) or of
significant breadth (which in deliquescent forms) to
dominate those around it.
As one who's hiked through the classic old-growth
mixed conifer forests of the Sierra Nevada range in
California, since the 1970's, I'm not at all immune to
cylindrical boles 25' around and rising more than a
hundred feet before branching and tapering begin.
They absolutely gobsmack me. And seeing a
ponderosa pine whose rounded stag-horned crown
emerges well above its cohorts, stops me in my
tracks. These are part of what defines bigness for
me.

I checked out google maps and saw that a fine north
facing cove lay on the other side of the laurel thicket
that lined the trail. If tulips reached the mid 130's on
an east and south exposure, they should do quite well
on a northern exposure. They did quite well, along
with much more species diversity. It wasn't as steep
as expected and the thicket wasn't impenetrable.
The lower part of the trail enters a north facing gorge.
The trees didn't appear to be superlative toward the
top of the gorge but they looked promising. I did a
second visit to make sure the numbers were correct.
Hemlocks dominate the very bottom of the gorge.
The largest ones are dead, likely 130's with a few
140's in their former glory. Girths topped 3.5'
diameter on the dead ones. Plenty more have been
treated and are doing well to hanging on. In the

So measures such as TDI, modified TDI, AF's and
others interest me. So do 'wireframes', and aerial
photogrammetry/satellite imagery, LiDar, Structure
from Motion, and cloud mapping. Relative to LiDar
and SfM, the images of crowns and the possibilities
of quantifying 'crown space' I find especially
intriguing. Girth by cloud mapping...these sound
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picnic area at the bottom, a few are in absolutely
pristine condition. A short loop trail leads to a
ghostyard of hemlocks which saw no treatment.

Tsuga canadensis eastern hemlock 125.3' 124.5'
122.3' 120.9' 120.3' 117.2'
Quercus alba white oak
138.4' 126.9' 123.0'
118.9' 117.7' 116.9' 116.8' 115.9' 115.4'

Now for the numbers:
North facing cove highlights
acer rubrum

Quercus montana chestnut oak 135.2' 131.5' 124.5'
120.0' 118.5'

123.4'

quercus montana

Quercus rubra
119.7' 119.1'

124.5'

quercus alba

126.9' 123.0'

carya alba

118.4'

red oak

134.7' 122.1' 120.3'

Quercus velotina black oak
112.1' 109.5'

131.9' 122.3' 112.5'

Acer rubrum red maple

132.2' 123.4' 116.3'

Fagus grandifolia beech

115.8'

Betula lenta black birch
95.7' 91.3'

108.0' 101.0' 100.2'

liriodendron tulipifera 152.7' 153.2'
Gorge highlights
quercus montana

135.2' 131.5'

quercus alba

138.4'

quercus velotina

131.9'

Liriodendron tulipifera tuliptree 166.7' 153.2' 152.7'
151.3' 149.2' 148.9' 148.3' 147.0' 145.4' 144.3'
143.2' 140.5' 139.4'
138.8' 135.0' 134.0'

quercus rubra

134.7'
132.2'

Carya alba mockernut hickory
117.4' 115.5'

122.3' 119.2' 118.4'

acer rubrum
carya alba

122.3'

Carya glabra pignut hickory

140.4' 132.8' 127.7'

carya glabra

140.4' 132.8'

Carya cordiformis bitternut hickory 110.1'

tsuga canadensis 125.3' 124.5'

Carya ovalis red hickory

betula lenta

Juglans cinerea butternut

108.0'

Liriodendron tulipifera 166.7' 151.3' 149.2' 148.9'
147.0' 145.4'

82.5'
88.3'

Robinia pseudoacacia black locust 116.4'
Prunus serotina black cherry

On the way to the trail, I stopped at sweeping curve
in the road when I noticed some height in the trees.
platanus occidentalis
quercus alba
liriodendron tulipifera
quercus montana

95.2'

Diospyros virginiana persimmon 92.0'
Platanus occidentalis sycamore

110.5'

Aesculus flava yellow buckeye

98.5'

135.8'
126.5'
Ilex opaca holly

59.9'

Pinus echinata shortleaf pine

113.6'

156.4' 151.4' 149.6' 142.2'
115.8'
Pinus rigida pitch pine

Overall numbers for Kitzuma, including the cove and
gorge numbers, discluding the road numbers:

120.2' 105.9'

Pinus pungens table mountain pine 97.8' 79.8' 79.7'
70.3'
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The big surprises included red maple at 132.2', black
oak at 131.9', chestnut oak at 135.2' and white oak at
138.4'. the tulips were much taller then I'd
anticipated. I expected red hickory to do well. I
forgot to measure one at about 100'. I suspect there
are more good reds. The gorge is incredibly
productive. There is much more there but it's quite a
grind getting around. Rhododendron hells and steep
terrain make it a very slow go. There's another
branch that I didn't hit at all. It's amazing what you
can find in familiar territory that you didn't realize
was there.
R5 = 143.08'
R10 = 134.73'
R20 = 120.26'
The R20 will benefit from the red hickory I forgot to
measure. I saw no mature white pines at all. They
would have been of help in the numbers.

Cambridge Pines!
by greenent22 » Sat Mar 29, 2014 1:40 am
A little bit confusing to find but very nice! What
beautiful place. Old-growth forest. Pics from 10/4/12:
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music works for three months now, and finally they
are finished.
The opening reception will be 4:30 – 6:30 pm,
Thursday, April 3rd. The exhibit will run through
July 1, 2014
Free admission, and VALIDATED PARKING – use
the Constitution Plaza South Garage.
Here’s a link to the Gallery page website:
http://www.cultureandtourism.org/cct/cwp/view.asp?
a=2207&q=302954
and to the event listing on CT Office of the Arts
Facebook page:
https://www.facebook.com/CTOfficeoftheArts#!/eve
nts/560924947336482/
For any questions, please contact:
Connecticut Office of the Arts
1 Constitution Plaza, 2nd Fl., Hartford, CT 06103
860-256-2735 phone

Gallery Exhibit April 3 - July 1, 2014
by michael gatonska » Tue Mar 18, 2014 6:42 pm
The Gallery at Constitution Plaza in Hartford, CT,
will be exhibiting a few of my graphic music tree-leaf
scores and a video of one of my works for piano and
soundscape. I have been working on the graphic leaf
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sIsq8nSmeQ8&feature=player_em
bedded

Here is how things are looking; I was at the gallery
yesterday to set things up, and the soundscapes sound
really nice in the space - very meditative.

Everything is up and sounding - last step to adjust
lighting
Michael Gatonska

Invitation

great oak, Basking Ridge, NJ
by tclikesbigtrees » Sun Jan 26, 2014 1:10 pm

Yesterday, since I was going to see a friend in north
Jersey, I decided that I would stop at Basking Ridge
Presbyterian Church to once again photograph the
great Oak tree there. I think this is my favorite Oak
tree in New jersey. I had been there twice before, but
I had used a film camera at those times to take
pictures. I wanted to take digital pictures this time.
Since it was snowing, I didn't do all that I had wanted
to do, but I did take some pictures. Here are a few of
them. Also there is a huge Silver Maple down the
street from the church. I didn't take any pictures of it
though.
30"x23" panel of Treesong I, for piano and
forest snowmelt soundscape
Audio recording of Treesong I (Meditations and
Colour Correspondences - Arboreal Night Music V),
performed by Monica Jakuc Leverett, piano.
11/26/2013 Sweeney Concert Hall, Smith College
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Native American Artifacts in
Redwood Goosepens?
by Mark Collins » Sat Mar 29, 2014 11:46 pm

While backpacking in New Mexico last fall, there
were several caves in the area I was hiking through
that still contained artifacts from the native people
that lived there around 1400 AD. It was incredibly
thrilling to see these artifacts in their natural state and
to imagine what life was like back then. Since
returning to California, I've been wondering whether
it might be possible to still find artifacts from the past
in the redwood groves along the rivers, in particular,
the goosepens. It would make sense that the natives
used them for shelters from time to time. Of course,
I'd also imagine that if they were used, anything left
behind in them would probably be a couple hundred
years old at the most, although that's just a guess on
my part.
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This morning I found this old dried out object that
almost looks like a piece of corn deep inside the tree
pictured above. Could it be a left over piece of food
left by a human, or just an old pine cone left by an
animal? I don't think corn was grown up in these
parts though! Has anyone else ever seen any artifacts
in the redwoods?

Ponca State Park, NE
by Jess Riddle » Mon Nov 11, 2013 8:41 pm

The two pictures below are from one of the caves I
entered in New Mexico. There were many old corn
cobs lying around, pieces of flint, and a beautiful
grinding stone left behind.

NTS,
You can see the outline of the Laurentide Ice Sheet in
the state lines of the Midwest. The eastern quarter of
the South Dakota-Nebraska state line follows the
edge of the ancient ice sheet. To the north of that
line, the land is flat, planed down by the ice. To the
south, rolling hills. However, that contrast in history
and topography has not led to a contrast in land
cover. Corn fields to the north. Corn fields to the
south. Before the corn fields, prairie to the north,
prairie to the south. The exception lies along the
contact. The Missouri River has cut a valley along
the ancient edge, and the valley’s moisture supports
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forests. The river waters the floodplain forests, and
acts as a natural fire break for the bluffs on either
side. Deep ravines dissect the forest covered bluffs
and create shaded, moist habitat.
In 1934, Nebraska set aside a chunk of the bluffs and
a little of the floodplain as Ponca State Park. Roads
run by campgrounds and overlooks on the ridge lines
200’ above the river, and past little cabins on their
way straight down the middle of the larger ravines.
The forests on the slopes and smaller ravines remain
largely intact, but erosion acts as a significant
disturbance. Running water easily cuts through and
carries away the deep loess soils that make up the
bluffs. Even run-off from a parking lot will leave a
line of holes running down a slope as each miniwaterfall bores into the loose silt. The ravines
typically have flat bottoms in their upper reaches, but
a steadily enlarging ravine within the ravine in their
middle reaches. Trees with exposed roots cling to the
upper lip of those nested ravines. Chunks of the
slopes also occasionally break loose and expose the
underlying limestone. The limestone has layers
packed with fossilized mussels and occasional
vertebrae of plesiosaurs, large marine reptiles.
Nested ravine cutting headward

Slump on ravine slope

Typical nested ravines

I visited Ponca State Park yesterday to: measure trees
in a disjunct population of rock elm; measure
Kentucky coffee-tree at the edge of its range; and fill
in the gaps in the spread of measurements for black
walnut and a few other species. Bur oak is probably
the most common species in the park, and covers the
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drier south and west facing slopes as well as the
upper slopes and ridges. Eastern red cedar and green
ash mix in on the upper slopes and ridges in the
central part of the park, but not near its edges. On
more moist slopes and in the middle of ravines,
American basswood dominates. Hackberry also
mixes in on the lower slopes, and deep soiled, moist
sites also support black walnut and scattered
Kentucky coffee-tree, rock elm, and slippery elm.
Rock elm seems especially common around the rim
of the nested ravines.

out of the herbs on moist slopes, and colonies of
prickly ash grow on the ridges. Between them and
the overstory, hophornbeam covers the slopes, but
generally avoids the ravine bottoms. Young
hackberries and elms make up the midstory on those
sites.

Dutchman's Breeches

Lower slope forest with trail

Upper ravine forest
In the spring, Dutchman’s breeches carpets the moist
slopes and gives way to Virginia water leaf as the
season progresses. Sedges and Virginia wild-rye
cover the drier slopes under the oaks. Scattered
clumps of Missouri gooseberry and chokecherry rise

PoncaMeasurements.JPG (76.3 KiB)
Viewed 292 times
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Surprisingly, at least to me, these are the first rock
elms NTS has measured. There are none in the
database and I came across none in going through old
posts to compile the Maxlist. These rock elms are
much larger than the ones in the other population I’ve
seen in the region or ones growing on the eastern
edge of their range. They also crush the current state
champion, a 128 point coppice growing along one of
the roads in the park. However, given that none of
the other species approaches their maximum
dimensions, I’m sure rock elm reaches much larger
sizes in other parts of its range.

The largest rock elm, 6’3” cbh x 78.2’
Jess
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Panama, more big tree species
by Bart Bouricius » Sat Mar 22, 2014 7:56 pm
Here are several more impressive species from the
Bocas del Toro district of Panama. My first post on
these species was on the Dynamite tree or Hura
crepitans. In this post I will provide images and
measurements for 7 additional species including the
Wild Almond "Almendra", which unlike the wild
cashew has quite tasty fruits, with a long leathery
black skin and a sweet, dare I say "nutty" flavor. This
tree shows good potential to top 200' (61 meters) in
height. All heights were based on straight up shots
with a nikon 440 rangefinder and all circumference
measurements where trees had buttresses, were above
the buttresses.
These Naso indigenous people have set up an
organization Soposo Rainforest Adventure
http://www.soposo.com/Naso_History_and_Culture.h
tml

View of ridge top above the hill side where most of
the superlative trees were found on this trip.

to bring tourists to live with them and experience
their way of life and enjoy the natural environment
and to raise a little money as well. I was certainly the
first big tree hunter to visit them, and we all had a
great time measuring and talking about big trees.
This trip added several new species to my list of
emergent trees that have been verified or are
completely new to my list. One caveat here, though I
do my best, I do not have research funding for this
and thus do not have the time and money to have
collaborators and collect samples of all tree leaves
etc. to be absolutely sure of the identity of each tree,
however I think I am doing a pretty good job under
these constraints and with over 2,000 species of trees
in Costa Rica alone.

This Zapatero tree Hieronyma alchorneoides, was 18'
5" (6 m) in circumference and 186' (56.7 m) tall.
This tree had a much smaller girth than one I had
measured in Costa Rica a few years back, yet it was
much taller growing among other tall trees. Like the
Guanacasta tree, this tree often has above ground
roots that travel a great distance from the tree.
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This Sangrillo tree Virola koschnyi gets its namd
which means "a little blood" from the reddish sap that
slowly oozes from where a leaf has been pulled off
the twig. This tree was 156' (47.6 m) tall and only
11', 6" (3.5 m) in diameter.

Mayo tree Vochysia ferroginia on Farm land at 157.5'
(48 m) tall and 22', 7" (6.9 m) circumference. This
tree, one of two in the family Vochysiaceae that have
emergent status potential, has a surprisingly small
crown for the size of the trunk.
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This Guácimo colorado tree Luehea seemannii was
an impressive 189' (57.6 m) tall and 18', 6" (5.6 m) in
circumference. This adds a new emergent species
from the Malvaceae, family which already includes
the tallest tree I have measured Pterygota excelsa
(209 ft.) and the amazing giant Kapok trees as well as
4 other potential emergents that I have not yet had the
opportunity to measure. It was a difficult ID as the
"Guasimo" tree as Celestino referred to it, is a small
tree common in the farmland around my house, and
though it is also in the Malvacea family, it rarely gets
taller than 50' (15 m). It has a peculiar trunk full of
indentations and bulges that is unmistakable, so when
I compared the tree and leaves in my pictures with
this one they did not match, however the Guacimo
colorado matched well and that is what I am sticking
with for now.

This Guayobo de Montaña Terminalia oblonga was
156' (47.6 m) tall by 12', 10" (3.9 m) circumference.

This Berbá tree was 180' (54.9 m) tall and 13', 2" (4
m) in circumference. This was one of the members
of the many impressive trees in the Brosimum genus
in the family Moraceae which I documented on the
Osa Peninsula in Costa Rica as well.
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Biggest tree of the trip. This Wild Almond Dipteryx
oleifera, was 195' (59.5 m) tall and 30', 3" (9.2 m) in
circumference above the buttresses. It was growing
on the farm, but had clearly grown up in natural
forest originally based on it's height and form. These
trees are now theoretically protected throughout
Costa Rica and Panama, primarily because they are
the main nesting sites for the endangered Great Green
Macaw. It is now rare to find this tree in the natural
forests because it has quite valuable wood and it has
been selectively logged out of most natural forest
except deep into certain parks. Celestino had several
saplings staked so that visitors would not step on
them as they mature. Other Dipteryx species are
among the tallest trees in the Amazon basin flood
plain. There were 3 more large "Almendra" trees
including another one that was 187.5' tall (57.2 m)
tall.

Bob,
Here is a list of all 18 trees currently measured at
over 150' tall there is some rounding of units here:
common name
species

height
location

Wild Cashew, Espave
177' (54 m)
Anacardium xcelsum
Osa
Peninsula, Costa Rica
Dynamite tree, Cebo amarillo
Hura crepitans
Toro, Panama
Ajo

185' (56.4 m)
Bocas del

173' (53 m)
Caryocar costaricaense Osa Peninsula,

Costa Rica
Guayabo
Terminalia oblonga

156' (48 m)
Bocas del Toro,

Panama
Wild Almond, Almendra
Dipteryx oleifera
Toro, Panama
Camibo
Copaifera aromatica

195' (60 m)
Bocas del

165' (50 m)
Osa Peninsula,

Costa Rica
Chachimbo, Quack
Couratari scottmorii
Costa Rica

188' (57 m)
Osa Peninsula,

Guacimo colorado
Luehea seemannii
Toro, Panama

189' (58 m)
Bocas del

?
Pterygota excelsa

209 (64 m)
Piedras Blancas

National
Park, Costa
Rica
Cebo, Kapok tree
Ceiba pentandra
Blancas National

The Almendro seed pod which contains the much
smaller black sheathed nut.

198' (60 m)
Piedras

Park, Costa
Rica

Re: Panama, more big tree species

Cedro bateo, Caobilla
Carapa guianensis
Peninsula, Costa Rica

by Bart Bouricius » Sat Mar 22, 2014 10:04 pm
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feet tall, that equates to less than 12 inches. Or as the
authors themselves put it,

?

173' (53 m)
Brosimum costaricanum Osa Peninsula,
Costa Rica
Berba, Cacique
Brosimum guianense
Toro, Panama

189' (58 m)
Bocas del

Vaca, Lechoso
Brosimum utile
Costa Rica

185' (56 m)
Osa Peninsula,

Fruta dorada, Sangrillo
Virola koschnyi
Toro, Panama

156' (48 m)
Bocas del

"Hence, with the accurate laser
rangefinders and electronic clinometers
available today, instrument error when
measuring total tree heights with the sine
method can be expected to be consistently
less than 1 percent for experienced users"
(Bragg et al, 2011)
I was curious to know how accurate my Nikon 440
laser range finder and Suunto clinometer are when
compared to a tape drop. To my knowledge there
hasn't been a careful experiment done to answer that
question for the Nikon 440. The manufacturer-stated
accuracy of the TruPulse 200 is +/- 0.1 yards and for
the Nikon it is +/- 0.5 yard. It is widely accepted that
the accuracy of the Nikon 440 can be improved
through instrument calibration. Even so, I embarked
on this study with the expectation that the Nikon 440
might only be accurate to within 3% of tape drop
accuracy. I'm happy to say that I had underestimated
the Nikon's capabilities.

Zapatero, Pilon
186' (57 m)
Hieronyma alchorneoides Bocas del
Toro, Panama
Mayo
Vochysia ferruginea
Toro, Panama
?
Pouteria sp.
Costa Rica

158' (48 m)
Bocas del

186' (57 m)
Osa Peninsula,

Study methods.
I measured the total height of 4 loblolly (Pinus taeda)
conifers ranging in height from 126 feet tall to 141
feet tall. The pines were situated on 3 sites near
Chapel Hill, NC that I located using LIDAR data
obtained from Doug Newcomb, Cartographer at the
Raleigh, NC Field Office of the US Fish and Wildlife
Service. The first two pines are located in a stately
grove of Loblolly pines along Morgan Creek near the
NC Botanical Gardens. Here's a 360 panorama of
that grove: http://photosynth.net/view/bbe1eb3888fe-4cfb-9233-7c51f3244b86. I used satellite
imagery from Google and Bing to narrow the list of
sites to those on publicly accessible land that were
most likely to contain tall pine trees. Loblolly pines
are common in the Piedmont of North Carolina and
are ideal for this experiment because they have tall,
straight boles and conical tops with easily identified
height maxima.

Comparing tape drop height to that
obtained with Nikon 440
by pdbrandt » Mon Mar 31, 2014 3:47 pm
This post ended up being much longer than I
imagined - my apologies to the casual reader!
Tape drop is considered the definitive measure of a
tree's exact height, but climbing a tree to measure its
height is usually not feasible. Don Bragg, Lee
Frelich, Bob Leverett, Will Blozan and Dale
Luthringer published a paper in 2011
(http://www.nativetreesociety.org/specia ...
g2011D.pdf) wherein they measured 42 trees (mostly
Tsuga conifers) via the NTS sine method with a
TruPulse 200 hypsometer and compared the height to
that obtained by tape drop. The trees were in the 150
foot range and they found that discrepancy for those
42 trees ranged from -1.9% to +1.4% with a standard
deviation of 0.64%. In other words 68% of the time
(definition of 1 standard deviation) one could expect
that the sine-based measurement would be within
0.64% of the tape drop measurement. On a tree 150

I measured the trees from the ground first using the
NTS sine method. Each tree was measured from at
least three locations on different sides of the tree,
often on 2 different days.
I had previously calibrated my Nikon 440 to
determine the needed correction factor (see
viewtopic.php?f=235&t=4862). I recalibrated it in
February 2014 with nearly the same results. I should
point out that I have found it impractical in a woods
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setting to always step back or step forward to LRF
"click over" in order to take a measurement -- usually
there is only a small window through which to point
the laser and often taking a step back or forward puts
underbrush clutter in the way of a clear view to the
tallest point of the tree. For this reason when I
calibrate my LRF, I average the reading of 4
measurements for each reference point -- 2 readings
walking backward to click over and 2 readings
walking forward to click over.

Height(feet) = [[[LRF(top) * 3] + CF] *
sine of angle(top)] + [[[LRF(base) * 3] +
CF] * sine of angle(base)]
LRF is the reading from the Nikon 440 in
yards
CF is a correction factor determined from
the calibration process
I did not calibrate my Suunto clinometer since
extensive conversations between Karl Heinz, Bob
Leverett and others in this thread
(viewtopic.php?f=235&t=4876 and math I don't
completely follow) indicates that clinometer error is
essentially negated when combining crown and base
angle measures.

Here are the details of my calibration protocol: I
calibrate the LRF by measuring the distance to the
side of a brick shed at the end of a long, level parking
lot. I stake the end of a 300 foot tape measure at the
base of the shed and extended it past 80 yards (240
feet). I record the actual distance (tape measure
reading) at 10 yard intervals between 20 yards (60
feet) and 80 yards (240 feet) as measured on the LRF.
For example, I step backward until the LRF says 20
yards and then record the actual distance from the
tape measure. Then I step forward until the LRF
reads 20 yards and record the actual distance at that
point. I repeat both measurements once more and
then average all 4 measurements for the 20 yard
distance. Then I repeat that process for the 30, 40, 50
, 60 , 70 and 80 yard reference points. At each point
the standard deviation of the 4 averaged
measurements was between 0.4 and 0.5 feet meaning
that most any measurement returned by the LRF can
be trusted within an accuracy of 6 inches or less.
Comparing the LRF reading at each 10 yard
reference point to the average of the 4 measurements
from the tape measure allows me to determine a
correction factor for each range distance:

Results.
Angle, distance and resulting sine-based height
calculations are listed in Table 1 along with the CBH,
date of measurement, and rough GPS coordinates of
each tree.
Within a few weeks of the ground based
measurements I climbed each tree and measured the
trees by tape drop. It is best to have a ground helper
when performing a tape drop, but I couldn't convince
anyone to come out to the woods with me for a few
hours at a time in February/March. The person on
the ground is helpful because they can position the
tape at the correct point at the base of the tree and
provide tension while the climber reads off the
measurement. A ground person with the right
perspective can also let the climber know when a
telescoping measuring pole is at the same height as
the tallest twig of the tree.

subtract 0.8 feet for measurements between
0 and 59 feet (0 and 19.9 yards)
subtract 0.9 feet for measurements between
60 and 89 feet (20 and 29.9 yards)
subtract 1.0 feet for measurements between
90 and 119 feet (30 and 39.9 yards)
subtract 1.1 feet for measurements between
120 and 149 feet (40 and 49.9 yards)
subtract 1.1 feet for measurements between
150 and 179 feet (50 and 59.9 yards)
subtract 1.2 feet for measurements between
180 and 209 feet (60 and 69.9 yards)
subtract 1.2 feet for measurements between
210 and 239 feet (70 and 79.9 yards)
subtract 1.25 feet for measurements over
240 feet (over 80 yards)
I use a spreadsheet program on my iPad to calculate
the total height in the field based on the equation:

Since I was performing the tape drops myself, I
carried a 200 foot construction tape measure into the
canopy and lowered the end directly to the ground
using a brightly colored, 1 pound throw bag as
weight. In each case it was easy to tell when the bag
hit the ground both by visual confirmation and
because the tension on the tape relaxed. In each tree
I could climb safely to within 10 feet of the highest
point. When I reached that point I used a metal tape
measure to record the remaining distance to the top of
the tree. Then I added the numbers from the upward
measurement to the tape drop measurement to obtain
the total height. Although I did not have a ground
helper, I have no reason to believe that my tape drop
measurements are off by more than 2 inches. Tape
drop measurements, dates, and comparison to sinebased ground measurements are listed in Table 1.
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paragraph above.
Table 1(click on the table for a larger view)
2). I have heard some NTSers state that when taking
multiple sine based measurements on the same tree
they will throw out all but the highest measurement
assuming that in that attempt they found the true
highest point in a nested crown and in the others they
were not measuring the highest sprig in the crown.
Interestingly, I noticed that in 2 out of 4 trees in this
small study, the highest LRF measurement I recorded
was actually the most accurate measurement (lowest
% divergence from tape drop). (The highest LRF
measure for each tree is colored red in Table 1
above.) This observation lends some credibility to
the practice of throwing out all but the highest sinebased height value. However, even though the tallest
measurement was the most accurate in half the cases,
it was also an overestimate of the true height in 4 out
4 cases.
3). In 3 out of 4 cases (Loblolly #4 being the only
exception), averaging the LRF measures from
different sides of the tree resulted in a height value
that was closer to the tape drop measure. That leads
me to conclude that when possible it is better to
average multiple measurements from different
locations around the tree.
Overall, I'm happy to learn that the Nikon 440/Suunto
clinometer pairing is very good at estimating the
height of woods grown trees up to 140 feet tall. I
think it is safe to reaffirm that the Nikon 440 is an
excellent low-cost alternative to the TruPulse brand
hypsometers and that % divergence from tape drop
measurements is comparable between the two
instruments.
Please let me know what you think...
Lastly, here are some pictures of the trees from the
ground and from the crown. Enjoy!
Conclusions.
1). The average % divergence was 0.49%, but that
value is misleading because some LRF values are
high (positive % divergence values) and some are
low (negative % divergence values) so the average
looks artificially low. For that reason it is more
informative to look at the absolute value of the %
divergences. The average of the absolute values of
all the divergences was 0.88% with standard
deviation = 0.57%. The range of the divergences was
-1.83% to +1.59%. These numbers are almost
exactly what Don Bragg and his coauthors reported
for the TruPulse in the paper mentioned in the first
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Loblolly #1

view form top of Loblolly #1
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Loblolly #2

view from top of Loblolly #2
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Loblolly #3

view from top of Loblolly #3
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Loblolly #4

View from top of Loblolly #4

Patrick

Re: Comparing tape drop height to
that obtained with Nikon 4
by dbhguru » Tue Apr 01, 2014 10:40 am
Patrick,
We congratulate you. Your report bolsters other
research that supports the use of the sine method, but
you go farther by illustrating laser calibration and its
inclusion in the actual measuring. I encourage you to
send a Word version of your post to Dr. Don Bragg
for inclusion in a future edition of the Bulletin of the
Eastern Native Tree Society. But now I'd like to deal
with one point in your post. First a quote.
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if your clinometer is off a half degree, the equivalent
radian measure is 0.5(π/180). There is an Excel
function named RADIANS that converts degrees to
radians. So 0.5(π/180) and RADIANS(0.5) return the
same value, i.e. 0.0087. Angles feed to trigonometric
functions in Excel must be in radians. I expect that
degrees versus radians causes lots of headaches for
people who do not think in mathematical terms. Just
remember, you can use the Excel function to
RADIANS to convert degrees to radians. Conversely,
you can convert radians to degrees using the Excel
function DEGREES. RADIANS AND DEGREES
are inverse functions of one another.

I did not calibrate my Suunto clinometer since
extensive conversations between Karl Heinz, Bob
Leverett and others in this thread
(viewtopic.php?f=235&t=4876 and math I don't
completely follow) indicates that clinometer error is
essentially negated when combining crown and base
angle measures.
Here is an Excel example illustrating what we're
talking about. I'll first present the diagram and then
make comments.

As a side issue, part of training for the National
Cadre for support of American Forest(likely an NTS
role) is doing just what you did. Each member must
develop an understanding of what causes errors and
sense of where the errors are significant and where
they are not. Your actual climbing the trees and
documenting what you measured is immensely
important. Also, it is critically important to know
what point in the crown or at the base is being
measured, and as we all know that requires practice,
practice, practice. Identifying the tips and developing
better field methods to do so is where those of you
who climb can really contribute.
Again, thanks for the post, and all the work that
went behind it. You make us proud.

When a mechanical clinometer is out of
calibration, it is often off either on the high or low
side by some amount such as a quarter or half a
degree, i.e. the direction of the error stays the same
whether pointing the instrument up or down. If a
clinometer reads high, it means that the clinometer's
role in the calculations will be to add an erroneous
height component for heights above eye level and
subtract it for heights below eye level. If the
clinometer error is under, them the impact in total
height will be the opposite of the above - of course.
But our point is that the errors often almost cancel
one another for mechanical clinometers. This is an
observation that Ed Frank made and stressed long
ago.

Bob

Grove of the Titans and Atlast Grove
explored today
by JohnnyDJersey » Sun Mar 30, 2014 1:34 am
I'm really tired from a long day of hiking so forgive
me for the short text but here are some photos from
Atlas Grove and Grove of the Titans I took today
using nature as my tripod as I was solo hiking. A
couple of these trees are not found in the two groves.
I still cant believe I did all this today. I found tons of
other trees over the past few days including ones I
question if they had been documented before. Ill
cover that later. How did I find these trees so easily?
Years of research and a little skill. Enjoy.
Attachments

In the diagram, I added a quick way of evaluating
the impact of angle and/or distance errors using
differential calculus. The formula for dH gives the
height error associated with an angle error dA and/or
distance error dL when using the sine method. Note
that dA, dL, and dH are just variables in the equation,
but the value of dA and dL must be small relative to
A and L for differentials to work. There is an
equivalent formula for the tangent method, but I
won't complicate the discussion by including it here.
Oh yes, dA must be in radians in the formula, so that
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Howland Hill Giant 6th largest 58ft2in CBH

Big Tree 15th largest Redwood

Just a multi stemmed tree with 69ft+ CBH

Illuvitar, 3rd largest redwood. 60ft4in CBH
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Atlas Tree 20th largest redwood 61ft5in

Screaming Titans GOTT

Fessler Tree 33rd largest redwood 62ft CBH

El Viejo del Norte 5th largest redwood
Lost Monarch, Largest Coast Redwood
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Chesty Puller 61ft3in CBH
A few more trees, unnamed, unknown, or name not
known. A couple more Titans too.

Father Of The Forest Big Basin

29ft CBH Douglas Fir

The Auto Tree Big Basin
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Rockefeller Tree 16th tallest tree 366ft

54ft5in CBH Jed Smith

Giant Tree 15th largest redwood

Between two 29ft4in CBH Sitka Spruce
PCSP

Slow taper 45ft CBH on hwy 199 Jed Smith
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60ft CBH Redwoods

The Arco Giant 11th largest
John D Harvey
57ft4in CBH Redwood PCSP
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Back Issues of eNTS: The Magazine of the Native Tree Society - 2013

eNTS Magazine January 2013 27 MB
Broken into Four Parts: A, B, C, D

eNTS Magazine February 2013 15
MB
Broken into Four Parts: A, B, C

eNTS Magazine April 2013 20 MB
Broken into Four Parts: A, B, C, D

eNTS Magazine May 2013 16 MB
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eNTS Magazine March 2013 26 MB
Broken into Four Parts: A, B, C, D

eNTS Magazine June 2013 17 MB
Broken into Three Parts: A, B, C
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eNTS Magazine Aug-Dec 2014 30MB

Back Issues of eNTS: The Magazine of the Native Tree Society 2012

eNTS Magazine January 2012 21 MB
Broken into Three Parts: A, B, C

eNTS Magazine February 2012 20.5
MB
Broken into Three Parts: A, B, C
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eNTS Magazine March 2012 21 MB
Broken into Four Parts: A, B, C, D
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eNTS Magizine April 2012 17.6 MB
Broken Into Three Parts: A, B, C

eNTS Magazine May 2012 16.6 MB
Broken into Four Parts: A, B, C, D

eNTS Magazine June 2012 8.7 MB

eNTS Magazine July 2012 10 MB
Broken Into Two Parts: A B

eNTS Magazine August 2012 13.3
MB
Broken into Three Parts: A B C

eNTS Magazine September 2012 13
MB
Broken into Three Parts: A B C
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eNTS Magazine October 2012 18
MB
Broken Into Four Parts: A B C D

eNTS Magazine November 2012
21
MB
Broken Into Three Parts A B C

eNTS Magazine December 2012
17 MB
Broken Into Three Parts A B C

Back Issues of eNTS: The Magazine of the Native Tree Society 2011

eNTS_Magazine January 2011 12

eNTS_Magazine February 2011 8.5
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eNTS_Magazine March2011 4.2 MB
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MB

MB

eNTS Magazine_April2011 6 MB

eNTS Magazine_May2011 9.5 MB

eNTS_Magazine June2011 8.9 MB

eNTS Magazine_July2011.pdf 28 MB
Broken into Four parts: A, B, C, D

eNTS Magazine August 2011 21 MB
Broken into two parts A, B

eNTS Magazine September 2011 13
MB
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eNTS Magazine October 2011 25 MB
Broken into Four Parts A, B, C, D

eNTS Magazine November 2011 18
MB
Broken into Four Parts A, B, C, D
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eNTS Magazine December 2011 13.7
MB
Broken into Two Parts A, B
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About: eNTS: The Magazine of the Native Tree Society
This magazine is published monthly and contains material that is compiled from posts made to the NTS BBS.
http://www.ents-bbs.org It features notable trip reports, site descriptions and essays posted to the BBS by NTS
members. The purpose of the magazine is to have an easily readable and distributable magazine of posts available
for download for those interested in the Native Tree Society and in the work that is being conducted by its members.
This magazine serves as a companion to the more formal science-oriented Bulletin of the Eastern Native Tree
Society and will help the group reach potential new members. To submit materials for inclusion in the next issue,
post to the BBS. Members are welcome to suggest specific articles that you might want to see included in future
issues of the magazine, or point out materials that were left from a particular month’s compilation that should have
been included. Older articles can always be added as necessary to the magazine. The magazine will focus on the
first post on a subject and provide a link to the discussion on the website. Where warranted later posts in a thread
may also be selected for inclusion.
Edward Frank – Editor-in-Chief
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